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Developing Effective Congestion Management Systems 

- FOREWORD --

Included here are case study reports written by four metropolitan planning organizations: Capital 
District Transportation Committee (CDTC), Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments 
(MW COG), North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG), and Puget Sound 
Regional Council (PSRC). The reports chronicle early congestion management system (CMS) 
development and implementation experiences in the four metropolitan areas. The case studies are 
part of the U.S. Department of Transportation's technology transfer program, and are sponsored 
by the Federal Highway Administration's Metropolitan Planning Division. 

The reports are intended to increase professional knowledge of those working to develop, 
implement, and sustain congestion mitigation and mobility enhancement activities. Examples of 
practice are presented which have potential application to any number of local, regional, or 
statewide performance-based planning initiatives. The reports vary in discussion from the 
technical and institutional, to the planning process in general. 

Chosen for tbe vacietv qfwcaacha tho represent. these casa arcJ1Caented as'"""''" for 
practk,, 

The information presented is particularly relevant to metropolitan planning organization (MPO) 
and state department of transportation (DOT) staff working with congestion management 
systems - one of the six management systems outlined in the lntermodal Surface Transportation 
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991. 
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CONTEXT 

CAPITAL DISTRICT (ALBANY, NY) CASE STUDY 
CONGESTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

Development Patterns 

The metropolitan area surrounding Albany, NY is a multi-centered region with low and moderate 
density development. The metropolitan statistical area includes six counties and has a population of 
approximately 900,000. Four counties (Albany, Rensselaer, Saratoga and Schenectady) contain 
nearly 90% of that population and provide a traditional metropolitan service boundary for the regional 
transit operator (Capital District Transportation Authority), regional planning board (Capital District 
Regional Planning Commission) and regional transportation planning agency (Capital District 
Transportation Committee). The Capital District Transportation Committee (CDTC) is the 
designated Metropolitan Planning Organiz.ation (MPO) for purposes of fulfilling federal transportation 
law. 

Urban development in the Capital District has its origins in the largely independent development of 
its four central cities -- Albany, Troy, Schenectady and Saratoga Springs. The triangle formed by 
Albany, Troy and Schenectady provided ample room between cities for suburban development 
through the 1960's and 197fYs. Radial suburban development has been modest in all directions except 
to the north, along 1-87 (the Adirondack Northway) into Saratoga County. Saratoga County lias had 
among the most rapid growth rates in New York over the past two decades. 

The resulting urban development is scattered. Albany, as the largest municipality, houses barely 
100,000 residents. Ten other cities or towns have at least 20,000 residents. There are several city 
and suburban employment centers with employment of3,000 to 1S,000 each. Or.'•: the Albany central 
business district, with approximately 40,000 employees, is a major downtown .. tp destination. 

Growing amounts of congestion are evident in the Capital District today, but current congestion does 
not represent a major threat to economic vitality or to the overall quality of life for residents. 
Congestion is generally confined to intersection delay, midblock delay on certain two-lane suburban 
arterials, and limited, erratic, but increasingly-frequent breakdowns of freeway flow. Highway 
congestion faced by transit vehicles is found in the same locations listed above. Highway congestion 
experienced by freight transportation parallels that experienced by auto users. Congestion caused 
by deliveries and other freight transportation is not a major concern. 

The congestion threat to the Capital District is related to CDTC's identification in 1990 of prospects 
for a near-tripling of unacceptable delay by the year 2000, as a result of projected development, 
income and vehicle ownership growth and shifts in the geographic distribution of activity increasingly 
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toward suburban and exurban areas. A particular concern regards developing congestion on 1-87 (the 
Adirondack Northway) which extends from the heart of the Albany-Schenectady-Troy urban triangle 
up through the suburban area of Saratoga County. This is the strongest growth corridor in the 
metropolitan area and has experienced growth in Average Annual Daily Traffic from 35,000 vehicles 
per day (at the Saratoga County border) in 1980 to 90,000 today. Peak hour in-bound traffic 
volumes already exceed 6,000 vehicles on the three southbound lanes, which is the theoretical 
capacity of the facility. 

CDTC has been very active in congestion management and mitigation strategies for the past several 
years. A public-private highway financing policy was established in 1989. Definition of congestion 
and prioritization of congestion corridors was completed in 1990. Ten-year forecasts of congestion 
and examination of the cost-effectiveness of alternative actions were completed by 1991. Systems 
management actions were assessed for over 400 intersections and· regional demand management 
strategies were evaluated. Park-and-ride transit markets were prioritized and lot locations identified. 
A ridesharing program was initiated and routine examination ofits effectiveness conducted. Sub-area 
and corridor studies have been conducted in the highest priority corridors through contractual 
agreements with local governments. Mitigation fees are being collected from private development. 

As a result, CDTC was in a favorable position to react to the planning requirements and the increased 
federal funding authorizations made possible by the ISTEA legislation The five-year Transportation 
Improvement Program (TIP) adopted in 1993 drew heavily from CDTC's ten-year plan which, in turn, 
drew heavily from CDTC's congestion management emphasis. The primary TIP commitments and 
their current status are discussed in Appendix 1. The TIP is expected to cut regional congestion in 
half but leave a 11.unber of unanswered congestion avoidance and congestion mitigation questions for 
the post-2000 period. (See Figure 1 representing projected year-20 J 5 congestion remaining on 
the regional highway system after taking credit for highway, transit and demand management 
actions in the cu"ent Transportation Improvement Program. The most significant remaining 
congestion is shown in the Northway corridor.) Overall, implementation success since TIP adoption 
can be described as slow and methodical. · 
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MPO Structure 

CDTC and its sister agencies across the state are creatures of federal law. They exist primarily to 
satisfy the federal requirements for cooperative decision-making regarding metropolitan 
transportation plans and programs and their influence is rooted in control of federal transportation 
funds. CDTC's five year TIP includes over $500,000,000 in federal highway and transit projects. 
MPOs in New York operate on the unique principle of action by consensus -- with consensus 
generally defined as "unanimity of all affected parties". Most of these MPOs, like CDTC, have their 
origins in the mid-I 960's and have historically included the state, counties, cities, regional planning 
boards and principal transit operators as voting members. CDTC currently has seventeen elected 
officials as members, along with the New York State Department of Transportation Commissioner, 
representatives of the Capital District Regional Plaming Commission, Capital District Transportation 
Authority and New York State Thruway Authority. One Saratoga County position is currently held 
by a local developer. 

CDTC's consensus process has generally worked to produce agreement rather than stalemate. It puts 
an automatic pressure upon the process to be equitable and politically realistic. This pressure will 
serve both as a challenge (in examining·new ideas) and a protection in CDTC's serious pursuit of its 
next-generation long range plan and in its development of a Congestion Management System. 
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PLANNING APPROACH 

A Metropolitan Planning Organization implementing the provisions of the ISTEA is faced with the 
challenge of finding good structures that provide for the following: 

I . Outreach. The intent of the ISTEA is for better and earlier involvement of interested pai:ties 
in the planning process. The quality of the decisions made by the MPO is directly related to the 
quality of the involvement of such non-traditional participants as trucking firms and railroads, 
environmental and community groups, developers and universities. Access to the process must be 
provided at appropriate times; if access is poorly timed or ineffective, then valuable contributions to 
the decision process can be lost. 

2. Information. Plans and programs require a solid information base. Particularly given the 
competing needs that vie for limited funding, it is imperative that MPOs have access to basic data 
regarding the condition of systems and the impact of those conditions on users and the general public. 
Objective information can go a long way to establishing common ground among parties with 
opposing perspectives. 

3. Vision. Choices cannot be made in a vacuum. Each transportation investment or policy 
contributes to creating an environment that is either helpful or hurtful to the economic health, natural 
environment and quality of life ~rienced by residents of the area. A broad vision for the 
transportation system shapes individual decisions. An objective dialogue about competing visions 
for the future can perhaps resolve conflicts - or at least clarify the differences that remain. 

4. Analytic Procedures. Good information implies the presence of good interpretation. How 
do we know when congestion is too great, for example? Can we isolate the effect of congestion on 
freight? Can we develop standards for performance of the system? 

5. Priority setting. The ISTEA provides immense flexibility to the states and MPOs in directing 
available federal funds toward a wide range of purposes. Effective decisions require good structures 
for clearly articulating the costs and benefits of alternative actions. The structure must malce the 
wisest use of available technical tools ( calculation of emissions reductions due to a transit project, for 
example) and also account for the fact that all costs and benefits cannot be quantified (the "quality 
of life" benefit to a community from building a truck bypass route, for example). 

There have been many representations of the relationships among the regional plan, the 
Transportation Improvement Program and the management systems. Figure 2 represents the 
structure that best describes the focused approach that CDTC perceived would be appropriate for 
implementing the ISTEA requirements. In this structure, the management systems ensure appropriate 
data collection and interpretation; the plan focuses on outreach, visioning and 
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Figure 2 COTC's Initial Perspective on the Aspects 
of the MPO Planning Process 
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establishing principles; and the programming process concentrates on pnonty setting for 
implementation of the actions that derive from various sources. 

Iii practice, the various coq,onents- llllllllgelDel1 systems, the plan, and the TIP - are not so easily 
difi'erabted. The "interpretation" shown in Figure 2 for the management systems cannot be viewed 
in isolation from the fundamental visioning and principle-setting exercises of the plan development. 
Indeed, CDTC's extensive efforts in developing its "New Visions" next-generation regional 
transportalian plan indicates that the flow of policy from the plan to the data collection process is 
as important, perhaps more important than the flow of information from the ~ment systems 
to the plan. As a result. CDTCs Congestion Management System documentation, o~ a formal 
system is in place by October, 199S, will discuss the plan development and program development 
processes as nucb as it will discuss data collection and congestion measures. 

Further, TIP project implementation over the past twelve months has led to greater attention toward 
better incorporation of project design activities into the overall structure. NYSDOT project designers 
need to be more fully exposed to the decision process that led to programming the project; this is 
essential if these designers are going to be sensitive to the nmltiple objectives ( congestion relief, 
access management, demand management bike and pedestrian accommodation, aesthetic treatment) 
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of the kinds of capital projects that derive from an integrated planning process. To that end, 
NYSDOT Region 1 has increased the involvement of the localities and the CDTC staff in what had 
been largely an internal-NYSDOT effort to scope and design federal-aid highway projects. 

Through this evolving practice, CDTCs perception of an effective integration of management systems 
with other aspects of the planning is better described through Figure 3. 

Figure 3 is intended to indicate that the management systems are the most logical location for data 
collection and basic interpretation of system performance. This information then feeds the plan 
development and short range programming process. The the most appropriate location for outreach 
is during the regional transportation plan development; outreach in the TIP process is important, but 
is most valuable only if the basic dialogue has occurred regarding the underlying vision, principles, 
conunitments and intentions of the metropolitan area. As a result, CDTC's Congestion Management 
System will describe principles, visioning, priority setting and scoping processes as well as the data 
collection and interpretation processes. 

It should be noted that the broad visioning exercise contained in the regional transportation plan 
development cannot and should not be limited to subjects of the management systems. Issues such 
as metropolitan land use policy (for example, urban reinvestment philosophy or the conscious 
acc:eptance of congestion to minimize urban sprawl) and public transportation access policy (such as 
providing transit service to all areas above a certain density) are not clearly captured by the 
management systems if they are not direc:tly designed to address congestion, safety, infrastructure 
condition or other management system subjects. 
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Figure 3 

CDTC's Revised Perspective on the Aspects 
of the MPO Planning Process 
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A WORK IN PROGRESS 

The remainder of the paper describes the case study -- a work in progress -- of the Capital District 
of New York that attempts to implement the structured approach represented in Figure 3. As 
mentioned earlier, CDTC was weU positioned to respond to the demands of the ISTEA. The local
state cooperative process was sufficiently healthy and technical procedures were sufficiently robust 
to allow CDTC to build quickly upon its previous successes. 

Progress in plan development and program development are described with respect to techniques 
used to integrate various issues. The Congestion Management System development progress is 
described is greater detail. 

Plan Development 

CDTC circulated a draft ten-year mobility plan in 1990. Upon passage of the ISTEA, the plan was 
expanded, widely circulated and revised. Formal adoption was completed in December, 1993. 

As drafted, the regional plan foaases on committed actions over the next ten years. It acknowledges 
that they are largely incremental (transit park-and-ride lots, traffic management actions, demand 
management actions, limited highway widenings) and will be insufficient alone to meet the 
ttansportation needs of the area over a 2S-year horizon. The plan states the current, ten-year "vision" 
for the region. For congestion management, commitments to a regional incident detection and 
freeway and arterial nwnagemeot system are among the significant commitments of the ten-year plan. 
Among the strategic system improvements are commitments to elimination of five one-to-two mile 
bottlenecks, construction of 2,000 park-and-ride spaces and major access improvements to the 
Albany County Airport. 

The ten-year plan uses performance measures such as projected energy consumption, the number of 
congested corridors and ridership on transit to demonstrate that a bigger vision and more significant 
conunitments are required to meet long-range needs. As a result, even prior to completion of the ten
year plan, CDTC launched a major cooperative effort to produce a long-range plan. 

The long-range plan effort, entitled "New Visions" is explicitly designed to fit the structure shown 
in Figure 3. That is, it embraces the concept of outreach at the ground floor of the process. CDTC 
has established contact with over S00 "stakeholders" and has been working for over eighteen months 
with nine task forces composed of over 100 committed business leaders. environmental advocates, 
freight operators and users, state and local government leaders. interested residents and other 
stakeholders. 

The nine task forces cover the following subjects: 
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I. Urban Issues 
2. Transit Futures 
3. Expressway Management 
4. Arterial Corridor Management 
5. Highway and Bridge Infrastructure 
6. Bicycle and Pedestrian Travel 
7. Goods Movement 
8. Demographics and Land Use Futures 
9. Special Transportation Needs 

These task forces capture the subjects of the management systems, but clearly go beyond the letter 
of the management systems regulations into the broad range of subjects cited under the ISTEA 
metropolitan planning regulations. 

The effort began in June, 1993 and is expected to produce the next-generation regional transportation 
plan within the three-year timeframe established by the ISTEA. Over I 00 individuals serve on task 
forces which are meeting monthly or bimonthly. 

A key feature of New Visions is that each task force is required to address public safety, land use, 
environmental impact, resource efficiency, equity and justice in its deliberations. 

The task forces spent six months identifying current and projected (year 2015) conditions, policy 
issues and candidate actions. One hundred thirty individuals attended a full-day conference held in 
December, 1993 to review "white papers" produced by the task forces and provide direction to phase 
two (currently underway). 

The current phase two effort has stretched from January, 1994 through March, 1995 in order to 
continue the extensive, comprehensive discussions and to undertake technical work to support the 
task force discussions and oontime the consensus-building process. It is important to remember that 
CDTC was uniquely positioned to undertake such an effort - intergovernmental relationships were 
sound, staff technical capability and credtbility was high, and a short-term agenda was clear and well
funded. As a result, CDTC ~tered the challenging process of outreach and visioning from a position 
of strength. 

Given that, it is very important to report thal the process is working well but taking much longer (in 
calendar time) and requiring much greater staff support than originally expected. The original 
target date for adoption of the New Visions plan was spring, 1995. After completion of phase 1 and 
the December, 1993 conference, it became clear that the New Visions agenda had grown so large 
(with full support of both CDTCs traditional and new participants) that completion was re-scheduled 
to December, 1995. One major task initiated in the New Visions effort was a full-scale systems 
analysis of the potential for light rail, commuter rail or busway applications. With the time required 
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for consultant selection, this critical path item could not be completed until early 1995. With that, 
the schedule for the entire process shifted to an February, 1996 completion. Recently, after 
NYSDOTs request that CDTC fit an annual TIP update (which had not been anticipated) into the 
staff work program in the spring of 1995, the completion date shifted to June, 1996. Extending the 
time line for the process was not a particular concern to the traditional participants; newer 
participants are generally sufficiently pleased with progress that they have expressed no concern with 
the length of the effort. 

Task force discussions have continued at a pace that varies with the task force; the most active have 
been the urban issues, expressway management, bicycle and pedestrian, and demographic and land 
use futures task forces. These groups have met frequently, formed subcommittees and have 
repeatedly raised and pursued controversial subjects. The transit task force, highway and bridge 
infrastructure and arterial management task forces have proceeded in an orderly, but less-frequent 
basis. The special transportation needs task force has been comfortable in meeting infrequently, just 
as often as necessary to meet overall schedule requirements. 

The uJtimate product wiU be a clear statement of vision, explicit presentation of principles, a 
. refinement of the commitments made in the ten-year plan and a statement of specific intentions (build 
this, avoid that, etc.). An initial statement of congestion management princ:ples was incorporated 
into the plan and also into early versions of the Congestion Management System Concept.Plan. This 
format has been followed by the task forces, who have each suggested a series of planning and 
investment principles. The principles - if adopted as part of the CDTC action on the next-generation, 
New Visions regional transportation plan - would serve as the guiding concepts used to screen 
proposed actions. If an action is clearly incompatible with an adopted principle, it will not be 
evaluated for technical merit. Draft principles are included in this report as Appendix 2.) 

In addition to the principles, the task forces have been working individually and jointly on 
performance measures. The joint effort has produced a series of "Core Performance Measures" 
which desaibe measurable items covering a range of transportation system performance indications. 
In addition, the task forces individually have developed supplemental performance measures intended 
for use in measuring transportation system performance in greater detail for particular subjects. For 
example, public cost per transit. rider served is a supplemental measure of transit performance while 
the core measures focus on overall transit access, system energy consumption and cost, etc. 

Integration of all subjects into a single vision for the region is the goal of the New Visions exercise. 
This integration is best represented by the core performance measures that are being developed and 
refined in conjunction with each of the nine task forces. (See Figure 4.) These performance measures 
consciously focus attention on those measures that are most relevant to the community as a whole. 
Through the broad dialogue a set of measures is emerging that is elegant in its brevity and also 
innovative in its comprehensiveness. 
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These performance measures will not produce a next-generation transportation plan that emphasizes 
travel time to the exclusion of other issues. Instead, use of this list of measures provides for an 
informed discussion of such wide ranging actions as fixed guideway transit options, transfers of 
jurisdiction of highway between local and state government, programs to eliminate vertical and 
horizontal obstructions to truck traffic and standards for driveway spacing on arterials. Each of these 
actions and others will be measured based on its contribution to the core measures shown in Figure 
4. 

A key aspect of the New Visions process is how ii fosters consickration of tradeoffs. The use of 
common performance measures and the simultaneous investigation of multiple, related subjects 
through separate task forces has been very helpful. 

As a prime example of the value of this approach, a key issue faced by the New Visions effort is the 
appropriate long-term treatment of growing congestion in the Northway co"idor. In a traditional 
process, the investigation would take a straight-forward approach: forecast land use and traffic in 
the co"idor; cktermine future congestion levels; examine system management, ckmand 
management, highway wickning and transit solutions. Invariably, one solution or another would 
dominate the discussion. In the New Visions process, the Northway issue has been examined 
simultaneously from at least four perspectives - each to a comparable level of cktail. 

The Expressway Management Task Force and the CDTC staff have worked with NYSDOT Region 
J' on the traditional traffic forecasting cmd examination of alternative highway treatments (express 
lanes, High Occupancy Vehicle lanes, and so forth). At the same time, the Transit Futures Task 
Force has worked with the staff and consultants to examine (in cktail) transit actions ranging from 
a busway to light rail along the Northway, from commuter rail in parallel corridors to broad 
highway pricing strategies. Further, the Urban Issues task force has discussed at length the 
question of whether accommodating traffic on the Northway (as a suburban accommodation) is at 
odds with actions to promote economic health in the olckr urban areas. Finally, the Demographic 
and Land Use Futures Task Force has worked with the staff on a land use model to examine 
potential land use 
shifts that would be caused by either letting congestion grow in the co"idor, or converseley 
eliminating congestion in the corridor. 
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Figure 4 

CORE SYSTEM PERFORM~CE MEASURES (discussion draft, revision 4) 
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Economic: 

What travel alternatives exist? (Measure: Pct. of person trip_s within a 
defined non-auto (waJJc, bike, transit) to auto dijference1; pct. of 
person trips with a trawl lime advanlage for non:Oriw-alone modes 
(lncl~{arpools),· number or percentage of major freight movements 
with alternaliwsZ) 

How much time does travel take? (Meas11Tes: trawl lime between 
representaliw locations, including major intermodaljadlilies: peak vs. 
non-peak, by quickest rntlde) 

What is the level of exposure to traffic congestion? (Measures: hours 
of excess delay: reclirrillg, non-recurriq by rntJde [auto, transit, 
freight, bike, pedestrian} per unit of trawl} .1) 

Cao the system resP,Ood to unexpected conditions? (Measures: reserw 
capacily on system4: pa. of person trips that could be accommodated 
by modes otlter than auto in an emergencyS; number of corridors with 
reasonable alternalives during closure or disrupdon6: amount of risk 
associated with fixed capacity inwstnw111) 

What are the safety costs associated with transportation? (Measure: 
estimated societal cost of transpOrt. accidents) 

How much eoeriy is cnnsumed io providing, mairttaini':'J and using the 
transl)C?rtation system? (Measun: eqllivillenl BnJslday for transp. 
capifal, maintenana, operation and use) 

How much does the transportation system and its use cost, in addition 
to safety and energy costs? (Measlll'es: annualized capital, 
maintenana, operating and[~} user costs for rransp. system,· 
value of commircial tiine in travel) 

What is the effect of the ~n system on air quality? 
(Measures: daily emission lnels (HC and NOx),• air qllOllty Ollainment 
SIOIIIS) 

How does the transportation system affect land use? (Measures: 
amount of ~ spaa: dislocation of ~ ruidolces and 
businesses: laild use • transponadon compatlbtllty 'Inda': cOIMUlllity 
character /nda9) 

How does the transportation system affect by environmental features? 
(Measures: imDads on sensiiiw areas [wtiands, Dtll'ld4nds, historic 
areas, archaeological sites, etc.): noise exposure 1"'"10]) 

How does the transportation system support the economic health of the 
re,ion? (Measures: narrattw diicllSlion of economic-activity 
supporting or constraining featura of transportation system) 
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Figure 4 (cont'd ) 
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This set of parallel investigations has been very helpful in generating a healthy discussion of the 
many issues surrounding this important issues. The technical and policy information resulting 
from the parallel work will ultimately make an informed decision easier and more we/I-reasoned 
than possible through the traditional approach. 

Specific Products through January, 1995 

The New Visions effort has generated a significant number of tangible planning products, mostly in 
conjunction with the phase two task force work in 1994. The product is particularly significant in 
light of the fact that the CDTC staff totals only eleven individuals (mcluding administrative and 
support staff) and is involved not only with the New Visions effort but also with a regional 
ridesharing program, traffic forecasting support ofNYSDOT project development work, site 
impact and mitigation fee calculations with the town of Colonie, and several sub-area and corridor 
studies. 

As part of the phase two effort, the following have been completed (by CDTC staff, except where 
noted): 

I . Developed, calibrated and applied a land use pivot model and used the model in 
testing the impacts of transportation and actions and tax policies on regional 

· settlement patterns. 

2. Developed, calibrated and applied a transit mode choice model which is sensitive to 
urban design and pricing issues and used the model in examining a wide range of 
fixed guideway transit actions. 

3. Adapted highway modeling techniques to calculate bike-auto compatibilities and 
estimate trips served by bike improvements. 

4. Developed level-of-compatibility indices for arterial/land use conflict, collected 
driveway spacing information on the arterial system and produced summary results. 

5. Completed an inventory of grade crossing and other freight conflict measures 
(vertical and horizontal clearance problems, weight restrictions, etc.). 

6. Developed, calibrated and applied a comprehensive highway infrastructure repair 
model to state, non-state federal-aid and non-federal aid roads to estimate the costs 
of alternative repair strategies and jurisdictional realignments. 

7. Developed an approach to estimating travel safety benefits of improvements of 
roads to state design standards. 
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8. Completed a survey of over 100 truckers and shippers to confirm the goods 
movement task force's perspectives on critical freight system issues, deficiencies and 
priority actions. 

9. Developed and adopted new public participation procedures. 

10. Drafted arterial management guidelines and driveway spacing standards. 

11. Drafted a regional priority bicycle network and prepared cost estimates of 
implementation ofFHW A design standards on this network. 

12. Documented demographic and transportation service differences among subregions 
(cities, inner suburbs, villages, outer suburbs) toward a "community character" 
measure. 

13. Drafted a regional expressway incident management plan. 

14. Completed an evaluation of highway-oriented actions possible on the 1-87 corridor. 
(This is a NYSDOT activity.) 

15. Developed a draft of an Intelligent Transportation System plan for the region. 

16. Completed vehicle occupancy counts at screenlines, cordon lines and river crossings 
and continued manual intersection count efforts as needed. 

Working relationships with other key parties has been maintained and enhanced through the process. 
Transit authority staff and board members participate alongside NYSOOT staff, local government staff: 
environmental advocates, business community representatives and others in the transit futures task 
force, for example, and have felt comfortable exploring major transit investment decisions in ~s open 
setting. Similarly, NYSOOT staff have been active in all the task forces and have contributed greatly 
to the credibility of the process. Local governments have been particularly active in the demographic 
and land use futures, urban issues and arterial management task forces. Non traditional participants 
ranging from Conrail to bike groups to the local police agencies have provided volumes of experience 
and ·new perspectives to the process. 

To date, the process continues to be a success. Key choices are being highlighted with objecµve 
information on their potential effects; consensus positions are being discovered. 

Nest Steps 
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New Visions: Appendix 3 provides an outline of the material being packaged to conclude phase two. 
Currently, the expectation is to wrap up task force technical work in March. Task forces (essentially 
the staff on behalf of the task forces) will complete stand-alone technical documents as appropriate to 
document their technical work and policy analysis. Much of the supplemental performance measures, 
detailed analysis and draft plans will be contained in these documents. 

In addition, the principles and actions produced by the task forces will be made available for 
compilation. Key CDTC staff members will work during the summer (in parallel with the TIP update) 
to knit the task force products into a single document. The single document will seek to highlight the 
apparent subjects for which there appears to be broad agreement ground (for example, better 
accommodation of bicyclists and pedestrians), summarize findings which set the limits on choices (for 
example, findings that indicate that there are the range of actions will not significantly alter regional 
settlement patterns), and highlight the clear choices that must be made. 

Work to date indicates that there will be a wide range of issues for which there is agreement; for these, 
the remaining questions focus upon priority and funding. There will be a few key issues for which 
broader discussion is required before a choice can be made. These include treatment of capacity 
constraints on 1-87 (highway widening, HOV implementation, fixed guideway transit or demand 
management only?), the related question of transit policy in general, policy on infrastructure repair 
(improve to standards across the entire federal-aid system or only selectively? transfer jurisdiction to 
accomplish the work?) and emphasis on urban re-investment (a major priority for investment?). The 
conclusion of each of these policy discussions has great bearing on the attitude toward and priority of 
congestion actions in the regional plan. 

The combined phase two report will place emphasis on the perfonnance measures by showing values 
for each of the core measures for three reference scenarios: base year, year 201S null, and year 201S 

· conditions after completion of existing commitments. Itemized discussions of actions will carry 
information about the source of the action (which task force), its status (whether recommended or 
simply a candidate action with no firm task force recommendation), its cost and its expected effect on 
the core performance measures. To the extent that citing its effect on supplemental measures is 
meaningful, these values will also be included. The intent is to focus policy discussion back to the 
questions of "what does this action contribute?" and "what does it cost?" 

Current expectations are that the combined phase two report will be prepared along with workshop 
tools for a major conference in October, 199S. The conference will be held in conjunction with a 
meeting of CDTC's policy board in order to assure that CDTC's elected officials gain a fuller 
knowledge of the New Visions effort and take greater ownership of the public policy debate that will 
ensue during phase three. 

(By October 1, the combined report and the supplemental technical reports as listed in Appendix 3 will 
be available. The conference will not be held until later in the month.) 
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Phase three will use multiple venues to pursue the dialogue with the broader public, in addition to task 
force participants. A pilot effort to engage others in the process will take place March I ; on that date 
a half-day freight roundtable will take place dealing with the products of the goods movement task 
force. Over 300 freight sector individuals have been invited. The roundtable process is one method 
that will be used in phase three to gain reaction to the comprehensive set of choices laid out in the 
combined phase two materials. 

Regarding formal preparation of CDTC's Congestion Management System by October I, activities 
between February and October will go beyond the New Visions effort to focus on the key items listed 
in CDTC's October, 1994 CMS Work Plan. These are: 

1. Fleshing Out Data Collection Requirements: The draft CDTC CMS includes an expanded 
data collection effort. (See pages 20-22 of the working draft.) The CMS calls for continued 
intersection counts, improved transfer of transit data to the formal CMS data base, routine vehicle 
occupancy counts, and regular household travel surveys among other items. CDTC must estimate the 
cost of each of these items and confirm the value of collecting each item. 

The final draft of the CMS will include a firmer commitment to data collection, description of 
responsibilities, and estimates of costs. 

i. lncorponting A TMS Featura: The Capital District Advanced Traffic Management System 
(ATMS) is a major commitment in CDTC's TIP. Implementation of the ATMS will involve a method 
(yet to be defined) for regular or continuous feedback of traffic volume and flow information to a 
central operations center. This may involve communications via telephone lines, radio transmissions, 
video monitors and/or satellite surveillance. By October 1995, the CDTC CMS will reference the 
A 1MS in the context of the New Visions' draft Intelligent Transportation System Plan, but will not be 
· able to define the specific technology that will be used to feed real time information into the CMS 
data base. This will be defined as the A 1MS project develops. 

3. Conrll'llling the Value of Enhanced Performuce Measuns: The draft Capital District CMS 
includes descriptions of many additional congestion measures. (See pages 13-19 of the working draft.) 
CDTC must measure these items and review the value of the measures - some measures may prove 
to add little knowledge to the information provided in other measures. The list of measures will be 
refined for the final draft CMS. 

4. Esploring the Relationship between Peak Bour and Annual Escess Delay: The draft 
Capital District CMS builds upon CDTC's experience with peak hour delay and expansion to estimates 
of daily delay. Understanding of the relationship between routine (recurring) delay and incident-related 
(non-recurring) delay is weak. Further, NYSDOT has indicated that the state CMS will use measures 
of annual delay. 
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CDTC staff has already explored the relationship of recurring and non-recurring delay for purposes 
of the New Visions work. CDTC wi/J work with NYSDOT to explore this issue further in coming 
monJhs. '/he /ma/ CMS may or may not make inroads into heller defining the methods to be used to 
estimate annual delay, including non-recurring delay. 

5. Incorporating the Flavor of the "New Visions" Performance Measures: CDTC's New 
Visions effort for the next-generation RTP has produced a set of core perfonnance measures that 
include many non-traditional items. 

The congestion measures in the draft CMS will be compared to the New Visions measures to ensure 
that the thrust of the congestion management approach in the next RTP is captured in the CMS. 

6. Describing the Use of Geographic Information Systems: NYSDOT is currently 
implementing a statewide Geographic Information System (GIS). At NYSDOT's request, CDTC will 
serve as a pilot for implementing this GIS at the MPO level. Many congestion-related data bases, 
including CDTC's STEP model products, will be incorporated into the GIS. 

Implementation of this GIS has been delayed; distribution of software to CDTC is now expected in 
March, 1995. During the interim, the regional approach has broadened to include a joint effort among 
NYSDOT, CDTC, the Capital District Regional Planning Commission (CDRPC) and the Capital 
District Transportation Authority (CDT A). The joint project will include incorporation not only of 
NYSDOT highway and traffic data but also CDTC's traffic forecasts, CDRPC's demographic data and 
CDTA's transit route information. As part of the effort, CDRPC will contract to receive detailed land 
use information through satellite imagery. 

By October, CDTC will be able to describe how the GIS system will be used in the future as a key 
display and analytical tool. GIS will also serve as a mechanism to improve public access to congestion 
information. 

7. Expanding the Discussion of Decision Processes: CDTC has made significant use of its 
existing CMS in corridor and community planning, plan development and programming. The CMS 
information base and analytical tools are used in project development as well .. 

As noted earlier, progress has been made recently in bringing the design process and the planning 
process closer together. In the final draft, CDTC will expand discussion of the processes used to 
ensure consideration of congestion management at planning, programming, project development and 
operational levels. 
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APPENDIX 1. 

STATUS OF CONGESTION MANAGEMENT ACTIONS IN 
THE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

Among the congestion management actions included in CDTC's five-year Transportation Improvement 
Program are the following: 

1. Regional Travel Demand Management (TDM) Initiative: A $5.6 M five-year 
project has been established to allow for a financial partnership with employers in 
providing transit, ridesharing and trip reduction incentives to employees. Since 
established in 1993, there has been little progress in implementing this effort; federal 
funding limitations on use of highway funds for transit operating assistance and 
limitations on use of funds to support private sector activities has stymied 
implementation to date. The NYSDOT regional office has assumed the lead in 
implementation. 

2. Regional Corridor Management Initiative: An 80/20 challenge grant program to 
municipalities to undertake necessary land use and regulatory efforts to implement new 
site design, arterial management, zoning and planned development district and public
private financing regulations. The project is funded at $100,000 per year. 
Implementation of this effort has taken a slight tum from original intentions as well. 
The cumbersome administrative practices required to establish separate agreements 
between NYSDOT and each community wishing to undertake such small-scale work 
has resulted in no drawdowns on the setaside. Instead, NYSDOT has voluntarily 
offered to include a community-directed consultant effort for co"idor management 
as a project phase in a wide range of highway projects, including those which are 
primarily highway repair in nature. 1his has resulted in initiation of studies in several 
communities and a significant increase in NYSDOT-community communication on 
land use issues. The setaside has been kept in the TIP in case any community does 
wish to pursue a stand-a/one study. 

3. Regional Advanced Traffic Management System (A TMS): This project will 
include signal coordination on major arterials, traffic surveillance and incident detection 
on expressways and the use of motorist advisories and alternative signal timing plans 
to facilitate flow during major incidents. The $20 M - $30 M project will also 
incorporate advanced transit management and communication aspects. NYSDOT 
expects to execute a consultant contract for the design of this project in the immediate 
future. Further, CDTC has agreed to draw down $200,000 of the A 1MS budget to 
fund a NY Stale Police position at the NYSDOT regional office for purposes of design 
of a pilot freeway incident management plan for 1-87 (the Northway). 1his activity 
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derived from ongoing discussions among participants in the CDTC's New Visions 
Expressway Management Task Force. (See task force progress discussion below.) 

4. Regional Park and Ride Lot Construction: CDT A is currently advancing six transit 
park-and-ride lots (Brunswick, Rotterdam, Latham. State Office Campus, Schodack 
.and Guilderland). An additional six buses to operate new express service from these 
lots are also funded. Funher, a total of$2.0 M has been reserved for construction of 
carpooVtransit park-and-ride lots, primarily along the Nonhway (1-87). NYSDOT is 
advancing the first of these at /-87 Exit 8, establishing a precedent (at least for this 
region of New York) of state ownership and development of a combined carpool and 
transit park-and-ride lot. 

S. Transit Service During Construction: A $1.0 M project has been established to 
provide for supplemental transit services during periods of highway work over the next 
five years. This has been deployed in the context of several projects during the past 
two years. 

6. Bikeway Construction: Two bikeways are included in the TIP, both based upon local 
land use plans. One includes a direct connection to a CDT A park-and-ride lot in the 
town of Bethlehem; the other provides connections to a new town center in Niskayuna. 
Development is moving slowly on these; a number of additional bike transportation 
improvements have been funded with STP &hancement funds as well. 

7. Public-Private Financing: Several projects are included in the TIP with the 
requirement for significant (S00/o) private funding through development mitigation fees 
or transponation development district fees. The total private funding required in the 
TIP will amount to $20 M -$30 M over the next five to ten years. The largest location 
for deployment of public-private financing is with a series of projects in the area of 
the Albany County Airport. These projects are advancing through the NYSDOT 
design while private funds and private construction continues. 

8. Strategic Highway Improvements: The TIP includes commitments to highway and 
bridge improvements (widenings or relocations of roads to more appropriate 
alignments) in several locations. These projects are directed at the highest priority 
congestion corridors in the region. These projects are associated with land use 
management, transit service and demand management strategies and have been staged 
to avoid undesirable diversions. Project development activities will include funher 
consideration of all non-construction options. Cu"ent activities are limited to initial 
phases of environmental analysis and scoping; construction is still five years or more 
away. 
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The expected result of these actions is a reduction in year-2000 congestion in the Capital District by 
one-hal( from levels that would be present without the actions. While this result is significant, these 
commitments will not generate sufficient congestion prevention or mitigation to avoid a significant 
deterioration in service levels and quality of life in the post-2000 period. Congestion (as measured by 
hours of"excess delay") will triple between 1990 and 2015 even with the successful implementation 
of the projects included in the Transportation Improvement Program. This is a primary reason for the 
major effort being exerted by over 100 individuals participating in the New Visions process leading to 
the next-generation long range plan. 
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APPENDIX 2. 

PLANNING AND INVESTMENT PRINCIPLES 

The Planning and Investment Principles articulated to date by New Visions Task Forces are presented 
below A summary of the main points is also available. These principles are intentionally broad and not 
focussed on specific actions. Wording was crafted to lead to convergence rather than divergence of 
opinion among New Visions participants, the general public, and elected officials. Cost-effective 
actjons should derive ftom these princjples. These principles will be re-organized to better reflect 
overlap and points of consensus between task forces in the coming months. No priority order is 
implied in this listing. 

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES (Adapted in 12193) 

1. Management of demand is preferable to accommodation of single-occupant vehicle demand 
growth. All things equal. actions that shift demand from single occupant vehicles to other modes, 
shift travel to uncongested periods of the day or reduce the need for travel are preferred over 
actions that 80COmmodate the desire to travel without constraints. Demand management actions 
have both a spillover and a cumulative effect not present with physical actions. Demand 
management actions taken to relieve congestion in one corridor spill benefits over to other 
corridors by simultaneously moderating demand in those corridors, as well. Over a period of 
time, a cumulative benefit comes from the development of a critical mass of transit usage to 
support higher level transit service, from creating momentum for voluntary accommodation of 
pedestrian and bicyclists in new development design, or from establishing acceptance for 
innovative work schedules and telecommuting. These benefits are not present in actions that 
accommodate unconstrained single-occupant auto travel. 

2. Cost-effective operational actions are preferable to physical highway capacity expansion. 
Historic financial constraints and categorical funding programs have perhaps provided resources 
more readily for capital investment than for continuous operational improvements. In the Capital 
District, a third of the 400 intersections analyzed by CDTC staff over the past four years had 
congested conditions that would respond to low cost signal timing and lane striping changes. 
Where applicable, these operational actions are many times more cost-effective than physical 
expansion. 

3. Land use management is critical to the protection of transportation system investment. 
Developnm in the Capital District in coming years is expected to add significant traffic pressures 
along existins two-lane and four-lane arterials. Unconstrained development is likely to add to the 
number of driveways serving isolated developments. This will result in a deterioration in the 
through capacity and operating speed of these arterials, wiU aggravate the existing difficulty in 
effectively serving suburban development with transit and wiU fiustrate any attempts to create safe 
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travel opportunities for pedestrians and bicyclists. It will also frustrate efforts at efficient goods 
movement and local delivery. Without careful treatment, the land available for development along 
these arterials can support an amount of development that will far exceed the ability of these roads 
to handle through traffic (which is their primary function), local land access and effective 
accommodation of transit, bicycle and pedestrian modes. 

4. Capital projects designed to provide significant physical highway capacity expansion are 
appropriate congestion management actions only under certain conditions. 1 These are the 
following: 

a. "Critical" levels of congestion are currently present or are expected to be present under 
short-range (no greater than ten year) forecasts; 

b. Demand management (including appropriate application of non-auto actions) and operational 
actions are not expected to reduce congestion from "critical" levels; 

c. Demand management (including appropriate application of non-auto actions) and operational 
actions are incorporated into the design of the physical expansion to minimiz.e expansion 
requirements and maximize the service life of the improvement; 

d. New development and/or existing trip generators contribute appropriately to the cost of the 
action (including the demand management and other non-construction aspects); 

e. A land use management program or agreement exists to provide reasonable assurance that 
the new capacity created will be effectively managed and preserved; 1 and, 

f. The expansion is considered to be consistent with regional, county and local land use and 
development plans. 

Projects primarily intended to serve through traffic or designed to serve statewide purposes are 
not subject to these criteria. 

S. Significant physical highway capacity additions carried out in the context of major infrastructure 
renewal are appropriate only under certain conditions. In cases such as the replacement of a 
bridge, long-lasting decisions about capacity expansion often must be reached long before critical 
congestion levels are reached and before local demand management actions are in place. In order 

Capacity projects primarily intended to serve stateWide goals are not addressed by Ibis land use 
management criterion. 
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to assure consistency of these decisions with the overall Congestion Management System, it is 
necessary to revise traditional design policies and procedures. Traditionally, facilities have been 
designed sufficient to accommodate projected demand at acceptable levels-of-service throughout 
the physical design life of the facility. For a bridge structure, for example, this involves designing 
to accommodate traffic projections for a date thirty years beyond the expected date of completion 
of the project. Variance from this policy has been granted primarily in situations in which there 
are practical impediments to full accommodation of future demand. 

The revised design approach reaches a determination of facility design through a risk assessment 
(tradeoff analysis) that focuses on the opportunity cost of selecting alternative designs. 

Assuming that it is a given that an infrastructure project is a priority at a given location, the risk 
assessment focuses on several factors: 

a. Incremental c.osts and benefits of designs which add capacity to accommodate future traffic, 
relative to less-accommodating designs; 

b. The projected amount of time that will lapse before a given design with greater capacity 
would be expected to have annual benefits sufficient to return an incremental benefit/cost 
ratio comparable to other capacity projects included in the TIP; 

c. The additional expense involved in providing the incremental capacity at that later date, 
rather than during the initial project; 

d. The degree of uncertainty present regarding future demand forecasts; and, 

e. The c.ompatibility of the additional capacity with regional, county and local land use plans. 

In these cases, capacity expansions can be considered consistent with the congestion management 
system under the following conditions: 

a. The risk messment indicates that, even with effective operational and demand management 
actions, critical congestion is likely to occur at the location; 

b. The combination of time lapse until a competitive incremental benefit/cost ratio is reached 
and the additional expense of providing the capacity later points to doing the work now; 

c. The capacity expansion is compatible with regional, county and local land use plans. 

In all cases, the desirability of the expansion must be fairly clear before the investment is made. 
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6. Incident management is essential to effective congestion management. While most congestion 
management actions are directed at recurring congestion, congested corridors experience 
significant "non-recurring" congestion due to accidents, vehicle breakdowns and similar incidents. 
This experience is most severdy fdt on limited access, high speed facilities operating at very high 
traffic densities. Minor incidents can generate significant delays. Effective incident detection and 
management can savt! as much time and operating cost as major investments in physical 
expansion. 

7. Corridor protection and official street mapping are necessary to preserve options. Long-range 
congestion management must include protection of corridors for possible future transportation 
use. This includes protection of options for future provision of sidewalks, bicycle paths, transit 
connections, service roads and/or new collector or arterial highways. Opportunities for protection 
are presented in the context of development approval, transportation project design, in 
conjunction with utility right-of-way creation or revision and during review of proposed 
abandonment of transportation facilities ( such as a rail line.) Official action, through land 
acquisition or street mapping are minimal at present, and expanded use of these tools must be 
considered. Not all congestion management actions can be implemented immediately; options for 
future action must be preserved whenever possible. A risk assessment must be conducted to 
determine the merit of preserving a particular corridor. 

URBAN ISSUES (Final Draft) 

1. Strong central places <D'e engines thal drive regional economic growth. Economically successful 
regions are healthy primarily because they are efficiently organized Transportation investments 
<D'e a tool that can be used to strengthen the region's core. There are tremendous advantages to 
strengthening the Capital District's urban areas. The necessary transportation, water, sewer, and 
other infrastructure is already present - thus reducing the cost of development. Transportation 
investments geared towards creating more livable, walkable urban places will provide choice in 
the marketplace, allowing for increased diversity to flourish and the region as a whole to prosper. 

2. Urban environments have advantages that allow for the development of.livable communities. 
Transportation investment priority should continue to discourage highway capacity (!xpansions, 
and, where possible, assist in urban revitalization. Adopted congestion management principles 
that require system management, demand management, and transit improvements prior to 
highway capacity expansion ire important in preserving existing urban activity. The possibility 
of fixed guideway transit and high speed intercity rail coMections, in particular, should be 
advanced as tools to aid urban revitalization through system design and station location. 

3. A partnership between local government and transportation providers, such as NYSDOT and 
CDTA will have multiple benefits. Issues such as appropriate design standards in project 
implementation, stretching limited state and federal transportation dollars, and linking land use 
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approvals to transportation improvements are all more likely to reach satisfactory resolution if 
addressed through a mutually respectful and beneficial partnership. 

4. Transit, cycling, and walking are used more heavily in urban areas. There are numerous low
cost ways that these modes can be encouraged - essentially, we need to plan and build all of our 
capital projects as if the pedestrian, bicyclist, and transit rider exist and have legitimate needs. 
Design features such as bus stops/shekers, medians on major arterials, crosswalks and pedestrian
actuated signals at intersections should be integral to urban project design - not extras. 
Intentionally "slow" streets in residential areas have merit and can contribute to urban "livability". 
Maintenance considerations and money for ongoing maintenance also must be included as 
enhanced pedestrian and bicycle systems are developed. 

5. Cities currently shoulder an unequal proportion of the region's special needs populations, poor 
people, and households without cars. The social function of the provision of transit and 
transportation services should he explicitly recognized and taken into account in transportation 
funding decisions. In addition, the drain that the provision of social service places on urban areas 
lessens the amount of money available in municipal budgets for basic maintenance and 
rehabilitation of the transportation infrastructure. 

6. Transportation improvements must be designed to improve neighborhood integrity. Historically, 
many major transportation investments have been disruptive to neighborhood cohesion. There 
is an opportunity to use transportation improvements to bring neighborhoods together - to 
increase owner-occupancy, to provide increased accessibility, and to enhance community values. 

1. Neighborhood-based local planning efforts are important to the success of an overall regional 
plan that emphasizes livable communities. Regional transportation plans are implemented by 
other agencies -- NYSDOT, COTA, and local governments. It is important that the principles 
and "paradigm shifts" that the regional transportation plan advances be based upon and reinforced 
with local participation in planning efforts and project development activities. Through a 
convergence of"bottoms up" and "top down" shifts in our thinking about the transportation/land 
use connection, mutually beneficial solutions to regional and local problems wiU be able to be 
achieved. 

INFRASTRUCTURE REPAIR AND RENEWAL (Final Draft) 

l. CD'/C is committed to the maintenance, repair and renewal of the existing highway and bridge 
system in a manner that protects and enhances rideability, public safety and accessibility while 
minimizing overall costs of providing and using the system. Appropriate investment in repair and 
renewal of existing facilities is a higher priority than investment in expanded capacity. 
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2. Funding/or appropriate repair and renewal will be based on the function and condition of the 
facility. All principal arterials and other major facilities in the Capital District are vital to the 
economic life of the region, regardless of whether they are currently owned by a city, town or the 
state. 

3. Geometric standards (lane and shoulder width, provision of bike lanes and sidewalks, transit 
accommodations, vertical and horizontal alignment, clearances, etc.) and design processes will 
be based on the function and location of the facility and the type of repair. Greater latitude in 
fitting the process and geometry to the needs is critical to providing highway and bridge 
infrastructure in a cost-effective manner. 

4. Significant physical highway capacity additions carried out in the context of major infrastructure 
renewal are appropriate only under certain conditions. The revised design approach reaches a 
detennination of &cility design through a risk assessment that focuses on the opportunity cost of 
selecting alternative designs. In all cases, the desirability of the expansion must be fairly clear 
before the investment is made. (The risk assessment approach is discussed in greater detail in 
CDTC's adopted Congestion Management Principles.) 

BICYCLE AND PEDESTRIAN ISSUES (Final Draft) 

OVERALL THEME: Encouraging bicycle and pedatrian travel is the most socially, 
economically and environmentally responsible approach we can take to improving the 
performance of our transportalion system. 

I. Cycling and walking should be recognized as equal partners with motor vehicles in the 
transportation system: project development should facilitate expansion of cycling and walking 
in the system. In the Capital District, more people commute to work by bicycle or on foot than 
by using transit. Aside from sidewalks in the downtown areas and a small number of paths or bike 
lanes, this is without any direct investment in bicycle or pedestrian infrastructure. Investments 
in new bicycle and pedestrian facilities will tap the lalent demand for travel via these modes, 
encouraging people who would travel these ways "ifit was safe" to do so. 

2. Better accommodation of cycling and wal/cing will enhance mobility for Capital District 
residents with the fewest travel choices. Many Capital District residents either choose not to or 
cannot afford to own a car. Not providing reasonable opportunities for bicycle or pedestrian 
travel limits their mobility by making them dependent on transit schedules (and coverage), taxis 
or friends. In addition, bicycle and pedestrian accommodations can eliminate the dependence on 
cars in suburban areas where subdivision designs and the local street networks combine to 
effectively require car travel for all trip purposes. 
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3. Better accommodation of cycling and walking can enhance transit use by making ii more 
accessible. People are willing to travel on foot for a short distance to bus stops. However, this 
willingness is reduced when the trip to or from the bus stop is uncomfortable. Wide, paved 
shoulders and/or sidewalks connecting residential areas to bus routes will make bus travel more 
attractive. Cyclists would be more inclined to bike to bus stops if there were safe shoulders or 
bike lanes as well as (a) secure bike storage facilities at the stops and/or (b) bike racks on the 
buses. 

4. Possible bicycle/pedestrian-related improvements should be considered.from the perspective of 
developing a system - not just based on whether a particular facility is currently used As was 
observed at the first New Visions conference, "bicyclists(and pedestrians) are not stupid." If they 
feel that a facility is not comfortable or safe, they will not use it. Still, this facility might be along 
a potentially well-used bicycle/pedestrian travel route. We should look to remedy the harriers 
to bicycle and pedestrian use along facilities which would combine to form very attractive routes 
for both local and regional travel. 

5. Barriers to bicycle and pedestrian travel can often be removed quickly and inexpensively. 
Whether by smoothing over a rough shoulder with some blacktop or by re-timing a traffic signal 
to allow pedestrians (and wheelchairs) adequate time to cross a busy intersection, bicycle and 
pedestrian accommodations are often low cost, particularly when compared to even the simplest 
roadway project. Both as "add-ons" to eiasting highway projects and as free-standing efforts, we 
should be finding ways to quickly remove some of the main barriers to these modes of travel. 

6. Cyclists and pedestrians are vulnerable to travel surface conditions and motor vehicles; 
maintenance practices should insulate them from danger. Bicycle and pedestrian facilities should 
be maintained to a higher standard than motor vehicle facilities typically are. Broken glass, snow, 
ice, and rough surfaces are common hazards; more frequent sweeping, plowing, rehabilitation 
(repaving) and other practices should be the rule in maintaining the facilities we have and any new 
facilities developed in the future. 

Along with proper maintenance of bicycle and pedestrian facilities, we need to heighten motorist 
awareness of cyclists and pedestrians. Crosswalks and bike lanes should be clearly signed and 
marked. Pedestrian phases at busy intersections (and near transit stops) would provide additional 
protection. Separate bicycle stop lines at intersections would increase visibility along with giving 
cyclists a chance to "pull away" ahead of turning vehicles. 
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SPECIAL TRANSPORTATION NEEDS (Final Draft) 

1. Better utilization of existing vehicles/programs is preferable to capital expansion. Adding more 
buses to the transit fleet and/or adding more ST AR vehicles is not the answer to accommodating 
increased demand. for special transportation service. A wealth of transportation inventory is 
owned and operated by area human service agencies; much of it is underutilized. A "plan" to 
integrate the services offered by these agencies and those offered by CDT A should be developed 
and followed. If it is determined that there is still a transportation shortfall, even with 
coordination, then vehicles should be added to the fleet. 

2. The ability of a disabled person to independently select transportation mode and time of travel 
is preferable to travel arranged by an agency or transit authority. The Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 stresses the importance of independence and mainstreaming. 
Mobility disabled persons should be encouraged to use the fixed route transit system to the extent 
poSSJble. Increased investment in mobility training will aid in the transition from dependence on 
paratransit transportation service to fixed route service. 

3. Pedestrian initiatives should address the mobility impaired and elderly population. Creation of 
crosswalks and incorporating walk phases into signal timing plans at the busiest Capital District 
intersectjons will not necessarily accommodate the elderly or mobility impaired user. Curb cuts 
must be made available. Adequate crossing time must be given to pedestrians at crosswalks; 
standards should be set so that a mobility impaired individual can easily cross in the time allotted 
to the walk phase. It should be noted that the New York State Manual on Uniform Traffic 
Control Devices (MUTCD) provides both mandatory and permissive warrants for pedestrian 
signal timing. The New York State Department of Transportation (NYSOOT) has adopted a 
policy that when applying these warrants, consideration should be given to any significant 
concentrations of young, elderly or mobility impaired pedestrians using the site. As more mobility 
impaired persons are mainstreamed with regard to public transportation (as per the ADA), and 
as our population ages, the words "significant concentrations" should be dropped from 
NYSOOTs policy statement. 

4. locating facilities tha(provide services to the elderly and disabled population in downtown 
areas and along major corridors is preferable to locating them in suburban and/or rural areas 
away from major roadways and fixed transit routes. As the population matures, the number of 
facilities providing services to the elderly and mobility impaired elderly will likely increase. Also, 
the State's emphasis on de-institutionalization will create additional "day program" facilities for 
the mentally disabled. The provision of transportation for these groups will become a major issue. 
As facilities are built. it is essential that they be located in places where transit is easily accessible 
and in places that are conducive to walk trips. 
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5. The New York State Department of Transportation and local transportation departments should 
begin to enhance sign reflectivity and lelter sizes to accommodate the needs of the older user. 
By 2015, over one fifth of the population will be age 60 and above. The older persons of 2015 
will have grown up in a period when use of the automobile was a part of everyday life. These 
older people will tend to remain in the suburbs and have high expectations about driving and 
mobility. At the same time, older persons, because of their age will experience visual problems 
related to depth perception, visual field, visual acuity and glare sensitivity. Preliminary research 
by the federal government suggests that improving sign reflectivity, increasing letter heights on 
signs and improvements in stopping sight distances goes a long way in accommodating the needs 
of the older driver while allowing them to maintain their independence and mobility. 

GOODS MOVEMENT (Final Draft) 

I. Goods movement is an integral part of economic well being of the Capital District. As such, all 
transportation capital and operating projects will consider the impact on goods movement in 
their planning. design, and implementaJion. The Task Force bas identified a priority system for 
improvement where addressing current deficiencies will significantly impact goods movement and 
improve system performance. 

EXAMPLES: 

■ Bridge projects - clearances and load limits if significant truck travel 

■ Arterial corridor management - site design, service roads, and driveway spacing and 
location policies consideration of freight deliveries 

■ Rail transit and bike trail initiatives - shared use of freight lines 

■ Pavement reconstruction - amount of truck use as design consideration for turning radii, 
pavement thickness, etc ... 

■ Mobility/congestion relief - impact specifically considered 

■ IVHS - Commercial applications and impacts 

2. There are four primary freight facilities in the Capital District: Port of Albany/Kenwood Yards, 
Albany County Airport, Selkirk Rail Yards, and the Thruway/Interstate System. There are also 
a number of secondary facilities. Maintaining the health and improving the efficiency of these 
existing facilities is a priority. Project eligibility under the Intermodal Surface Transportation 
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) somewhat limits the extent of influence that the CDTC can have on 
internal intennodal facility efficiency. There are three arenas where our influence is greatest. 
They are: 
a) Surface access to intermodal facilities; 
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b) System safety issues; and 
c) air quality improvement initiatives. 

CDTC should concentrate its planning activities and capital investments in these three areas. 

3. Historically, the private-sector has provided an efficient goods movement system. Public sector 
goods movement activities should be approached as partnership opportunities. This is 
particularly true in the area of technological iMovation. 

ARTERIAL CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT (Almost Final Draft) 

I. The transportation system of the Capital District should be maintained and developed as an 
important part of the region's attractiveness. The Capital District is in competition with other 
regions. Transportation is a basic resource that enhances the region's competitive position. 
Protecting the economic base requires that the transportation system "works": that good 
connections are provided between and within regional centers, and that the region has a reputation 
for being accessible. The existing transportation system should be maintained and developed into 
an effective multimodal system. As congestion and transportation problems become major issues 
in many metropolitan areas around the nation, the Capital District should protect and strengthen 
its transportation system as a marketable asset. 

2. 1he arterial street and highway system should continue to serve as the basic foundation of the 
area's surface transportation system. The arterial highway system is primarily intended to move 
traffic; and while it also provides service to adjacent properties, such service should be a 
secondary function of these highways. Improving highways for their traffic movement function 
should only be part of any solution. In order to improve the area's living environment, all 
functions must be attended to by balancing the rights of property owners for access with the need 
to protect arterial function and community safety by eliminating or avoiding traffic conflicts. In 
addition, any solution should acknowledge that the dual functions of the highway are not always 
compatible. 

3. Land use management is criticol to the protection of transportation system investment. Failure 
to carefully consider land use impacts in the transportation system could lead to premature 
breakdown of arterial junction in critical co"idors. Development in the Capital District in 
coming years is expected to add significant traffic pressures along existing two-lane and four-lane 
arterials. Without careful treatment, the land available for development along these arterials can 
support an amount of development that will far exceed the ability of these roads to handle through 
traffic (which is their primary function), local land access and effective accommodation of transit, 
bicycle and pedestrian modes. Transportation function should be protected through pro-active 
corridor management work that fosters efficient corridor settlement patterns and embraces site 
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design that limit access to highways, are transit friendly, and support provision of pedestrian 
access. 

4. Rather than impairing private interests, the arterial corridor management planning process 
places them in concern. The region's economy cannot afford to allow private investments in land 
development to be impaired by obsolescence of the highway facilities on which they depend .. The 
objectives of planning in coMection with arterial highways is to design facilities which will 
adequately serve the traffic needs of the highway system while guiding surrounding land uses so 
that these highway facilities become forces which stabilize rather than jeopardize private capital 
investment in this region. Development opportunities should be embraced when access, transit, 
and pedestrian issues are properly addressed. When proper planning occurs, the conflict with 
arterial function is minimized. 

5. Guidelines that evolve from recommended arterial management actions must be flexible enough 
to deal with the Capital District's various roadway types and the specific land use patterns 
su"ounding them. The particular needs of urban centers, which may involve traffic calming/or 
pedestrian and parking purposes, should be able to be accommodated under a workable set of 
guidelines. If any arterial management program is to work, it should be developed in such a 
marmer as to be suitable for different design, land use. and traffic conditions. To impose the same 
guidelines on an urban arterial that may be applicable to a high-speed rural facility may lead to loss 
of valuable economic development, but more often, it leads to arbitrary exceptions which, in the 
course of time, may weaken the program. · 

6. Development of arterial corridor management guidelines should build upon current good design 
practice. Guidelines should be developed within the existing regulatory and policy framework 
which includes NYSDOTs Policy and Standards for Entrances to State Highways, county and 
local highway law, and CDTC's "Standards/Criteria for Highway System Evaluation 
Recommended for Use in Regional and Community Transportation Studies" and CDTC's 
Regional Highway System Review. Guidelines should be crafted for use in conjunction with 
existing land use and zoning control mechanisms such as site plan review and subdivision 
regulations. 

7. Public transit, sidewalks, and bicycle facilities should be routinely considered as part of the 
transportation infrastructure. Increased opportunities for public transit use and walking as 
alternatives to auto travel can reduce congestion and conflict levels along Capital District arterials. 
Transit service works best when it is considered as an integral part of roadway design as well as 
development and site plans. 

DEMOGRAPmc, LAND USE AND GROWTH FUTURES (Almost Final Draft) 
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I. Transportation investments should preserve and enhance the Capital District's existing urban 
form, infrastructure, and quality of place. The Capital District already has many unique 
attributes that other regions strive for: 

■ The region .is a collection of communities that work together and that possess a livable, 
community scale. 

• The region is multi-centered with the most intensive suburban development in the center 
of the region rather than at the ftinge. Suburban and urban areas are interdependent. 

■ Traditional transit corridors link urban centers. 

• The region's modest growth rate is a strength because it affords the time and the 
opportunity to put in place plans and policies that encourage growth in harmony with the 
region's objectives. 

• The region is endowed with a diversity of parks, a relative abundance of open space and 
a wealth of recreation and tourism attractions. 

(Urban form refers to the pattern of buildings, spaces and transportation networks that make up 
an urbanized region). 

2. Transportation investments should encourage residential and commercial development to locate 
within an Urban Service Area defined for the Capital District. This urban service area can be 
generally defined as the urbanized area in Albany, Rensselaer and Schenectady Counties and the 
Saratoga Sewer District in Saratoga County. This urban service area may be extended to include 
areas wtich already have infrastructure in place; but further study will be necessary to define the 
boundaries. Adequate space exists within this urban service area to accommodate the growth 
foreseen for the Capital District, especially if opportunities for infill and redevelopment are taken 
advantage of. 

3. Transportation investments should not e'1CQll1'age development in environmentally sensitive 
areas. Open space should be preserved. Development should be discouraged in environmentally 
sensitive areas both within and outside the urban service area. Open space should be viewed as 
a valuable resource throughout the region. By encouraging development within the urban service 
area, a significant portion of the sensitive lands found within the four county Capital District 
region will most likely be protected. 

4. Transportation investments should encourage community scale, mixed use development in 
locations with pedestrian access and transit in both suburban and urban centers. When 
residential development occurs far from arterials or when the separation between residential and 
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commercial development is too great, accessibility is limited to the auto only. When development 
occurs close to arterials with a mix of complementary uses, people are given access to alternative 
modes, for example walking, biking, and transit, as well as the automobile. Transportation 
investments should provide pedestrian enhancements and provide for transit centers in high 
density urban and suburban corridors. 

5. Design of street layout and location of complementary uses can and should create a pedestrian 
scale and provide access to other modes without compromising the attractiveness of 
development. The Capital District is rich in traditional, walkable neighborhoods. Pedestrian 
coMections between land uses should be encouraged in the design standards for new subdivisions 
and new commercial centers. Consistent with community design goals, pedestrian and bicycle 
enhancements to existing subdivisions and activity centers should be encouraged. Transportation 
investments should provide for pedestrian or bicycle paths connecting subdivisions to each other 
and to activity centers. 

6. Transportation and land use plans should provide a framework that facilitates predictable 
development. By engaging in a coordinated land use/transportation planning process a community 
can weigh development decisions against its articulated vision of the future. Knowledge of 
existing transportation filcilities and how they interact with land use and other infrastructure needs 
will lend predictability to the development process. Such predictability is important for public and 
private investment decisions. Transportation and land use plans should consider both local and 
regional impacts. 

7. The transportation system of the Capital District should be maintained and developed as an 
important part of the region's attractiveness. The Capital District is in competition with other 
regions. Transportation is a basic resource that enhances the region's competitive position. 
Protecting the economic base requires that the transportation system "works": that connections 
are well provided between and within regional centers, and that the region has a reputation for 
being accessible. The existing transportation system should be maintained and developed into an 
effective multimodal system. As congestion and transportation problems become major issues in 
many metropolitan areas around the nation, the Capital District should protect and strengthen its 
transportation system as a marketable asset. 

8. Transportation investments should be mpportive of urban reinvestment in city centers and along 
urban corridors. The economic competitiveness of the Capital Region depends upon its city 
centers to serve as core areas for business, government, education, health care, culture and 
entertainment. There are eight cities in the Capital District and various important urban corridors; 
these include the four central cities of Albany, Schenectady, Troy, and Saratoga Springs and radial 
arterials like Route S and Route 20. Failure to attract and support development in the city centers 
and urban corridors will contribute to further loss of activity in these areas and additional 
decentralization. Transportation investments supportive of growth and redevelopment in city 
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centers and urban corridors should be made to promote the efficient use of land and existing 
infrastructure. Furthermore, state numbered highways and other facilities serving regional needs 
within city limits should have equal access to state and federal 'transportation funding. 

9. Transportation investments should be sensitive to the natural and physical landscape of rural 
areas and should not encourage urban or suburban type development in those areas. Rural 
features such as hamlets, villages, farmland, and open space should be preserved 
Transportation investments designed to address access and circulation issues should be sensitive 
to the particular characteristics of the affected area. Factors such as agricultural districts or lands, 
existing zoning and development patterns, and historic, scenic, and open space preservation issues 
should be considered to assure that improvements will be harmonious with the surrounding 
landscape. Transportation investments should not encourage development in areas lacking 
adequate provision of public water and sewer services, or at low densities outside the urban 
service area. Such development often renders rural roads insufficient, subsequently raising 
expectations for higher design standards on these roads that require inordinate investment. 

TRANSIT FUTURES (Final Draft) 

1. Transit service is expected to serve four different objectives in the Capital District: to contribute 
to congestion management, air quality and energy savings; to offer an alternative travel mode 
to reduce dependence on the auto; to provide essential mobility for those who do not operate a 
private vehicle; and, to serve as a tool to support regional and local land use policies. These 
separate roles have differing demands on resource requirements and differing implications for 
service design. 

2. The value of public investment in transit facilities and services must be considered in relation 
to these multiple objectives. Comparison of transit investment with other alternative uses of 
public resources, including other transportation investments, must fairly examine costs and 
benefits to transit users and non-users. Congestion management benefits accrue primarily to auto 
users, for example, while emissions reductions are a broad social benefit and alternative mobility 
is a targeted benefit. 

3. · Transit facilities and services can be an essential element of the social, economic and cultural 
fabric of a metropolitan region if supportive policies and investments are in place. The role of 
transit in a community is related not only to specific transit investment decisions but also to 
policies and decisions related to the provision of employer parking. design and density of new 
development and treatment of the pedestrian environment. Actions in these areas must work in 
concert with transit system design in order to allow transit to provide a significant contribution 
to the metropolitan area. 
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4. In particular, the success of transit service is tied to accommodation of the pedestrian. While 
there are growth markets for park-and-ride services and for bike-transit connections, transit 
services usually provide the middle leg of trip with the "walk mode" at each end of the trip. 
Unless the pedestrian is successfully accommodated in his or her attempts to travel quickly, safely 
and conveniently to and from the transit service, there can be little success in maintaining or 
expanding the contribulion of transit to the community. 

EXPRESSWAY MANAGEMENT (Final Draft) 

l. Maintaining traffic flows on Capital District expressways is critical for both economic and 
social reasons. The Capital District's economic competitiveness is in large part rooted in the 
use of its expressway system both for exclusively over-the-road freight movement and to 
connect with air, boat and rail shippers. In addition, the expressway system is heavily used for 
commuting and general circulation within the region. It enhances the region's quality of life by 
providing access to a wide range of local activities and to those of other regions. 

2. The Capital District's expressway nsystem" is more than just a network of highways: 
technology and human resources are critical to its effectiveness. 

The complete system includes those traffic monitoring and control technologies which 
facilitate maintenance of traffic flows, as well as the staff's of those transportation, police, fire, 
and medical service agencies which maintain traffic mobility or safety. The system should 
involve the following activities or functions: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

monitoring traffic and weather conditions 
controlling traffic 
communicating and coordinating among agencies 
responding appropriately to incidents 
informing travelers of conditions 

3. To make this expanded system as effective as possible, it is critical that future transportation 
investments support development of non-highway elements in the local and public service 
agencies of the Capital District. 

4. Investments in traffic management, particularly related to construction and incidents should 
also be seen as investments in the safety of the highway system. 

S. Proper management of the expressway system must also include management of arterial 
feeders and receivers which connect the expressways to the remainder of the roadway 
network. Expressways are not entities unto themselves, and access to and from arterials 
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cannot be considered a "given." Making optimal use of the expressway system requires 
elimination of difficulties in connecting to/from local land uses. 

6. Major capital projects must have a plan for operating budgets for the life of the project. 
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APPENDIX 3. 

SKETCH DRAFT OUTLINE - NEW VISIONS PHASE 2 PRODUCTS 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

IO 10 20 page Iola/, mass reproduction, consider newsletter or even newspaper ad format, focused 
on broad areas of agreement and fundamental policy choices 

The New Visions process (including who is CDTC and what can we do) 
Where we are (current conditions) 
Where we are going (trends and current commitments) 
Broad Areas of Agreement 

Bikes, Walkability 
Arterial Corridor Management 
Urban Reinvestment? 
Others to be determined 

Major choices 
Infrastructure treatment 
Northway 
Transit Future 

How to Get More Information/More Involved 
How to Provide Input to Us 

MAIN DOCUMENT 

I 50-200 page range, distribution to major interested parties, includes summary technical 
information, maps, and charts, for both the broad areas of agreement and the fundamental policy 
choices, but not the detail. 

Task forces not(?) expected to provide unified papers, just their five pieces (principles, . 
supplemental performance measures, performance objectives, action/strategies, performance 
results, initial resource estimates). JPPICONIKEY responsibility to pull it all together. 

Background on process. existing commitments, connection to other plans, programs, ... 

"The Vision" 
Describe broad areas of agreement and the fundamental choices - unifying themes 
Pull together a single statement or 
AN ALTERNATIVE: State we don't have a unified vision -- that's what phase 3 is all 

about?? 
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Issues addressed 
Condensed version of Phase 1 reports? 

Planning and Investment Principles 
Synthesis into a bnif!ed set 
Relationship to five overriding factors 
How do they relate to performance measures, objectives, action plan? 

Performance Measures 
Concept of core measures 
Summary table - matrix of base, trend, trend with current commitments 
Detail shunted to appendix or technical report 
Supplemental measures summarized, detail in appendix or technical report 

Recommended Actions/Strategies 
Use of menu (model will be forthcoming) ACTION, PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

IMPACTED, COSTS 
Will need to be organized for presentation so focus is on big questions. 

Next Steps 
How to provide input 
Additional reports available 
Phase 3 description 

TECHNICAL .REPORTS (BY SUBJECT AREA) 

No limit on length for these products where the level of detail warrants full documentation here 
instead of in the main document. Given the variety, a consistent outline is less important, but 
some guidance should be provided 

Regional Bike Plan 
Network 
Pedestrian warrants 
Pilot projects elaboration 

Regional Expressway Incident Management Plan 

Intelligent Tnnsportation System Strategic Plan 

Fixed Guicleway Investigation 
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Arterial Corridor Management Guidelines 

Goods Movement Detail 

Infrastructure Modeling 

Land Use Model - Scenario Documentation 

Northway Study 
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The objective of this proje!:t is to devdop an improved understanding of the technical and institutional 
issues related to the development, implementation, and operation of ISTEA Congestion Management 
Systems (CMS). Metropolitan Washington was one of four geographic areas from around the 
country selected by the Federal Highway Administration (FHW A) to provide case study research on 
various aspects ofCMSs. 

The two focus areas being studied in the Washington region project are data management and 
regional performance measuresfmdicators. Data management is important because ISTEA and the 
CMS regulations require analysis of data of a timeliness and degree of precision much greater than 
in the past. The intennodal accent of ISTEA requires looking at .heterogeneous data from a variety 
of sources (highway agencies, transit agencies, private sector concerns. and many others), and putting 
these data together in a usable format. Regional performance measuresfmdicators are important to 
study again because of the "putting together" emphasis ofISTEA-putting together comparisons of 
different modes, of combinations of congestion management strategies, of understanding the spillover 
effects of instituting a pinpoint solution to surrounding areas. 

This paper discusses the history, background, and activities to date in the Washington region 
regarding data management and the selection of performance measuresfmdicators. The paper goes 
on to provide some comments to other CMS or transportation planners on what these practitioners 
might be able to learn from the Washington experience. 
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II. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 

A. Objectives of the Case Study 

The objective of this project is to develop an improved understanding of the technical and institutional 
issues related to the development, implementation. and operation of ISTEA Congestion Management 
Systems (CMS). Thorough research and documentation ofCOO/fPB's CMS development efforts 
will result in infonnation that may then be disseminated to other developers of CMSs. Metropolitan 
Washington was one of four geographic areas selected by the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHW A) to provide case study research on various aspects of CMSs. The other study areas selected 
were the Albany, New York, Dalla.Fort Worth, Texas, and Seattle, Washington metropolitan areas. 

B. Description of the Two Focus Areas 

1. Data Management 

How should data for a CMS be managed on a regional level? COG/fPB has an ongoing project to 
develop a Regional Transportation Da_ta Clearinghouse, housing many types of systems usage data 
eollected by COG/fPB and its member agencies. This case study extends this project to examine 
how this fledgling clearinghouse can be best formatted, developed, and implemented, considering 
both the utility on the data in general and bow the data may be integrated into the regional GIS-T, 
and how others may learn ftom this experience. The CMS will be one of the driving forces to 
compile a master data set that will support a variety of regional planning activities, including travel 
forecasting and air quality analysis. Additional issues include display of data, truth in data, ftequenc;y 
of updates, and creating compatibility among heterogeneous sets of data needed not only for the 
CMS, but also for the PTMS and IMS. 

2. Performance Measures/lndicaton 

The second focus area concerns performance measuresfmdicators to be utilized on a regionwide or 
corridor basis. It is imperative to find a cost-efficient method of collecting and interpreting 
congestion data on the region's transpoa'tation system. Traditional methods of determining congestion 
tend to focus only at a local scale such as a single intersection or interchange. These methods depend 
on large amounts of detailed data, the collection of which for regionwide analysis would exceed 
regional budgets available for such purposes. Therefore, of particular interest are performance 
measure&'mdicaton that are applicable at the regional or subarea level as opposed to those that are 
geared to intersection or corridor performance, and performance measuresfmdicators 
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that are not overly "data-hungry". Also important would be linking available transportation data for 
multiple modes of travel to identified perfonnance measures/indicators, and investigating which 
measures/indicators are appropriate for evaluating regional mobility and congestion management 
strategies. This case study will research more efficient ways of determining the location and severity 
of congestion in the region, and ways of evaluating the impact of congestion management strategies 
from a regional and subarea perspective. 

C. Institutional and Geographic Context: COG/TPB and the CMS Task Force 

1. COG and the Washington Region 

The Washington metropolitan area includes the District of Columbia as wen as portions of the States 
ofMaryland and Virginia. The Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments is composed of 
17 local governments, including the District of Columbia, seven surrounding counties, and a number 
of municipalities. The population of the member jurisdictions was estimated to total over 3.9 million 
in 1995, and is expected to grow by 30% to over 5.1 million by 2020. The total emplo~nt of the 
mermer jurisdictions was estimated to total over 2.5 million in 1995, and is expected to grow by 40-/4 
to 3.6 million by 2020. 

2. Committee Structure and Relationship among Planning Activities 

The designated Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the region is the National Capital 
Region Transportation Planning Board (TPB) of the Metropolitan Washington Council of 
Governments (COG). The TPB is charged with producing long range transportation plans and 
(shorter-range) transportation improvement programs (TIPs) for the region. The TPB is composed 
of representatives of State, County, and local government agencies, transit providers, and other 
interested agencies. 

The TPB is advised by a standing Technical Committee for transportation. The Technical 
Committee oversees the details of the transportation planning and engineering studies and efforts 
required to support the region's transportation decision making processes. The TPB is also advised 
by a Proacam Committee and a Citizens Adyisoiy Committee. 

The TPB Technical Committee, in tum, has a number of standing subcommittees focusing on 
particular aspects of the transportation planning process. These subcommittees include ones covering 
aviation, bicycling, ridesharing, traffic mitigation, travel forecasting, and travel monitoring issues. 
There are also ad hoc or special groups focusing on telecommuting, transit, transportation 
management associations, and other interest areas as needed. 
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In response to the ISTEA requirements, the Technical Committee created the ad hoc CMS Task 
Force. The CMS Task Force was created to study and respond to the Federal management systems 
requirements, and provide recommendations to the Technical Committee on how to address these 
requirements. The CMS Task Force included representatives from several of the other (standing) 
subcommittees. The CMS Task Force's efforts culminated in the production of the CMS Work Plan 
for the Washington Region. approved by the TPB on September 21, 1994, and forwarded for 
incorporation into the States' management systems designs. 

Some of COG/TPB's aforementioned standing subcommittees also have bad further roles in the 
development of the regional CMS. The Tntrac Mitiption SubcoDllDittee has guided development 
of transportation control measures (TCMs) to help the region attain air quality goals. This 
Subcommittee's expertise on TCMs will be applicable in exploring congestion management strategies, 
because of similarities in the strategies themselves as well as in the analytical techniques used to 
analyze the strategies. The Tnvel Forecasting Subcommittee has provided guidance on travel 
modeling and its data needs. The Travel Monitoriag Subcommittee has guided the region's travel 
monitoring program, which is described below. 

3. Interstate and Interagency Coordination 

The COG!fPB MPO planning area faUs into the District of Columbia and portions of the States of 
Maryland and Virginia. Although the District of Columbia is not a state. it has numerous "statewide" 
responsibilities under federal law ouch like the SO states; for example, statewide ISTEA management 
systems, statewide highway data reporting, and the like. Thus, whereas most MPOs coordinate with 
only a single state government (e.g., state transportation agency), COG/l'PB must coordinate with 
three state governments. 

All agencies with a statutory requirement or interest in the management systems were invited to 
participate on the CMS Task Force. including local governments, citizens, the States, the District of 
Columbia, and the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA). The Task Force 
has helped maintain communication among parties as the several management systems have been 
developed. 

COGtrPB staff' have also be advisors and participants in the States' efforts to develop statewide 
management systems and Major Investment Studies. 

4. Division ofResponsibilities 
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The following division of responsibilities among the involved parties was approved as part of the 
CMS Work Plan/or the Washington Region. 

a. Responsibilities ofMember Local Governments, Agencies and Transit 
Providers 

Local agencies and transit providers have been asked to provide travel monitoring data they may 
coUect to the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse for incorporation into regional CMS 
analyses. These local agencies are also participants in the process of which CMS strategies shaU be 
recommended for implementation, and, in some cases, will be the implementing agencies of those 
strategics. 

b. Responsibilities of the States 

The States are responsible for: routine transportation system usage data collection/management, 
particularly hourly directional volumes for all principal arterial and freeway links; congestion 
management technical analysis outside the metropolitan area; travel demand forecasting for corridors 
between metropolitan areas; statewide identification of strategies; and any detailed facility-level 
analysis necessary on State-owned facilities. 

In addition, the States have statutory requirements to develop and implement the six ISTEA 
management systems, including incorporation of the region's CMS results into those systems. Also, 
the States will implement their Traffic Monitoring Systems for Highways (TMS/Hs), and are asked 
to share infonnation gathered in these systems with the regional CMS. 
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c. Responsibilities of COO/l'PB 

COG/l'PB is responsible for 
(l) Travel monitoring for the CMS: 

(a) Collection of speed and vehicle occupancy data; 

(b) Other transportation systems usage data collection and 
studies as resources allow; 

( c) Means of collecting these data include aerial surveys, 
manual counting, floating car travel time runs, and 
other methods. 

(2) Creation and maintenance of a Regional Transportation Data 
Clearinghouse: 

(a) Compilation of available travel monitoring data from 
the region's member agencies: 

Highway data routinely collected by member 
agencies; 

Data produced by local jurisdictions and 
transit providers. 

(b) Maintenance of this system on a computerized 
Geographic Information System for Transportation 
(GIS-T) platform. 

(3) Travel forecasting and CMS analysis activities: 

(a) Regional travel forecasting in support of the regional 
long range plan, and corridor summaries for the 
metropolitan area; 

(b) Identification and quantitative and qualitative analyses 
of strategies to alleviate oongestion, and for publishing 
the results of those analyses. Congestion management 
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technical analysis for corridors in the metropolitan 
area; 

( c) Reporting on the effectiveness of previously 
implemented strategies; 

(d) Regional congestion summaries; 

(e) Identification of congestion "hot spots" and activity 
centers. 

(4) Providing ample opportunities for public involvement in 
regional congestion management. 

COG/fPB is not an implementing agency of transportation projects. with the current exception of 
the regional Ridesharing program. The products of COGrrPB efforts shall remain regional long 
range plans and TIPs. COG/IPB will not create an IMS or a PTMS at the regional level; rather, the 
freight movement, intennodal, and public transportation data and issues that the States may choose 
~o treat in their IMSs and PTMSs will be coordinated at the regional level with the CMS and the 
Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse. 

D. How the CMS Work Plan/or the Washington Region wu Produced 

The CMS Task Force held (for the most part) monthly meetings, beginning July 26, 1993, to put 
together a CMS work plan for the region. The Task Force spent several months reviewing federal 
legislation, guidance, and examples of work from around the country, and presenting and discussing 
their findings with other COG/l'PB committees. The Task Force started the production of a plan by 
identifying a list of IS major issues to be addressed. These issues were: 

I. Guiding statement for a regional CMS; 

2. Reconnaissance of current congestion management activities in the region; 

3. Definition of the system to be managed; 

4. Data for the CMS, both current conditions and future forecasts; 

5. Perfonnance measuresfmdicators and data analysis - measuresfmdicators to use, 
standards/targets to meet, how often to repeat and compare analyses; 
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6. Roles of agencies; 

7. Public participation; 

8. Identification, evaluation, and selection of strategies, both generally and when single occupant 
vehicle (SOV) capacity was being considered; 

9. Modeling capabilities and issues; 

10. Mission and longevity of the CMS Task Force as a committee; 

11. Relationship of the CMS to the other Management Systems; 

12. Incorporation of the CMS into the overall regional planning process; 

13. Interpreting "managing congestion" and "acceptable congestion levels" in the context of the 
Washington region; 

14. Implementation and implementation deadlines; 

I'S. Interim CMS requirements. 

From research on these 1 S issues, a draft CMS Work Plan for the Washington Region was developed 
in spring 1994. The Task Force guided revisions of this document through final approval of the work 
plan by the 1PB on September 21, 1994. Since that time, the CMS Task Force has been working in 
conjunction with the Traffic Mitigation Subcommittee on implementing the CMS. 
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Ill. DEVELOPING AND EXPANDING MANAGEMENT OF REGIONAL 
TRANSPORTATION DATA 

A. History and Background of Regional Data Management and the Travel Monitoring 
Program 

1. Objectives and History 

COG'TPB has had a longstanding element of its annual Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) to 
collect and compile usage information for the region's transportation network. This began as systems 
performance monitoring for the region, to track the performance of the region's transportation 
facilities through time. Two of the main objectives of this monitoring program have been to support 
the transportation decision making of the region's officials and to update and calibrate the region's 
travel fo~ computer models. With the advent of ISTEA, these purposes continued, but with 
additional requirements; namely. (I) systems usage monitoring for the CMS, and (2) more detailed 
infonnation for upgrades of regional travel forecasting computer models. The fact that a regional 
monitoring program was already in existence provided a head start for the W asbington region 
regarding ISTEA requirements; the region was able to explore enhancing the existing system as 
opposed to creating anew. The Travel Monitoring Program. in conjunction with the Regional 
Transportation Data Clearinghouse project descnl>ed below, will provide the basis for regional CMS 
analysis. 

Of the many types of data that would be useful or important for the CMS or other regional planning 
analysis. some are seen as minimum basic necessities. They are: 

Traffic volumes, preferably by direction and by time of day (at least for a statistically 
expandable sample of the region's highways); 

Traffic speeds (average running speeds), convertible to travel time and delay; 

Traffic density. usually measured by passenger car equivalents per lane per mile, density being 
a primary definer of congestion in the Highway Capacity Mam«d, particularly for limited 
access highways; 

Vehicle classifications to help determine the proportion of automobiles, trucks, buses, etc .• 
in the traffic mix; 

Vehicle occupancy, important because ofISTEA's emphasis on reducing reliance on single 
occupant vehicles and to monitor person travel as opposed to or in addition to only vehicle 
travel; and 
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Transit ridership or modal shares, again to reflect total person travel in addition to vehicle 
travel. 

Obtaining these data constitutes the thrust of the travel monitoring activities described below. 
COG/l'PB's Travel Monitoring Program is meant to supplement data already collected by others or 
available from other sources (such as state transportation agencies). COG/TPB typically collects 
information on traffic speeds and vehicle occupancy. COGfl'PB occasionally collects information 
on traffic volwnes, vehicle classifications, and transit ridership, but generally relies on state and local 
transportation agency data for these. Recently, COG/l'PB has collected information on traffic density 
for freeways in the region, and is embarking on a more detailed travel monitoring program of speed 
and travel time data collection (aimed at making forecasting models more robust) in projects 
described below. 

2. Summary of Recent Travel Monitoring Activities 

a. Aerial Surveys 

The Washington region has used aerial photography to monitor traffic density on the region's limited
access highways. In fiscal years 1993 through 1995, COG/I'PB has contracted with Skycomp, Inc. 
to conduct a systematic aerial study of congestion on the region's freeways. For this effort, Skycomp 
surveyed the region's approximately 285 miles of freeway in the following situations: 

During morning and evening rush hours, to determine the existence and extent of peak period 
congestion; 

At off-peak times of the day, to determine the existence and extent of off-peak congestion; 

Near construction zones, to determine their impact on congestion; and 

Subsequent to crashes or other highway incidents. to determine the impact of incidents on 
congestion. 

In the past, COG'TPB used floating car or other ground-based techniques to monitor congestion on 
the Capital Beltway and certain other major roads in the region. By comparison, the aerial technique 
offers several advantages. First, the survey provided a uniform way to gauge performance for each 
part of a freeway system operated by different agencies (the highways of the District of Columbia, 
Maryland, Virginia, as well as the National Parle Service-controlled parkways). Second, it was 
comprehensive: Vtrtually the entire freeway system was covered. Finally, the technique was 
relatively inexpensive, costing $70,000 for all data collection and analysis for the peak hour study 
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perfonned in F.Y. 1993, and similar amounts in the other years. Aerial surveying is not a new 
technique, but recent advances in camera and film-developing technologies have made projects like 
these feasible and affordable~ An added benefit was that a library of more than 20,000 photographs 
taken for the survey can be used for detailed analyses of traffic problems by the various agencies in 
charge of the region's freeways. COG/I'PB hopes to repeat these aerial surveys in the future on a 
three-year cycle. 

In conjunction with the information collected aerially, the Travel Monitoring program will be 
analyzing accident data on the freeway system and developing a regional freeway accident database 
to gauge the impact of accidents on congestion over time. In addition, the aerial data are being 
analy7.Cd, along with speed infonnation (from the many permanently-installed automatic traffic 
recorder devices in the region) and traffic counts, in order to investigate the relationships between 
speed, volume, and density. Speed, and its conversion into travel time and delay, will be a primary 
indicator on a regionwide and corridor basis of congestion. 

As a part of this CMS case study, it is proposed to perform a limited amount of additional aerial 
photography to help determine average running speeds on limited access highways, and the 
relationship between this running speed and the traffic density on the facility. 

Note that aerial surveys measuring density have provided a straightforward approach to estimating· 
travel time and congestion on limited access highways, but have not yet been applied to arterial 
highways (with intersections and traffic signals) in the Washington region. Thus arterial highways 
are addressed in the speed and delay studies described below. 

b. Speed and Delay Studies 

From time to time, COG/rPB has perfonned travel time surveys (runs) by means of the floating car 
tecluique. These runs have helped calibrate regional travel forecasting models. · COG/I'PB has also 
experimented with license plate matching techniques to determine travel tfmes on segments of 
roadways. However, these techniques did not address the need to have travel speeds for a large 
number of the region's arterial 1-ghways at a reasonable cost. Thus COG/I'PB and its consultant are 
pursuing a speeds modeling approach similar to that being explored in an NCHRP study at the Texas 
Transportation Institute. This study involves using any travel time surveys (runs) and other speed 
data already available to create and cahl>rate a statistical predictive model. This model would 
estimate travel time as a function of link characteristics for arterial highway sections for both current 
and projected future traffic conditions. The methodology would utilize a combination of traffic 
volumes, signal densities, and other variables to estimate the travel times and speeds on the region's 
arterials. This would be the complement of the aerial surveys on freeways, helping determine delay 
on arterial highways. 
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COG/I'PB intends to use the arterial speeds model descnbed above as a way to gauge travel time and 
congestion on the region's arterial highways. However, because this model is still in the 
developmental stage, COG/I'PB is relying for the time being on the output of the regional travel 
forecasting model chain (M]NUTP software) to estimate speed and delay (both cuITent and future 
conditions) on the region's arterial highways. 

c. Cordon Counts 

COG/I'PB's cordon cotmt program originated from the desire to assess the impact of the construction 
of the region's Metrorail system, starting in the late 1960's. Thus a cordon line around the central 
business district (core) was determined by the point at which there were more destinations (alightings 
front transit buses) than origins (loadings onto transit buses). In later years, two additional cordon 
counts were added to the program, which COG/I'PB performs on a three-year cycle. In year 1, 
vehicle counts, classification, and occupancy are taken on facilities that cross the region's core 
cordon. In year 2. the cordon line used is the Capital Beltway (l-9S/l-49S), which circles the region; 
counts are taken on all major facilities crossing the Beltway. In year 3, COG/fPB collects 
information for persons and vehides going into or coming out of a designated set of suburban 
~loyment sites. These cordon counts help calibrate regional travel forecasting computer models, 
and provide an opportunity for trend analysis. 

d. Travel Surveys 

( 1) Home Interview Surveys 

There is a need to obtain information about the travel characteristics of particular travels or particular 
households in the region. This information feeds regional travel modeling activities, supplementing 
other sources of information such as ground counts and the U.S. Census. Like most metropolitan 
areas. the Washington region finds such comprehensive telephone or mail-back household travel 
surveys useful, but very expensive to perform; thus they are conducted only rarely. COG/fPB 
conducted a telephone home interview survey in 1994, in part to help upgrade regional travel models. 
The survey helps provide information on such important determinants of travel as household 
demographics, income, employment destinations, and number of vehicles available. 

(2) External Surveys 

Whereas most travel monitoring activities look at travel within the Washington region, there is also 
a need to understand travel in the region that has origins and/or destination outside the region. These 
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are charactem.ed as external-to-internal (X-1), internal-to-external (1-X), or external-to-external (X
X) trips, collectively referred to as "external" trips. Stopping traffic and interviewing drivers in order 
to obtain origin-destination information, as is sometimes done in rural or low-traffic-volume 
situations, is not feasible on the high-speed, high-traffic-volume Interstates and similar facilities 
crossing the Washington region boundary. In addition, these external trips, in comparison to internal 
trips, are difficult to model and forecast. 

External surveys are done only at rare intervals, but one was performed in 1994 in conjunction with 
an expansion of the geographic area covered by COG/TPB's travel forecasting computer model chain. 
COG/TPB staff designed a survey questionnaire, performed two-way full vehicle occupancy and 
classification counts, and undertook a license plate-matching survey. This involved collecting license 
plate numbers on vehicles passing through designated stations on the region's boundary, obtaining 
license plate matching information from the respective state motor vehicle administrative agencies, 
and then mailing an origin-destination mail-back survey questionnaire to the owners of the identified 
vehicles. Data are intended to be used to calibrate regional models, but are available for use in the 
CMS and the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse. 

(3) Other Surveys Identified as Needed 

A number of other types of travel surveys have been done on rare occasion or will be done in the 
future as time and resources allow. For example, there are various types of truck or freight 
movement surveys. ISTEA and the management systems place a renewed emphasis on the 
comidcration of truck and freight movement in metropolitan planning, but few such studies have been 
done in the region since the early 1970's. Historically, freight movement might have been seen as less 
of a priority issue in the ~ented Washington region as opposed to more industrialized or port
based metropolitan areas around the country. However, the CMS Task Force acknowledged the 
importance of understanding the relationship between goods movement and congestion, and 
expressed commitment to "keep the issue on the table"-to continue research and to develop ways 
to address goods movement. Of particular interest are delivery trucks with frequent stops in urban 
areas, and freight generation at airports. 

By contrast, visitor and tourist travel is a 1111ch more sisnificant component of the region's travel than 
it would be for other metropolitan areas. Taxi movement is a related issue, and is significant for 
portions of the rep,n. These have proven difficult to reftect and forecast in regional travel models. 
Vtsitor, tourist, and taxi surveys to update previous etrorts (done in the 1960's and 1970's) are under 
consideration. 

Fmally, there is an identified need to understand more about what are called "special generators" in 
the region. Travel models usually simulate "typical" land uses that produce and attract trips, such as 
offices. retail development, and households. It is trickier to characterize travel patterns associated 
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with unique or unusual land uses, such as hospitals, universities, military facilities, and major national 
tourist attractions. A survey of such developments has been proposed to help improve the regional 
modeling of same. 

e. Other Travel Monitoring Efforts 

COG/fPB undertakes a variety of other travel monitoring projects as financial resources allow. 
Some of the activities planned in coming years include parking cost studies, HOV lane usage counts, 
and park-and-ride lot usage summaries. 

In addition, the opuating and implementing agencies of the Washington region gather systems usage 
data for a variety of purposes. Data from these sources are being compiled in the Regional 
Transportation Data Clearinghouse project described below. 

Travel monitoring in the context of the CMS nwst be of a size and scale that is logistically achievable, 
within resource constraints, and based on information already on band, routinely collected, or 
expected to be collected. COG/fPB does not envision the availability of resources to expand travel 
monitoring activities over current levels. 

8. History and Genesis of the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse 

The initial discussions of a regional clearinghouse were under the auspices of the Travel Forecasting 
Subcommittee, and actually involved keeping track of a variety of regional travel forecasts. Later the 
idea was added to house historical data in some sort of clearinghouse for the service of COG travel 
forecasting activities, and for state and local planning and operations use. From there. the idea of a 
Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse has grown and evolved. Ultimately, it is desired that 
the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse contain multi-modal transportation system usage 
data, both historical and future forecast, for a wide variety of the region's transportation facilities. 

It is intended to implement the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse on COG's Geographic 
Information System (GIS). To date, this GIS and an associated relational database management 
system are not completely operational. Progress to date in the Regional Transportation Data 
Clearinghouse bas included researching and compiling available historical highway usage data from 
around the region. 

1. Relationship to the CMS 

When CMS requirements came to light, it became apparent that the Regional Transportation Data 
Clearinghouse could provide an excellent basis for data inputs into CMS analysis, the CMS having 
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a direct reliance on transportation systems usage data. It is also intended that the CMS share the 
platfoITn and display capabilities of the COG/fPB GIS, and that their definitions on this GIS be 
completely compatible. 

2. Relationship to Other Regional Planning Activities 

The Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse has a strong relationship to one of its originally 
intended purposes, providing/obtaining infoITnation to/from regional travel forecasting modeling 
activities. ISTEA and the Clean Air Act have increased needs and expectations of the regional model 
chain to be more accurate, and to do that at a higher level of detail. Such models are "data-hungry", 
necessitating timely and detailed data. 

Similar but perfoITned using a separate model set are analyses of transportation control measures 
(TCMs) for emissions reductions. These models will also benefit for data compiled in the Regional 
Transportation Data Clearinghouse, and can provide data to the Clearinghouse on emissions impacts 
of a number of proposed projects, actions, or congestion management strategies. 

COGtTPB also hopes to share infonnation from and to the Intermodal Management Systems (IMSs), 
Public Transportation Management Systems (PTMS), and Major Investment Studies (MISs) of 
member agencies. 

3. How the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse May Help Tie Together 
the CMS and Other Activities 

The Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse will provide an improved medium of 
communication among various regional planning activities, both longstanding activities and newer 
activities. The existence of a common base of data for all regional planning activities helps provide 
comparability among the pcoducts of those activities. A Clearinghouse implemented on a GIS 
facilitates the sharing ofboth input and output infoITnation of various planning activities: long-range 
travel forecasting, short range congestion management analysis, air quality planning/emissions 
reduction strategies, Major Investment Studies, and so forth. The GIS also will help provide ways 
to display and explain data to the boards and committees of the region's decision makers. Finally, the 
Regional Transportation Data Oearinghouse provides a forum within which to examine current data 
av:ilability and practices, and assess in a systematic fashion changes or improvements that might be 
needed to data availability and practices. 

C. Activities to Date and Current Results of the Regional Transportation Data 
Clearinghouse Project and Other Data Management Efforts 
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COG/TPB's Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse project has yielded significant useful and 
usable data over its three-year life. However, the experience in putting together the Clearinghouse 
has resulted in a number C)f issues and complications worth noting. 

COG/TPB staff has worked with the transportation agencies of the region to obtain the data these 
agencies routinely collec::t, or already have on hand. Staff has concentrated on getting data from those 
agencies for the foUowing types of highways: freeways, limited-access National Park Service 
parkways, toU facilities, and other principal arterials. Data covers years from 1986 to the present. 
In addition to average daily traffic counts (AADTs or AA WTs), COG/TPB has sought other demand 
information including peak hour directional volumes, vehicle occupancy, and vehicle classification 
counts. COG/I'PB also has assembled information on roadway characteristics, including number of 
lanes, interchanges, signaliz.ed intersections, variable message signs, truck weigh stations, toU plazas, 
automatic traffic recorder locations, National Highway System (NHS) status, and political boundary 
information. Some, but not all of the desired information of this type was found to be available. 
COG/TPB has stored the data in personal computer(PC-compatible) files(Lotus 1-2-3 .WKl format) 
in preparation for entry into COG/TPB's GIS. Because of delays in the development and 
implementation of the GIS, these data have not yet been able to be entered into the GIS. 

One of the central ideas of the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse was that the 
transportation agencies of the Washington region were already collecting and compiling large 
volumes of transportation systems usage data, so these data could be easily obtained by COG/TPB. 
However, numerous difficulties were encountered with this approach. It should be noted for the 
record that the personnel of these transportation agencies were amiable and cooperative, but 
ultimately were not always able to overcome the following functional issues. 

The region's transportation agencies had less complete data on hand than was hoped, with budget 
cutbacks often cited as a reason. These agencies relied on PC-compatible electronic storage and 
transfer of data less often than expected, necessitating a great deal of COG/TPB staff effort to go to 
member agency offices, obtain hard copies of transportation data, and then spend time keypunching 
the data for use in the Clearinghouse. In a few cases, the institutional or functional ability to retrieve 
or transmit data expediently from mainmune computers had been lost by the agency. ·Data from 
before 1986 were almost never available. The agencies' staffs' oral descriptions of activities and 
procedures were not necessarily consistent with the written descriptions of how their systems were 

· supposed to work "in theory". Automatic Traffic Recorders (ATRs) were expected to be a useful 
source of data, yet many ATRs were permanently out of order, often due to weather damage, 
repaving, or reconstruction projects. 

COG/TPB found the representatives of our member agencies to be friendly and willing to help, but 
ultimately these representatives did not have the decision making power or resources to agree to 
some sort of automatic arrangement with the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse. They 
either did not understand how to or could not authorize provision of data in electronic or automatic 
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form. Additionally, COGffPB did encounter some link-level data that seemed to be "sensitive" in 
nature (e.g., low confidence in the data when examined at fine levels of precision), and there was 
reluctance to release that data. 

Other issues identified as important for the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse are display 
and presentation of data, "truth-in-data", and creating compatibility among data types. COGITPB 
has just begun to scratch the surface of these issues. Lacking a GIS, presentation of data has been 
on Lotus 1-2-3-style tables, and on pen plotter output from the MINUTP model. Committees and 
even the technicians have not found these to be as user-friendly as they would like. 

The issue of"raw" versus "adjusted" data is relevant for truth-in-data and compatibility among data 
types. Typically, volume counts are smoothed or factored to account for such things as day of the 
week or month of the year the count was taken, conversion factors for multi-axle vehicles into 
passenger car equivalents, and other adjustments or averaging. Documentation on how each agency 
handled these topics was less readily available than might be expected. If less was known about how 
particular data were factored or smoothed, it was difficult to know bow that data compared to other 
agencies' data. Indeed, national standards and the Highway Capacity Manual ensure some 
comparability, but even these standards are left open to interpretation when applied to "real world" 
situations. In summary, data are still useful and usable for analysis, but they have to be viewed with 
some judgment about comparing different data sources. 

D. This Year's Regional Tramportation Data Clearinghouse, GIS, and Travel Monitoring 
Activities 

1. This Year's Regional Transponation Data Clearinghouse and GIS Activities 

This year, COGITPB will continue the development and implementation of the Regional 
Transportation Data Clearinghouse on the GIS. Activities include: 

Formatting and transferring data into the GIS's relational database management system, 
ongoing throughout the year as data are obtained; 

Creating a base network on the GIS, defined using Census TIGER files and existing computer 
model networks on MINUTP, expected to be completed in summer 199S; 

Work with the transportation agencies of the region to mutually define data needs, formats, 
and access to that data, likely ongoing throughout this year and future years. 

2. This Year's Travel Monitoring Activities 
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This year, as described above, COG/TPB proposes to perform a limited amount of additional aerial 
photography to help determine average running speeds on limited access highways, and the 
relationship between this running speed and the traffic density on the facility. COG/TPB is also 
continuing its cycle of cordon counts, performing counts at the Beltway cordon line this year. This 
year's cordon count will also feature additional sites counted for bicycle usage; it was recommended 
to look for bicycles on roads with low traffic volumes, roads that have not been counted in previous 
studies because of their lack of regionally significant commuter traffic. COG/TPB is also looking at 
vehicle occupancy on one of the region's high occupanc:y vehicle (HOV) facilities, 1-66, in conjunction 
with a test case change of the facility from HOV-3 (three persons per vehicle minimum) to HOV-2 
(two persons per vehicle minimum). Completion is targeted for fall 1995. 

E. Comments to Other Practitioners Based on the Washington Experience to Date 

1. Maintaining a Regional Travel Monitoring Program 

A regional travel monitoring program will help support the implementation of a <;MS for a 
metropolitan area, by providing data useful for assessing current and future congested conditions. 
Information on such programs are discussed extensively in the literature and federal guidance on the 
CMS, and will not be repeated here. However, the following are some points to consider based on 
the metropolitan Washington experience. 

Many of the transportation agencies of the Washington region have stressed their preference for little 
or no additional data collection activities over and above historical levels. Therefore, it makes sense 
to use the existing data collection as effectively as poSStl>le. If it has not already done so, the MPO 
should develop an understanding of the data collection activities already undertaken by the region's 
transportation agencies. Review the locations and extent of the counts already taken. The states' 
Highway Perfonnance Monitoring System (HPMS) locations and counts are often cited as a good 
data source. The HPMS "universe", or location reference tiles, might aid in determining or defining 
a network of facilities to be included or studied in the CMS. The monitoring system should produce 
results that are compatible with and usable by not only the CMS, but also the other management 
systems. 

Defining the facilities to be studied in the CMS is another key activity. Ideally, an MPO might like 
to look at all facilities in the region comprehensively, but, in reality, must prioritize its studies to the 
most important facilities or areas because of time and budget constraints. In defining what is to be 
studied in the CMS, consider whether there are adequate existing data for the location or facility, as 
well as the location or facility's functional importance for the region ( e.g., functional classification, 
traffic loads, comectivity, economic importance, etc.). Note that the process of defining facilities for 
the CMS has been both a technical process and a political process. It was important that the CMS 
would include and treat as priorities those locations that were most important in the eyes of the public 
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and local elected officials. 

Understanding the above items (that is, understanding what locations or facilities are important and 
knowing where data sources ·are already adequate) helps in determining other key steps that need· to 
be taken in the process. First, the MPO could consider the types and locations of data collection 
activities that the MPO itself might have to undertake. For example, COGrrPB frequently performs 
its own vehicle occupancy counts, because this information is not generally available from other 
sources. Second, understanding these items can help the MPO provide feedback to the transportation 
agencies of the region on the types and locations of data collection they may want to undertake, 
perhaps in substitution for some of the current or previous types or locations. Finally, overall, MPOs 
will find this infonnation important to prioritize their CMS activities, including travel monitoring, 
because of budgetary and time constraints. 

2. Identifying and Prioritizing Data Needs 

COG/f PB is looking to test its approach to both the CMS and the Regional Transportation Data 
Clearinghouse through the use of prototype locations. The experience that led to this approach is 
~plained below. The concept is to create a skeleton network for the CMS and the Clearinghouse, 
starting the process with a manageable nu'llber of study locations, and then expand as skills and 
experience improve. 

The original approach to COGrrPB's Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse was that the 
transportation agencies of the region would transnit any and all data to COGrrPB, probably in some 
kind of electronic fonnat, and COG/fPB would find a way to house it in the Clearinghouse. In 
theory, this would provide the most robust data set available for regional planning purposes, since 
all data collected in the region would be available. These data would be augmented with those data 
COGITPB collects in its own travel monitoring prosnun, as well as COGrrPB's travel forecasts from 
its own regional model chain. Anecdotally, this approach has been referred to as, "If you've got data, 
send it in." 

Ultimately, however, this approach has not yielded particularly good results. The data that were 
already "out there" were not collected for the purpose of regional planning or a CMS, so, not 
surprisingly, they do not always fit into these new uses without some "cleaning up". COGrrPB could 
continue with this approach, but it is likely to continue to be exceptionally time- and resource
inefficient because ( 1) the data that come in this way need a lot of work before they are in a usable 
fonnat for the CMS and other regional planning purposes, and (2) MPO staff may be spending time 
cleaning up data sets without regard to whether those particular data were at all important to or 
useful for the regional planning process. 

The alternative COG/fPB is now exploring is to first define, in conjunction with our member 
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agencies, what particular facilities or geographic areas we are most interested in studying, and then 
request only those particular data from the region's transportation agencies. The technical committee 
or equivalent of an MPO . .would agree on the locations that traffic volumes and other systems usage 
data are most needed to the- CMS and other regional planning activities and modeling. This list of 
locations would not be an arbitrary invention; rather,·choices should be based as much as possible 
on where their member agencies want to collect data, or where they already collect data, or on the 
designated HPMS locations. These meetings also could be used as forums to gain buy-in from 
participants ( such as the state transportation agency) on collecting and providing data expressly for 
or compatible with the regional planning process. 

In COGITPB's case, the TPB, TPB Technical Committee, and subcommittees could detennine the 
locations and types of usage data needed for regional planning purposes (e.g., CMS corridors), and 
then ask member agencies to provide the data. If they have the data on hand, they can simply 
transmit what is needed. If they do not have the necessary data on hand, they may elect to go out and 
collect the necessary data, or propose an alternative response to the need. If the MPO has a high 
level of buy-in from the member agencies' planners or engineers, it may achieve a greater level of 
success than under the original approach to the Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse because 
of the increased attention from those persoMel. Furthermore, it is assumed that agencies' data 
c;ollection arms would be more likely to be able to respond to the request of their own agency's 
planners than to an external request coming from COGITPB; the influence of the agencies' planners 
or engineers would be important in getting the data collected and transmitted. This approach is 
flexible, because each agency can decide for itself how it wants to respond to the regional planning 
needs. Also, this would allow the MPO to "start small" by concentrating on a minimum set of 
strategic corridors of interest (for example, CMS corridors), learn about each others' needs and 
processes, and expand from there to wider geographic coverage in future years. 

3. Establishing a Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse 

Perhaps one of the key issu~ in developing a CMS is that if data bases are to be used on the scale 
contemplated for a CMS, these data bases must be managed. Sufficient time and resources need to 
be allocated to a number of management tasks: identifying data needs, establishing contacts with the 
appropriate data coUection/storage people within the region's transportation agencies, 
reviewing/cleaning up data, translating data from the format of submission into a format consistent 
with the MPO's, tabulating "mctadata" (data about data; e.g., what year the data were coUected, 
methodology used, personnel involved, etc.), and many other activities. 

COG'l'PB is establisling its Regional Transportation Data Clearinghouse on a GIS; implementation 
of such a system without a GIS seems less feasible. The ultimate goal is still automatic electronic 
transfer (in a format compatible with our needs) of all data coUected or compiled by member 
agencies. 
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ESTABLISHING AND TESTING REGIONAL PERFORMANCE 
MEASURES/INDICATORS 

A. History and Background of Regional Performance Measures/Indicators 

A performance measure or indicator is a means to gauge and understand the usage of a transportation 
facility, or the characteristics of particular travelers and their trips. The performance 
measure/indicator may refer to a particular location or "link" of the transportation system. It may 
refer to the experience of a traveler on a trip between a particular origin and a particular destination. 
It may summarize all trips or trip makers between a particular origin and destination pair. Or it may 
describe the operation of one mode of transportation versus another. 

The federal regulations for the management systems state that 

"[p]arameters shall be defined that will provide a measure of the extent of 
congestion and pennit the e\lO/uation of the effectiveness of congestion reduction and 
mobility enhancement strategies for the movement of people and goods." 
("Management and Monitoring Systems; Interim Final Rule", Federal Register, 
Vol. S8, No. 229, § S00.10S(g), Page 63476.) 

The fields of transportation planning and engineering traditionally have used mode-specific 
performance measures/indicators to gauge conditions on the system. These include motor vehicle
specific measures such as traffic volumes, capacities, and traffic level-of-service calculations, as well 
as transit-specific measures such as peak loading points. The challenge in the context of the CMS 
is to expand beyond these mode-specific performance measures (though they still do have a role in 
gauging system performance) and utilize measuresfmdicators that will have meaning across modes. 
This is important because of the need to gauge the effectiveness of multi-modal congestion reduction 
and mobility enhancement strategies. 

The Washington region has relied historically on traditional transportation performance 
measures/indicators, concentrating on measuring, describing, and forecasting motor vehicle 
movement, with some attempts at reflecting other modes or multi-modal comparisons. The choice 
of using these traditi9nal indicators had evolved over the years to meet the needs of the time. The 
Highway Capacity Manual and standard traffic engineering practices were followed. 

The choice of performance measures/indicators used up to the present has been dictated by two major 
factors. The first factor is that the types of data that have been collected and are available for analysis 
have been perpetuated over time, and are oriented to gauging the performance of a particular mode 
of transportation. Thus the MPO tends to use performance measuresfmdicators based on traffic 
volumes and facility capacity. The second factor is that of the computer models available for travel 
forecasting. These models have concentrated on traditional performance measuresfmdicators. 
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Thus, historically, travel monitoring reporting procedures have relied on traffic volumes, vehicle 
classification, vehicle occupancy, transit ridership reports, and speed. 

COGITPB staff has adopted lhe practice of using the term "performance measure/indicator" for what 
federal regulations call a "performance measure". The reason is that the use of the word "measure" 
led to confusion of whether it signified "measurement" (e.g., hours of delay) or ifit meant "an action 
taken as a means to an end" (as in a "transportation control measure" action to reduce traffic, such 
as a parking restriction). Thus the word "indicator" has been added in an attempt to clarify that the 
meaning intended was that of measurement or gauging. "Measure of evaluation" is another 
alternative term sometimes used. 

B. Process Used to Identify Performance Measures/Indicators and Analysis Approach 
for the Washington Region CMS 

I . Identification Process 

The CMS Task Force undertook discus.1ion of CMS performance measuresfmdicators because of the 
emphasis in federal CMS guidance on measures/indicators. The efforts at the beginning c;,f the 
process involved a literature search and brainstorming process. Early access to draft materials from 
an FHW A instructional course on the CMS helped in developing an array of possible performance 
measuresfmdicators to consider. The CMS Task Force worked with these draft lists, adding, 
deleting, and changing to suit the needs of the Washington region. This culminated in a stratified list 
of CMS performance measuresfmdicators; however, this process was long, involving a lot of debates 
and detours along the way. 

Early in the process, the CMS Task Force was already aware of the gap between the unimodal, 
locally focused performance measuresfmdicators available and the multi-modal, wide-area scope 
desired for the CMS. There were other dilemmas that also set the tone of the discussion. These 
were: 

Can the particular performance measure/indicator ( or the data needed to feed it) be forecast 
by known tools and capabilities? 

Traditional ciongestion indicators tended to be precise in scale, addressing a particular link or 
intersection on the transportation system, yet modeling or forecasting capabilities tended to 
be rough in scale, forecasting at best at a regional or subregional scale. 

The choice of certain performance measuresfmdicators may lead or bias the investigator 
toward only certain kinds of solutions, and elininate others that may actually be worthy. This 
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was a particular concern expressed by elected officials on the Transportation Planning Board. 

The CMS tries to have a vague layman's term, "congestion", applied to a technical process. 
Congestion could be characterized by crowdedness, by delay, or by decreases in traffic 
speeds, but, conversely, crowdedness, delay, and slowing are not necessarily congestion. 

Delay sounded the most promising as a congestion measure/indicator, but required designation of an 
"optimum" travel time or speed (tree-flow conditions) to gauge against, this optimum being debatable 
for llJJllerous reasons. On the positive side, people, vehicles, and goods can all experience free-flow 
travel. But does free-flow include stopping at traffic signals or not? Does it include the realistic 
reflection of travel significantly above the speed limit? And one direction's free-flow conditions may 
create delay in the cross-direction. 

Level-of-service was perhaps the most promising alternative to using delay. It has been used 
frequently in the past, and there is a level of understanding and buy-in from regional decision makers 
and from the public. Level-of-service, however, has some well-known drawbacks, including not 
being multi-modal. Level-of-service also has limitations in that so many locations in the Washington 
region are at level-of-service F, there would have to be a way of distinguishing among varying 
severities of F. 

The solution proposed and adopted instead was to choose a whole list of indicators, and apply them 
where and when relevant. The drawback of a long list of performance measures/indicators, however, 
was that it could be unwieldy. This led to a desire to group, stratify, or classify the list to make it 
more understandable. This was helpful, yet any attempt at stratifying (and its was tried in several 
different ways) left some dissatisfaction, because any summarization was inevitably a compromise 
solution with some advantages and some disadvantages. The current thinking classifies the 
performance measures/mdicators into "direct" or raw data, directly measurable from the 
transportation system; "calculated" data, which can only be determined by some manipulation of the 
direct data; and performance measures/'mdicators held from use for further research, but kept on the 
table. 
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2. Multi-Tiered Approach to CMS Analysis 

As mentioned above, COGITPB faced the dilemma of trying to address pinpoint congestion problems 
with regional-scope travel forecasting and analysis tool$. Also, there was the concern of pinpointing 
a congestion problem, and somehow removing the bottleneck without regard that it might just 
relocate the congestion problem downstream or over to a parallel facility. Thus there was a desire 
to adopt an analysis method that could account for side effects such as these. The CMS Task Force 
suggested a nulti-tiered approach to analysis. The tiers would be: regionwide, corridors, and activity 
centers or specific pinpoint locations. Each tier has data and analysis tools relevant to it. 

First, COG/TPB will look regionwide for instances of congestion. In fact, the aerial surveys have 
already completed this for limited access highways. COG/TPB is supplementing this for the time 
being with output from the regional travel forecasting MINUTP model to address arterial highways. 

A second tier was that the CMS Task Force anticipated strategically important or known congested 
locations and classified them into a series of nineteen (19) corridors. In this instance, the term 
"corridor" is being loosely applied to some defined subset of the region's facilities, sharing a 
geographic area (not necessarily linear), the facilities being related to one another in that a situation 
on one frequently affects the others. The corridor approach is intended to provide scopes of study 
for analyses of congestion management strategies, with an ability to account for spillover or side 
effects. 

Finally, what are deemed "activity centers" will be treated as special cases in the CMS. These activity 
centers are generally the nodes of highly urbanized portions of the region, and feature travel and 
congestion problems that are not necessarily linear or directional in nature. These call for a separate 
style of analysis. Furthermore, a congested "hot spot", which may or may not be located in an activity 
center, calls for the same kind of spot analysis. 

3. Regional Scan of Congestion 

Congestion occurs in two major forms. One is the phenomenon of the bottleneck, which is a point 
where capacity or throughput on the transportation facility, as approached in the direction of the 
traveler, significantly decreases, causing some form of queuing. The other form of congestion may 
be termed "systemic"; that is, not associated with one point on a facility, but rather where demand 
exceeds supply throughout the length of a transportation facility, causing widespread congestion. It 
is generally thought that the bottleneck phenomenon is far more common than the systemic 
phenomenon. However, it is also true that bottlenecks may have underlying systemic causes. 

COG/TPB in its CMS is charged with finding where congestion does or will occur on the region's 
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transportation facilities. This process must understand both the bottlenecks around the region and 
the systemic causes that may be behind them. COG/TPB has taken a multi-faceted approach to 
finding the congestion. 

First to consider was the professional knowledge and experience of the region's elected officials, 
transportation professionals, and other public officials. The knowledge of these professionals help 
established a core of corridors for the CMS. These corridors have as their backbones some of the 
strategically most important transportation facilities of the region, both highway and transit, as well 
as associated facilities that have important relationships to these backbones. Managing these 
important facilities will be key to mitigation congestion in the region. COG/TPB designated a set of 
nineteen (19) corridors in preparation of the CMS Work Plan/or the Washington Region. 

Second to consider was the body of knowledge from the region's travel monitoring programs. This 
infonnation includes traffic counts, travel times, vehicle occupancy, vehicle density, volume-to
capacity ratio, and transit ridership. The CMS Task Force has expressed its preference for analyses 
to be based on actual data to the extent possible, so COG/TPB has worked to improve its 
compilation, understanding, and dissemination of these data. To date, however, the CMS Task Force 
has been at the stage of investigating ways of compiling, fonnatting, and analyzing data, with only 
limited analysis done based on these data. 

A third approach to determining the existence and extent of congestion is to look at the outputs of 
the regional travel forecasting computer model chain. COG/TPB has put much effort over the years 
to base its modeling chain on the best available background information on transportation system 
usage, land use, auto ownership, and other input characteristics. The model chain can give estimates 
of many of the performance measures/indicators of congestion. The model will be the main source 
ofinformation about future year or forecast congestion. Currendy it also is serving as the source of 
information on congestion on the region's arterial highways. 

COGITPB is putting together a regional scan of congestion based on the model outputs mentioned 
above ( covering arterial highways), and on results of the aerial survey projects; in combination with 
other available data, for the region's limited access highways. This regional scan of congestion will 
highlight locations of suspected congestion problems. This identification process can be double
checked against the corridors identified in the CMS Work Plan, perhaps with some changes to 
corridor definitions recommended. Then COG/'IPB will proceed with the task of analyzing strategies 
to relieve the identified congestion. 
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4. Characterization of Performance Measures/Indicators 

The following CMS pcrfomwice measuresfmdicators were identified in the CMS Work Plan/or the 
Washington Region, approved by the National Capital Region Transportation Planning Board on 
September 21, 1994, or were added subsequently by the CMS Task Force. A more detailed 
description of these performance measures/indicators appears in Appendix A. 

First are what are characterized as "data for direct assessment of current (or future background) 
conditions. These data are pieces of infonnation that can be directly measured from observation of 
the transportation system, and are the basis for many of the other performance measuresfmdicators. 
In addition, these data may be outputs of an analysis process in some cases. but are distinct from most 
of the other performance measures/mdicators because they are stand-alone, observable from the 
transportation system. The CMS Task Force has identified the following performance 
measures/indicators as being the most vital direct indicators: 

1. Traffic volumes; 
2. Facility capacity; 
3. ·Speed; 
4. Vehicle density; 
S. Vehicle classification; 
6. Vehicle occupancy; 
7. Transit ridership. 

Other performance measures/mdicators are important for gauging existing or projected conditions 
in comparison to what is feasible, desired, theoretically possible, and the like. These are termed 
"calculated performance measuresfmdicators for congestion assessment. They are not necessarily 
directly measured from observation of the transportation system but rather are the products of 
manipulations of other data or of computer models. The CMS Task Force has identified the 
following performance measures/mdicators in this category: 

8. Volume-to-capacity ratio; 
9. Level of service; 
10. Person miles of travel/vehicle miles of travel; 
11. Travel time by mode; 
12. Person hours of travel/vehicle hours of travel; 
13. Truck hours of travel; 
14. Person hours of delay/vehicle hours of delay; 
1 S. Modal shares; 
16. Safety considerations; 
I 7. Vehicle trips; 
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18. Emissions reduction benefits. 

A third set of performance measures/indicators are distinguished by the fact that they require further 
research before use in the CMS. These are: 

19. Bicycle usage and pedestrian counts; 
20. Number of congested intersections; 
21. Hours per day of congestion; 
22. Percent person miles of travel by congestion level; 
23. Percent delay; 
24. Number and average duration of incidents; 
25. Truck and freight movement involvement with congestion; 
26. Percent of person miles of travel by transit load factor; 
27. Person volume-to-person capacity ratio. 

The two main aspects of the research necessary on these perfonnance measures/indicators are first, 
finding appropriate sources of data to supply these indicators. This is the case for bicycle usage and 
pedestrian counts. number of congested intersections, number and average duration of incidents. and 
truck and freight movement involvement with congestion. The second aspect of research necessary 
is developing methodologies with which to determine, report, or apply these indicators. This is the 
case for hours per day of congestion, percent person miles of travel by congestion level, percent 
delay, percent of person miles of travel by transit load filctor, person volume-to-person capacity ratio. 

S. Initial Experiments with Data Reporting 

a. Display ofData 

COG/'IPB has utilized a nwnber of tools to report transportation system usage and congestion in the 
region to committees. Most commonly used so far has been arraying information on spreadsheets. 
This allows the ~-side comparison of raw data with calculations. and manipulations of the data 
requested by the committees. Spreadsheets have been used with mixed results; the many factors and 
variables of interest in the CMS, as well as the many geographic locations of analysis even in one 
corridor, make for unwieldy matrices. 

Thus COG/fPB desires to tum to map-based displays of data. The GIS is a natural home for this, 
but the agency's GIS was not developed to a point so far where it could be used for this purpose. The 
GIS will start producing maps later this year, and is expected to become the ultimate display tool of 
the CMS and the data that support it. 
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Two alternatives have been explored so far, in the meantime before full implementation of the GIS. 
First is to lwtd-draw infonnation on maps, which is limited because it takes so much time. Second, 
for data that are contained in the l\1INUTP model chain, COG/l'PB has the capability of plotting 
sketch maps on a pen plotter: Color changes and bandwidth plots can help illustrate the location of 
congestion problems as well as any patterns that might occur in a series of congestion problems. 
These plots have shown congestion problems in the region to be widespread and scattered, rather 
than isolated or concentrated in a certain area. The patterns observed were of a few congested linear 
corridors and many scattered bottlenecks of congestion. However, l\1INUTP plots are not as clear, 
detailed, or user-friendly as GIS maps potentially could be. 

b. Perfonnance Measures/Indicators Utilized 

COG/TPB is still at the beginning of developing an improved modeling process to meet the needs of 
the CMS. Thus COG/TPB has relied so far on fairly traditional performance measures/indicators to 
examine congestion, because those are the ones that our current tools support. 

COG/TPB has used its regional travel forecasting model chain to identify links in the transportation 
system that are anticipated in 1996 (a year for which model output was already available) to exhibit 
the following characteristics: 

Delay, calculated using the difference between free-flow speed as assumed in the model and 
estimated congested speed (speeds converted to travel times); the model determine vehicle 
hours of delay; person hours of delay could be determined where and when vehicle 
. occupancy is known; 

Number of links in the system with volume-to-capacity ratio greater than or equal to 1.6, with 
a volume-to-capacity ratio of I. 0 set to be level-of-service "C"; 

Mileage of the congested links; 

Total miles of congested links for ranges of vehicle hours of delay; 

Vehicle delay per mile of congested link. 

The most recent ( as of this writing) description of the region scan of congestion has been attached 
as Appendix B. 

Distribution of the initial attempts at a regional scan of congestion fostered lengthy discussion on how 
best to portray the data. with no conclusion reached as of yet. Some participants want to see delay 
and other infonnation on a mileage basis, others want it related to person movement. Many display 
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issues remain to be resolved. 

C. This Year's Upcoming Activities Related to Perfonnance Measures/Indicators 

1. Continuation of the Regional Scan of Congestion 

As described in the previous section, the CMS Task Force will continue working with data available 
from previous studies and activities to build a picture of congestion in the Washington region. Staff 
will investigate various display formats as well as determine the efficacy of identified performance 
measures/indicators in describing congestion and comparing congested locations. 

2. Examination of CMS Corridors 

COGITPB will continue putting together analysis structures for the identified CMS corridors. The 
CMS Task Force and its superior committees have identified some priority corridors that require 
timely analysis because of impending projects or major, high profile associated issues. The corridors 
identified so far as priorities are: the Capital Beltway (I-9S/l-49S), including the Woodrow Wilson 
Bridge over the Potomac River, US SO (New York Avenue) in the District of Columbia; and the 
Malyland 4 corridor from Washington. D. C. to Prince Frederick, Maryland. It is expected that other 
priority corridors will be identified over the course of the year, eventually growing to cover all 19 
identified corridors. 

The Capital Beltway is often said to be the single most important highway in the Washington region. 
It experiences serious congestion on almost a daily basis. The Woodrow Wilson Bridge, which is on 
(a part of) the Capital Beltway, is a drawbridge that may be the single most problematic link in the 
region's transportation system regarding congestion. Furthermore, traffic volumes on the Woodrow 
Wilson bridge far exceed what it was designed to handle, and the bridge may experience structural 
difficulties in the not-too-distant future. Thus it is a priority for CMS analysis. 

US SO/New York Avenue is a congested radially oriented arterial highway in the District of Columbia 
and Maryland, leading from downtown Washington to Annapolis, Maryland and points east. In 
addition, the New York Avenue corridor offers opportunities for economic development, so 
improvements in the corridor are a priority for the District of Columbia. 

The Maryland 4/Pennsylvania Avenue corridor from Washington to Prince Frederick offers a 
suburban or exurban contrast to the other priority corridors. It connects Washington to growing 
areas of central and southern Malyland. The corridor also offers a variety of facility types from urban 
arterial to suburban arterial to suburban/rural limited access highway. 
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3. Examination and Documentation of CMS Analytical Techniques and Their 
Relationship to Perfonnance Measures/Indicators 

One of the activities identified in the CMS Work Plan was to inventory and document the array of 
analytical techniques available for use in the CMS. Such a study will serve two purposes. First, it 
will serve as a guidance document of techniques that future analysts might use for CMS studies. 
Second, it will serve as a aitique of current analysis capabilities, perhaps fostering discussion of what 
improvements could be made. 

The analytical techniques available and the performance measuresftndicators used are intertwined. 
In the process, COG/l'PB will learn how workable certain performance measures/indicators are, how 
easily they are understood, and how straightforward they are in portraying results accurately. 

4. Production of a CMS Annual Report 

The CMS Work Plan for the Washington Region states that the results of the year's CMS activities 
will be compiled into a CMS Annual Report. This report will be distributed in a number of fashions. 
Jtll'St, it is envisioned that the report and the results therein will be incorporated into the given year's 
long range plan and/or Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) revision or update. Second, the 
CMS Annual Report will be forwarded directly to the District of Columbia and to the States of 
Maryland and Virginia, for incorporation into those Statewide Congestion Management Systems. 
These Statewide CMSs are then submitted for review to the U.S. Department of Transportation, as 
required by Federal regulations. Third, the CMS Annual Report will be available upon request as a 
reference document. Citizens, regional decision makers, and other interested parties will be able to 
utilize information in the report in their activities. 

Four major components are envisioned for the CMS Annual Report. First is a review and assessment 
of overall system conditions. This will provide background information and·context for the CMS 
analyses. Second will be the identification of congested locations in the region. Third.will be the 
reporting of the results of the CMS strategies identified and analyzed for subsequent or future 
implementation, and the recommendations based on those results. A fourth major component that 
will be included in CMS Annual Reports in future fiscal years will be an assessment of the 
effectiveness of CMS strategies previously implemented (post-implementation monitoring). 

The schedule of production of the CMS Annual Report is to prepare a draft in early summer 199S, 
with committee review during the summer. The target date of adoption of the CMS Annual Report 
by the Transportation Planning Board is September 199S. 
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5. Production of the FHW A CMS Case Study Of the Washington Regjon Task 2 
Report 

COG/TPB will continue work on the CMS Case Study for the Federal Highway Administration 
(FHW A). This will culminate in the production of the "Task 2" report. With respect to the focus 
areas, the Task 2 report will document changes to plans outlined in the Task 1 report, experiences 
with CMS implementation and in working to meet the October 1, 1995 deadline, and other pertinent 
details. 

The schedule of production of the Case Study Task 2 Report is to document processes as they occur 
during spring 1995, prepare a draft in early sumner 1995, with committee review during the summer. 
The target date for completion is late September 1995. 

D. Comments to Other Practitioners Based on the Washington Experience to Date 

The e,cperience of the Washington region so far is that participants have tended to support a broad
based list of performance measures/'andicators for the CMS. They emphasized keeping tried-and-true 
mode-specific indicators such as volume-to-capacity ratio and transit peak load factors, and added 
~ them indicators that may begin to address intermodalism, such as delay and person hours of travel. 
Participants stressed the importance of the indicators being useful and understandable. Attempts at 
complicated indicators were vetoed; simpler ones were favored. 

Performance measure&"mdicators chosen bad to relate to those used in other segments of the regional 
planning process, particularly the travel forecasting modeling and air quality confonnity determination 
processes. Data availability was also a paramount issue. There is little use in stressing the use of 
performance measures/indicators where there are no data available to the MPO to back them up. 
This emphasizes the need for the MPO to assess its data availability situation, and to address it in a 
strategic way. COG/TPB's CMS Task Force did not "define away" issues that could not be 
immediately resolved. Rather, they took the approach of advancing the CMS design and 
implementation while simultaneously acknowledging the need for improvements. Therefore, the 
sussestion here is to keep issues "on the table" (e.g., &eight movement, person movement, new data 
sources, etc.) even if the region knows it has no way to address that issue at this time. 

COG'TPB's experience has seemed to affirm the national CMS literature's tendency to recommend 
travel time-based and delay-based congestion indicators. These are viewed in the context of 
numerous other performance measuresfmdicators as mentioned above, but hold the key to assessing 
congestion in the region Travel time and delay can be applied multi-modally. They can be 
interpreted (how much delay can be tolerated) given urban, suburban, or rural surroundings. And 
they appear to be more straightforward to model and forecast than some other perfonnance 
measuresfmdicators considered. 
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SUMMARY LIST OF CMS PERFORMANCE MEASURES/INDICATORS/DATA ITEMS 

The following CMS performance measures/indicators were identified in the CMS Work Plan for the 
Washington Region, approved by the National Capital Region Transportation Planning Board on 
September 21, 1994, except those indicated by an asterisk(*), which are additions subsequently 
suggested by the CMS Task Force. 

A. Data for Direct Assessment of Current ( or Future Background) Conditions: 

1. Traffic volumes 
2. Facility capacity 
3. Speed 
4. Vehicle density 
5. Vehicle classification• 
6. Vehicle occupancy 
7. Transit ridership 

B. Calculated Performance Measures/Indicators for Congestion Assessment 

8. Volume-to-capacity ratio 
9. Level of service 
10. Person miles oftraveVvehicle miles of travel 
11. Travel time by mode 
12. Person hours oftraveVvehicle hours of travel 
13. Truck hours of travel 
14. Person hours of delay/vehicle hours of delay 
15. Modal shares 
16. Safety considerations 
17. Vehicle trips 
18. Emissions reduction benefits 

C. Performance Measures/Indicators Requiring Further Research Before Use in the CMS 

19. Bicycle usage and pedestrian counts• 
20. Number of congested intersections 
21. Hours per day of congestion 

Continued ... 
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22. Percent person miles of travel by congestion level 
23. Percent delay 
24. Number and.average duration of incidents 
25. Truck and freight movement involvement with congestion• 
26. Percent of person miles of travel by transit load factor 
27. Person volume-to-person capacity ratio 
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on a corridor or cabllable from aVlillbll 
apol klclllon balls. 01 higlMI)' data. 
inlar..i In the 111111mert of 
moat CMS etrlleglea. Might 
be UNd in the comperi■on of 
corridors. 
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lnteildld lo be blMd on 
dlll complled In the Dall 
Clearinghouse. 

lnllndld lo be baled on 
data compiled in Ille DIii 
Clalringl'IOlae. 

COMMENTS 

Stall is behind schedule on 
exploring or assessing 
transit data for the CMS. 

A traditional staple measure 
of tranepollltion analysis. 
Useful. but comes under 
eome Clilicism because of 
being vehicle-orierted. 

A traditional staple measwa 
of transportation -lysis. 
Usaful, but comes under 
- Criticism because: (1) 
it is llehicle-oriented instead 
of mulli-modal; (2) 
experience In CaUfomia of 
using le¥el of setVice as Ille 
major performance measure 
of a CMS tended lo 
-=ourage sprawling land 
use dellelopment al the 
~ of transl-friendly 
and pedeslrian-friendly land 
deYelopnent; and (3) level 
of service u defined in the 
Highway Capacity Manual is 
difficul to for-• for 
arttrills. 



10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

METROPOLITAN WASHINGTON COUNCIL Of GOVERNMENTS NATIOl'IAL CAPITAL REGION TRANSPORTATION PLANNING BOARD 
FHWACMSCASE STUDY PROJECT TASK I RUORT 

PAT"ITEM 

Person MIies of 
TnMI/Vehlcle Mllel of 
Travel 

Travel Time by Mode 

Person Hours of 
Tl'IVII/Vthicle Hours of 
Travel 

Truck Hours of Travel 

--..,, Chart of CMS.....,._._ M111 titllJIAcaten ad Dllla AYallal,llty 
Pltllled Aprtl 28, 19'5 

DEFIMTION APPUCA8UTY AVAILABII.ITY STATUS ~CES 

The 111111 of II miles of Imel 
byllwhiclelforegillen 
-orflcllyforegillen 
plriod of lime, flclorld br 
ttie wllicle occupency to 
glllllepel90ll..-nenl. 

Thia la Ille tine elapeed for 1 
pelticullr \'ll1icll lrip or 
plrlOl'l lrip from origin lo 
dllllnlllon. Thia can rifer 
to • lrip table or to ttie 
blgil■q end end polnls of 
1fecillyor-,tdor. ltill 
lnlilndldto-llllat 
IUlodrMr and ..... 
modla, end perlllpl oilier 
modlalfanerudln 
par1lcullr Clll9. 

P- Hours of Travwl ere 
the Cll1IUIIIIM nllllblr of 
Yll1icllhowsofl,-!ln1 
gillen loclllon mullplled br 
Ille occupency of._ ...... 
Slmllr lo person holn end 
'lelllcle hows, ii la Ille 
oumulllive IUllblr of hours 
of.,_. br lnlCb for • given 
loclllon or corridor. 

Appliclble on a regionWkle 
bllia end (perhaps) on• 
conidor .... Of inlelat in 
Ille llllllmenl of moet 
CMS 11,ategiea. Might be 
used lo compare conidors. 

Appliclble on I conidor 
bllia. Of inlerelt in Ille 
Ulllln'lllt of moet CMS 
llrlllgiel. Mi8hl be ueed to 
compare canldora. 

Applicable on• reglonwicll 
or-,tdor baia. Of inllrell 
in tlll IIIIIIITllllt of moet 
CMS lllaegles. Mi8hl be 
used to compare c:onldors. 

Appllcable«e. reglonwiCII 
or conidor bllia. Of lnlerell 

in "" --11'11111 of moet CMS lll'llegies. Available 
data •• nol clllailld enough 
lo compare c:onldcn. 
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Cllculable baled on 
IVlillble lOIRIS. 

I ls Intended to deWIOp a 
melhod to clsplly travel lime 
br mode on Ille GIS, but 
there hlll9 beert cteleys in 
GIS dlllllopme11t. Ueing 
r.-,.c11irnN from MinUTP 
ill I fllbeck pollllon. 

8INd on Ille extent we 111w 
lrlfllc ~. whicle 
occupll1Cils, and \'ll1lcll 
..... Maye-enough 
informlllon tor-a 
reglonlll --ment. 1M 
perhlpa nol detailed enough 
for IUblrw lludiel. 

Some data -llable on 
wNcle mlK; may be laclclng 
In apecilk:lly. Again, 11111Y 
._ enough information for __ reglonlll __ _., 

1M perhaps nol deleilld 
enough for IUblrll sludln. 

Available from regional 
model end HPMS. 

Travel lime lludiea; I,.,._ 
schlcllles; MinUTP. Travel 
time for IUlos is walable for 
19118 on ertertals, 1993 for 

- lr1erillll in 
Molltgomlly Cou~. and for 
1990 on ttie capital Bllway. 

Noted under listings for 
lrlfrlC wioo.a, llehicle 
occupll1Cils, end epeeels. 

Cordon counls; whicle 
classlllcallon counls; 
COGITPB truck suriey; 
HPMS. 

COMMENTS 

If speed can be determined 
from cleneities, !ravel time 
can be obtained for fr-y 
lrawl. 
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APPENDIXB 





Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments 
777 North Capitol Street, N.E. Suite #300 
Washington, D.C. 2002-4226 
(202) 962-3200 

MEMORANDUM 

March 13, 1995 

TO: Traffic Mitigation Subcommittee/CMS Task Force 

FROM: Mark Radovic 
Transportation Planner 

SUBJECT: Regional Scan of Arterial Congestion 

Tbe following attached tables represent 1996 simulated travel on major and principal arterials in 
the region. The data was derived from COGs modelling process which represents average 
weekday travel and then factored to represent only P.M. peak period travel (4:00 P.M. to 6:00 
P.M.). This work was performed as part of COGs conformity JDalysis. During the assignment 
process the V/C ratio was capped at 1.6, this means that the vehicle.trips beyond this ratio were 
shifted to the following hour (VIC Ratio for Level of Service "C" is approximately 1.0). The 
number of congested major and principal arterials with a V /C ratio of 1.6 or greater during the 
P.M. peak period was 1,060 congested links totalling 457.35 miles. The delay was calculated 
by the following formula: 

DISTANCE DISTAl'ICE 
DELAY a 

CONGESTED SPEED FREEfl.OW SPEED 

The average delay per mile for the region was calculated as 1.49. The vehicle hours of delay 
(VHD) was calculated by multiplying the delay by the volume, the total vehicle hours of delay 
for the region was 37,526. This was then calculated on a per mile basis which averaged 82.05 
VHD per mile. 



REGIONAL SCAN Of ARTERIAL CONGES!ION 

1996 HIGHWAY NETWORK• P.H. PEAK·PERIOO (4p• - 6pa) 
MAJOR AND PRINCIPAL ARTERIALS WITH A V/C RATIO>= 1.6 

TABLE 1: TOTAL HUMBER Of C'5NGESTED LINKS 

TABLE Of JUR BY DELAY 

JUR(JURISDICTIOH) DELAY 

FREQUENCY I0.0-0.5 I0.5•1.0 11.0•1.5 11.5·2.0 12.0•2.5 12,5- + 

12:40 MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1995 

!MINUTES !MINUTES !MINUTES !MINUTES !MINUTES !MINUTES I TOTAL 
-----------------♦--------·-~------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ D.c. I 74 I 22 I 8 I 3 I 1 I o I 108 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------·-~----··•········•···-----♦ MONTGOMERY I 69 I 72 I 36 I . 4 I 2 I 1 I 184 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ PRINCE GEORGE'S I 67 I 84 I 39 I 7 I 3 I I I 201 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ ARLINGTON I 13 I 5 I 4 I O I O I O I 22 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ ALEXANDftlA I 33 I 8 I O I O I 0 I 0 I 41 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ FAIRFAX I 205 I 152 I 77 I 20 I 2 I 0 I 456 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦----~---♦--------+ LOUDOUN I 21 71 21 11 0I 11 13 
-----------------♦--------♦--------+--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ PRINCE WILLIAM I 8 I 15 I 4 I O I O I O I 27 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ FREDERICK I 3 I 0 I 3 I 2 I 0 I 0 I 8 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ TOTAL 474 365 173 37 8 3 1060 



REGIONAL SCAN Of ARTERIAL CONGESTION 
1996 HICHWAY NETWORK• P,M. PEAK.PERIOO (4pm • 6p•) 

MAJOR AND PRINCIPAL ARTERIALS ~ITH A V/C RATIO>• 1.6 
~ 

12:46 MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1995 

JUR(JURISDICTION) VHD 

TABLE 2: TOTAL NUMBER of·•~ONGESTED LINKS 
FOR RANGES Of VEHICLE HOURS Of DELAY 

TABLE OF JUR BY VHD 

FREQUENCY IO• 10 110 • 20 120 • 30 130 • 40 140 - 50 150 - 60 160 • 70 170 • 80 180 + 
I hour, I hour, I hours I hours I hour, I hours I hours I hour, I hour, I TOTAL 

-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ D.c. I Ito I 29 I 9 I 10 I 7 I 3 I 2 I 2 I 6 I 108 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ 
MONTGOMERY I 111 I 35 I 39· I 25 I 27 I 7 I 9 I 12 I 16 I 184 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------+--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ PRINCE GEORGE'S I 32 I 26 I 25 I 32 I 29 I 13 I 17 I 6 I 21 I ll!Ol 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------+ ARLINGTON I 11 I 2 I 3 I 5 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 22 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ ALEXANDRIA I 1 I 16 I 3 I 15 I 2 I 0 I 2 I 1 I 1 I 41 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ 
FAIRFAX I 53 I 102 I 97 I 71 I 49 I 23 I 14 I 14 I 33 I 456 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ LOUOOUN I OI 11 21 21 21 11 31 11 11 13 
-----------------♦------·•-♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ PRINCE WILLIAM I 2 I 4 I 4 I 3 I 3 I 4 I 6 I 1 I 0 I 27 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦ FREDERICK I 3 I 0 I 0 I 1 I 0 I 2 I 0 I 0 I 2 I 8 
-----------------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦--------♦-------- ♦ TOTAL 156 215 182 164 119 53 53 37 81 1060 



REGIONAL SCAN Of ARTERIAL CONGESTION 
1996 HIGHWAY NEn«JRK • PEAK PERIOD (flp■ • 6p11I 

MAJOR AND PRINCIPAL ARTERIALS WITH A V/C RATIO >• 1,6 

13:07 MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1995 

TABLE 3: TOTAL MILES Of CONGESTEO'l.lNKS BY RANGES Of DELAY 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 1------------------------------------~!~!! ____________________________________ I 
I I 0.0·0.5 I D.5•1.0 I 1,0•1,5 I 1.5•2,0 I 2,0•2.5 I 2.5· + I 
I I MINUTES MINUTES I MINUTES I MINUTES I MINUTES I MINUTES I ALL I 1------------+------------+------------+---------•-•+••·---------+-••·--------+------------
I I LINK I LINK I LINK I LINK I LINK I LINK I LINK 

I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE 
I 1------------+------------+------------+---------·-·•·········•-•+••········••+••·-··-····-
1 ............................... + •••• !~~-----! .... !~-----! .... !~~-----! .... !~ ..... ! .... !!~ ..... ! .. --~~-----1----~~-----
!~:~~!!!~!!~ ................... , ,.o,I 5,6,.j 3,21! 1.911 o.eol t 16.67 

1--------------------••-•••-••••+••••••--••--+••----------•---•--------•------------♦------------♦-----------~•------------I ~MONTGOMERY I lfl.761 36.121 30.fl51 fl,751 fl,151 2.401 92.631 

-------------------------------♦------------·------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------, PRINCE GEORGE'S I 12.231 36.981 30.961 7,551 f!.201 2.101 9fl.021 
-------------------------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------1 
ARLINGTON I 1,221 1.fl61 1.601 • I • I • I 11.281 

-------------------------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------, ALEXANDRIA I 5,081 2.821 , I • I , I • I 7.901 

-------------------------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------1 FAIRFAX I 41.2fll 72,691 66,061 23.231 3.101 • I 206.321 
------~------------------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------1 LOUDOUN I 0.801 f!.701 2.201 1.761 ,I 2,351 11,811 
-------------------------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------·--~---------1 PRINCE WILLIAM I 2.051 9.651 5,061 • I • I • I 16; 761 
-------------------------------♦------------ ♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------1 FREDERICK I O,f!OI , I 3.561 3.001 • I • I 6,961 
-------------------------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------1 
ALL I 82.831 170,061 1fl3.10I fl2,261 12.251 6.851 457.351 



REGIONAL SCAN or ARTERIAL CONGESTION 
1996 P.H. PEAK PERIOO HIGNWAV NETWORK (qp■ - 6p■J 

MAJOR ANO PRINIPAL ARTERIALS WITN A V/C RATIO>• 1.6 

TABLE q: TOTAL HILES Of ,CONGESTEO LINKS 
FOR RANGES or VEHICLE HOURS or OELAV 

13:11 HONDAV, HARCN 13, 1995 

----------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------I I VHD I 
I 1--o-:-;o----i--20-:-;o---i--;o-:-,o---i--,o-:-;o---i--;o-:-ioo--i--ioo-:-----1 
I I hours I hours I hours I hours I hours I houn I ALL I l··----------+-----------•+--•---------+-----------•+------------+------------+••----------1 I LINK I LINK I LINK I LINK I LINK I LINK I LI NK 
I I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I DISTANCE I 1---~siiH _____ t ___ suM _____ t ___ su;.-----t---suM _____ t ___ su;.-----t---su;.-----r---suH ____ _ 
lj;;isoiCTiON·------------------i·-----------i------------;------------r------------i•------~----1------------;------------
1-------------------------------1 I I I I I I 
l~:~:---------------------------•--------~:!!!--------~:~~! ________ !:~~! ________ !:~~!--------~:!!! ________ !:!!1-------~~:!~I 
IMONTGOHERV I 10.821 31,501 25.111 11.731 6,391 7.081 92.631 
1-------------------------------♦------------♦-----·······•··-·-·------♦-----------• ♦------------♦------------ ♦-•----------1 
!PRINCE GEORGE'S I 11.831 2q,21I 24.051 16.931 6.981 9,961 94.021 
1------------------------·------♦------------♦------------ ♦-----·------+-----~------♦--•---·----•+------------ ♦------------1 
IARLIJIGT0N I 1.221 2.661 .I .I .I 0.401 q.28I 
1-------------------------------♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------ ♦------------♦------------ ♦------------1 
IALEXANDRIA I 2.031 3,691 0.541 1.281 .I 0.361 7.901 
1---·---·-----------------------♦------------♦------------♦------·-----♦------------♦------------♦------------♦------------1 
lfAIRrAX I 31. 741 77.291 q9.86I 18.q9I 12,qql 16.501 206'.321 
f·-----------·------------------♦------------♦----------•-♦------------♦------------♦ ------------ ♦ ------------♦ -~•----------1 
l~~~!~------------------------!--------~:~!! ________ !:!!! ________ !:!~! ________ !:!~! ________ !:!~!-----------:!-------~!:!~I 
IPRINCEWILLIAH I 1.7!>1 3,351 6.761 q.90I .I .I 16.761 
1------------------------·-·----♦------------♦------------ ♦------------ ♦------------ ♦ ------------ ♦------------♦------------1 I rREDERICK I o.qoI 1.001 2.561 • I • I 3.001 6. 961 
1-------------------------------♦--------~---♦------------♦------------♦------------ ♦------------ ♦------------♦------------1 
IALL I 6q,94I 150.361 114.731 59.331 29.071 38.921 457.351 

--------------------------------------·-------------------··-·--------·----------------------------------------------------



REGIONAL SCAN Of ARTERIAL CONGESTION 
1996 P.N. PEAK PERIOD (4p■ • 6p11t HIGHWAY NETWORK 

MAJOR ANO PRINCIPAL ARTERIALS WI-TH A V/C RATIO>• 1,6 

TABLE 5: TOTAL VEHICL~ ~RS Of OELAV 

Jurisdiction 

o.c. 
MONTGOHCRV 
PRINCE GEORGE'S 
ARLINGTON 
ALEXANDRIA 
FAIRFAX 
LOUDOUN 
PRINCE WILLIAN 
FREDERICK 

Vehicle 
Hours or 
D!IIY 

2734.2 
7314.3 
8141.2 

1197 .1 
11911.1 

15509.0 
631.3 

1066.9 
1137.7 

aca:aa: 

37525.8 

13:19 NONOAV, MARCH 13, 1995 



REGIONAL SCAN OF ARTERIAL CONGESTION 
1996 P.H. PEAK PERIOD (ltp■ • 6p■ J HIGHWAY NETWORK 

MAJOR AND PRINCIPAL ARTERIALS WITH A V/C RATIO>• 1.6 

TABLE 6: DELAY PER NILE AND VEfflCL£-iffOURS OF DELAY PER MILE 

Jurisdiction Delly Vehicle 
Per Ml le Hours or Del1y 
(■ lnutes) Per Ml le 

D.C, 2.80735 164.020 
MONTGOMERY 1.37361 78.963 
PRINCE GEORGE'S 1,55162 86.590 
ARLINGTON 2.70738 116. 137 
ALEXANDRIA 1.92956 151. 157 
FAIRFAX 1.41953 75.170 
LOUDOUN 1.13826 53.459 
PRINCE WILLIAM 1. 15204 63,655 
FREDERICK 1.090,6 62.886 

REGIONAL AVERAGE: DELAY PER MILE• 1.49 & VffD PER MILE= 82.05 

13:19 MONDAY, MARCH 13, 1995 2 
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I. TRANSPORTATION CHALLENGES IN NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS 

TRAFFIC CONGESTION: A GROWING PROBLEM 
With the Dallas-Fort Worth urban area as its center. the North Central Texas region plays an 
important role in the S~te of Texas, as well as the entire southwestern United States. The region 
provides critical air and· ·ground transportation hubs for the movement of people and goods 
throughout the United States and internationally. Locally, these transportation systems support 
many high technology manufacturers and telecommunications finns, large retail and wholesale 
distribution centers, and a healthy convention and tourism industry. 

Over four million people reside in the 16-county area, and population is expected to increase by 32 
percent over the next 20 years. This growth follows an even higher population increase 
( 64 percent) over the last two de<:ades Exhibit I -1 displays historical and projected population and 
employment trends in the region. Trends established following World War II, and expressed so 
dramatically in this region in the 1970s and 1980s, will continue through the year 2010, though at 
a more stable pace. 1 

Nearly 90 percent of the population and employment in North Central Texas is located in the 
Metropolitan Area. shown in Exhibit 1-2. Urban activity in this area is supported by various ground 
transportation systems, including: 

• 570 centerline miles of freeways, 
• 1,775 miles of principal and minor arterials, 
* Dallas Area Rapid Transit (DART) bus system, and 
• Fort Worth Transportation Authority (the T) bus system. 

In addition, DART is constructing a 20-mile Light Rail Starter Syste~. expected to be completed 
by 1997, and a 34-mile commuter rail system, RAIL TRAN, is scheduled to link the Dallas and Fort 
Worth Central Business Districts by 1998. Forty miles of immediate-action high occupancy vehicle 
lanes are being constructed by TxDOT in cooperation with DART. 

These systems will help alleviate a growing traffic congestion problem in the Metroplex. The rapid 
growth of the Dallas-Fort Worth region in the past decade has led to increasing transportation 
problems. A favorable business environment, tax advantages, wann climate, and available land 
continue to attract many businesses to the region. While growth has many benefits, the recent rate 
of growth bas urbanized land so quickly and has so overloaded the transportation system that 
available financial resources to improve transportation have not kept pace. In the decade of the 
1980s, travel in the region increased at three times the rate of roadway construction, and the effects 
are evident now in increased traffic congestion and delay, and substandard air quality. 

1North Central Texas Reaional Profilo - 1990 to 20 IO; North Central Texas Council of Governments, Department of 
Research and Information Services; Arlington, Texas; Summer 1994. 
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NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS CHANGES IN POPULATION 
AND EMPLOYMENT, 1970-2010 

1170 1980 1IIO 2000 2010 

• Popullllon 

□ Employment 

CMS: A MANAGEMENT SOLUTION 
The Congestion Management SysteQt (CMS) seeks a "management" 10lution to a growins tnflic 
prablem by targeting resources to operation,! ,nampnent and travel demand reduction strategies. 
Although major capital investments are needed to meet the growins travel demand, the CMS also 
develops lower COlll sta ■legies wmdl complement the capital intensive recommendations. The result 
is more efficient and effective transportation systems, increased mobility, and a leverasing of 
resources. 

Integrating a management approach into the provision of tr■nspoRation services and infiutructure 
is a challenge. Traditional modeling and decision-malrina systems are billed to the evaluation and 
implemmllDO!l of capacity improwmmla. Temperins these systems with a conaesu011 J1111N18emenl 
approach not only offers opportlllities for stretching transportation resources, it is.at the heart of the 
Intermodal Surface Transportation Eflidency Act's metropolitan planning legislation. 

This report attempts to document this region's congestion manasemeat system efforts to date and 
outline the direclkJo being taken in the future. This report focuses on the cooperative eft'orts among 
local gOVftlllmlltl IDll between privat- aaenci• wbicb are necesauy for incorporating CMS into the 
pining and IWIIMMDUII of tnnsportation projects. In plrticullr, it will focus on the participants 
and procedures wbic:b fidlitate institutional cooperation between local governments and industry 
involved in the process. 
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II. INTEGRATING THE CMS INTO TRANSPORTATION PLANNING AND 
PROGRAMMING 

An important consideration in implementing an effective Congestion Management System 1CMS1 
is its integration into th~ total transportation planning and programming processes. 
Indeed. this is a critical elentent in the development and implementation of all management systems. 
to ensure that sotmd investment in transportation systems is made, both now and in the future. The 
planning process envisioned in the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 
(ISTEA) is a dynamic activity which effectively integrates current operational and preservation 
considerations with longer term mobility, environmental, and development concerns. 2 The Dallas
Fort Worth Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) seeks to implement a management system 
which is fully integrated into transportation decision making in this region. Exhibit ll-1 shows the 
relationship of the CMS to five broad Metropolitan Planning Organization functions. Through the 
tasks outlined in the CMS Work Plan. a "management philosophy'' is integrated into all aspt:cts of 
transportation planning and programming. In the sections which follow, each of these categories are 
featured, and an overview of work to be done is provided from the Dallas-Fon Worth Regional CMS 
Work Plan. 

DEVELOPING AND MAINTAINING THE TRANSPORTATION PLAN 
The Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Congestion Management System consists of a Congestion 
Management Plan. which makes an initial assessment of congested conditions, identifies are~ and 
facilities to be targeted for a congestion reduction effort, and develops regional strategies for 
mitigating traffic congestion. The Plan is an element of Mobility 20 IO Plan Update· Ibe Regional 
Jran:qmrtation Plan for North Central Jexas. and will be updated at least every three years. in 
conjunction with the Plan Update. The Plan and the CMS, which were adopted by the Regional 
Transportation Council in October 1993, outline policies and direct resources for mitigating 
congestion on a regional, system-planning level. The plan also establishes a Congestion 
Management Program, which is an ongoing program of monitoring congestion levels on the targeted 
systems, developing corridor-level travel demand reduction and system management strategies 
designed to provide congestion relief, and evaluating implemented projects to assess their 
effectiveness. 

To support the Regional Transportation Plan, an annual report on regional tratlic congestion will be 
published, which will identify congested areas, systems and facilities, and describe regional and 
subarea trends regarding congestion. This "State of the Region" report will be provided to the 
Regional Transportation CoWlCil, Texas Department ofTransportation (TxDOT) District Offices in 

2 Statewide Planning; Metropolitan Planning Final Rules; Federal Highway Administration and Federal Transit 
Administration. Washington, D.C.: 1993. 
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EXHIBIT 11-1 
RELATIONSHIP OF THE CMS TO OTHER MPO FUNCTIONS3 

MPOTramponatioa 
Planning aad Proghmlllinc 
Activitiel ' .. Coapstion &• ement System Goals ·- ' 

Provide a regional assessment of traffic congestion conditions and 
Develop aad Maintaia the- trends which can be used in the Plan Update process. 
Reptaal Trauportatio■ Pia■ 

Develop regional strategies for enhancing system efficiency and 
effectiveness, include in the Metropolitan Transportation Plan. 

Evaluate the effectiveness of implemented strategies. 
· Provide a regional assessment of traffic congestion conditions and 

Develop ud lmpleme■t tile trends which will provide guidance to programming activities. 
Trauportatio■ Improvellileat 
Procram Monitor the status of adopted strategies from planning through 

implementation. 
Develop corridor- and subarea-level strategies to enhance system 

Participate i■ Major effectiveness. 
IDveetme■t St■diee/ Corridor 
St■dlee During SOV studies, conduct an analysis ofTSM and TOM 

strategies. 
Ensure that the development of strategies is coordinated with the 

Co■d■ct Trauportatio■- development ofTCMs. 
Related Air Quality Pla■■i■I 
to S■pport SIP Evaluate the effectiveness of implemented strategies. 

Provide information to support other state management systems. 
Provide S■pport to Meaber 
Gover■1■ea1a, Related Provide infonnation for travel model calibration/ refinement. 
Age■clee ud •e Pllblle 

Publish and distribute information on system performance via 
newsletters or other media. 

Research state-of-the-practice strategies for managing traffic 
conaestion. 

3con,estion Manaaemeat System Work Plan for the Dallas-Fon Wonh Area; NCTCOO; October 1994. 
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Dallas and Fort Worth, local transportation authorities, and local governments in the region. It will 
be published prior to plan updates, facilitating the integration of congestion management with plan 
development. As part of the plan update process, regional strategies are developed to reduce traffic 
congestion and improve air quality. Exhibit 11-2 graphically depicts the relationship between the 
CMS and the Regional Transportation Plan. 

Measure of Effectiveness studies are performed on selected implemented projects. These before
and-after studies seek to quantify the benefits of various congestion mitigation and air quality 
projects. Products consist of a series of technical memoranda which can be appended to the CMS. 
and will provide decision makers with valuable information for future project selection and 
development. Selected Measure of Effectiveness studies begin annually as projects are nearing 
implementation, and completed when projects are finished. 

DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING THE TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT 
PROGRAM 
With passage of ISTEA, the North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG), as the 
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) for the Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area and the 
Denton and Lewisville Urbanized Areas, was assigned project-level programming responsibilities 
for 1) Surface Transportation Program-Metropolitan Mobility (STP-MM) funds in the urbanized 
area. 2) Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) funds in the Dallas
Fort Worth ozone nonattainment area. and 3) Transit Section 9 Program funds in the urbanized area. 
NCTCOG selected these projects in consultation with TxDOT and the transportation authorities. 
In addition, those projects selected by TxDOT as part of the National Highway System (NHS) also 
required the endorsement of the MPO prior to inclusion in the Transportation Improvement Program. 

The 1993 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), the first metropolitan TIP in North Central 
Texas prepared under ISTEA. was developed over a four-month period through the cooperative 
efforts ofNCTCOG, local governments, transit authorities, and TxDOT with additional input by the 
public. The initial selection process was guided by the Regional Transportation Council's 
lntermodal Project Programming Policy for 1992. The 1995 TIP represents the culmination of a 
continuing process to refine and prioritize the projects included in the 1993 and 1994 TIPs in 
addition to the programming of additional CMAQ projects received in response to a call for projects 
for the 1995 TIP. 

Project selection for STP-MM, CMAQ, and Transit Section 9 was based on a fully competitive 
process, with emphasis on public and local elected officials' involvement. Further, the selection of 
projects for funding centered on the development of a technically based pr~ject selection and 
evaluation process which ensured that the most cost-effective projects were selected when balanced 
against additional criteria deemed important to the region including reducing traffic congestion and 

North Centtal Texas Council of Governments 
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EXHIBIT 11~2 

INTEGRATION OF THE CMS INTO THE 
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PLAN 

Moblllty 2010 
PlanU~ate 
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strategies. 
3. Initiate CM Program. 

The effecllveness of the cus· 1n 
enhancing decisions and improving 
the efficiency of the transportation 
system wlH be evaluated periodically 
as part of the planning process. 
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enhancing air quality, financial commitment, and intermodalism. FinaUy, the TIP was set forward with 
the requirement that projects included in the TIP could be funded based on current available sources 
of revenue from the various program funding sources. 

The Transportation Imp~ovement Program was developed and reviewed by technical and policy 
committees. Technical advi~ was provided by the Surface Ti'ansportation Technical Committee and 
the Travel Demand Management Committee. Members of these committees are lead technical 
personnel &om local governments, TxDOT, and transit providers in the North Central Texas region. 
These committees played a key role in the development of the criteria used to evaluate and select 
projects included in the TIP and the project evaluation process. 

They also guided the refinement of programmed projects which, in tum, provided the input for the 
TIP. 

The 1993 TIP was initially developed in conjunction with three subcommittees of the Regional 
Transportation Council, consisting of68 elected officials and representatives from TxDOT, DART, 
and FWT A. Subcommittee members were appointed by local governments representing three 
subregions: eastern, northern, and western. The RTC Program Subcommittees provided policy-level 
direction for the evaluation and selection of projects and for forwarding recommendations regarding 
projects to be included in the 1993 TIP to the Regional Transportation Council for consideration. 
The ·subcommittee structure has been formalized in a recent update of the RTC Bylaws and will 
maintain a pennanent role in the continuing TIP process. 

Two other initiatives are currently underway which will support timely implementation of 
transportation projects in the region. The first is an initiative by Dallas County, in which they retain 
a program management consultant to support the county in the management of their Congestion 
Mitigation and Air Quality Intersections Improvement Program projects through development, 
design, and construction phases. The total program encompasses some 1,200 intersections for 
signalization improvements and 300 intersections for geometric improvements. The overall scope 
will reflect a significant cooperative working relationship among Dallas County, 18 cities, TxDOT, 
FHW A and NCTCOG.4 

The City of Dallas is drafting legislation which would ease implementation of oft'-system 
transportation projects in urban areas. Under dis proposal, ,ni,enized veas with a population of over 
200,000 would be allowed to design and construct local oft'-system transportation projects with 
ISTEA funds utilizing a "Certification Acceptance Program." Projects would be built to American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials guidelines, and TxDOT would provide 
oversight supervision on all projects. Passage of this legislation will result in faster construction of 

"TexlTE News; Volume 40, Number 2; Jnslibltc ofTramportatioro Engiocen, Texu Section; Dallas, Texas; Fall, 1994. 
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transportation projects and lower cost, without sacrificing industry construction standards. 

The Congestion Management System will support development and implementation of the 
Transportation Improvement Program through the following: The "State of the Region" report 
mentioned previously wiH be useful in making programming decisions in the region by aiding in the 
development of project selection criteria which promote cost-effective strategies for mitigating traffic 
congestion. To facilitate project implementation, an information system is maintained of all 
recommended and implemented congestion management projects, cross-referenced by type, projected 
year ofimplementation, and implementing agency. Infonnation includes anticipated benefits and costs 
and project location. Tlis database is updated continually as project status changes. An information 
system of this type ensures the integration of the CMS with the implementation of the Regional 
Transportation Plan. 

PARTICIPATION IN MAJOR INVESTMENT STUDIES/CORRIDOR STUDIES 
A Major Investment Study (MIS) is undertaken in all corridors where new or expanded roadways or 
fixed guideway facilities are identified in the Regional Transportation Plan. Exhibit 11-3 shows the 
relationship of the CMS and MIS to the system-planning process, including programming, financial 
planning and air quality conformity analysis. Major Investment Studies are considered to be 
refinements of the Plan and will, when appropriate, serve as the analyses of demand reduction and 
operational management strategies required for projects which will increase single-occupant vehicle 
(SOV) capacity. 

The Congestion Management System (CMS) has a role in all Major Investment Studies which are 
conducted in the region. An analysis is conducted of expected benefits and costs for transportation 
system management (TSM) and travel demand management (TDM) strategies to be considered in 

· these corridors, and strategies are identified for incorporation into the Major Transportation 
Investment facility. Additional congestion management strategies are then evaluated for their 
application in the MIS corridor. Additional congestion mitigation strategies selected as a result of 
the Major Investment Study analyses will be considered for inclusion in the regional Congestion 
Management Plan. If the recommendations of the Major Investment Study include additional single
occupant vehicle capacity, an SOV capacity analysis wiU be prepared which documents the need for 
the ~ditional capacity in the corridor. 

CONDUCTING TRANSPORTATION-RELATED AIR QUALITY PLANNING 
Several of the programs oudined above support the air quality program oudined in Texas' State 
Implementation Plan. As part of the regional transportation planning and programming process, 
regional strategies are developed to reduce traffic congestion and improve air quality. Initial efforts 

North Central Texas Cowicil of Governments 
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EXHIBIT 11-3 

SYSTEM PLANNING/ 
CMS/MIS INTEGRATION 
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focus on the development and implementation of regional corridor management and travel demand 
management programs. Other work done as part of the Unified Planning Work Program provides 
opportunities for development of regional strategies which will enhance the movement of people and 
goods in the region and improve air quality. The Measure of Effectiveness studies mentioned above 
seek to quantify the benefits of various congestion mitigation and air quality projects. Also, the TIP 
project tracking system ensures the integration of me CMS with the implementation of air quality 
Transportation Control Measures in the· State Implementation Plan. 

PROVIDING SUPPORT TO MEMBER GOVERNMENTS, RELATED AGENCIES, AND 
TBEPUBUC 
As other state management systems are developed and implemented, infonnation on regional traffic 
congestion; oongested areas, systems, and &cilities; and regional congestion trends will be integrated 
with the Pavement Management System (PMS), Bridge Management System (BMS), Safety 
Management System (SMS), Public Transportation Management System (PTMS), and the Intennodal 
Management System (IMS). 

The information from the CMS will be useful for calibrating and refining the Dallas-Fort Worth 
Regional Travel Model. Information can be provided on speeds, travel times, and the l~cation and 
effects of nomccurring congestion. As state · of the practice evolves in the measurement and 
management of recurring and nonrecurring traffic congestion, the CMS will seek to incorporate new 
and innovative techniques into the planning, design, and construction of the metropolitan 
transportation system. Information regarding state-of-the-practice strategies for mitigating 
congestion will be provided to local governments and transportation agencies via LocalMotion or 
other newsletters. 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
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m. PARTNERS IN CONGESTION MANAGEMENT 

The Dallas-Fort Worth area was the country's top market for employment gains in 1994, adding 
92,500 jobs in a wide range of industries.5 The region promises to be one of the country's most 
rapidly expanding empl~ centers through the year 2000, and economic development programs 
abound throughout the region. The North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) has 
served as the Metropolitan Planning Organization for the Dallas-Fort Worth region since 1974. In 
addition, NC'i'COG was designated in 1993 as the MPO for the Denton and LewisviUe urbanized 
areas. NCTCOG is an association of 219 public members, including 157 cities, 16 counties, and 46 
school and special districts. No less than SO local governments are located in the Metropolitan Area. 
This diversity creates special challenges to regional transportation planning and programming. 
Meeting those challenges is the job of the Regional Transportation Council. 

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COUNCO.. 
The Regional Transportation Council (RTC) is the transportation policy body for the Dallas-Fort 
Worth Metropolitan Area and the Denton and Lewisville urbanized areas. Membership on the RTC 
is provided by local governments in the Metropolitan Area, either by direct membership or by 
representation. Exhibit m-1 lists the local governments and public agencies represented on the 
Council, and the RTC roster is included in Appendix A AD members of the RTC are elected officials 
except the two transportation authority representatives, the Texas Department of Transportation 
District Engineers, and the representative of the Texas Turnpike Authority. 
The Regional Transportation Council meets on a monthly basis. but subcommittee meetings are 
conducted on a more frequent basis, as needed. Average RTC attendance in 1994 was 23 members, 
plus 46 other individuals attending. 

Sevaal subcommittees assist the Regional Transportation Council in conducting its business. These 
subcommittees are made up of RTC members and meet to examine policy positions and prioritize a 
variety of congestion management and other transportation initiatives. Some examples of standing 
and ad hoc subcommittees are below: 

• Regional Corridor Management - Standing Subcommittee 

• Regional Travel Demand Management - Standing Subcommittee 

• ToU Road Implementation - Standing Subcommittee 

• Transportation Implementation - Standing Subcommittee 

• Mobility 20 IO Finance - Standing Subcommittee 

s Dallas Morning News; February 8, l 99S 
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EXHIBIT 111-1 
REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL 

Representing Number or Members 
Dallas County 2 
Tarrant County 2 
Collin County I 
Denton County I 
Ellis County, Ennis, and Waxahachie I 
Johnson County, Burleson, and Cleburne I 
Cities of Dallas and University Parle 6 
Cities of Fort Worth, Benbrook, Forest Hill, and White Settlement . ., 
City of Arlington I 
Cities of Carrollton and Farmers Branch I 
City of Denton I (Urbanized area) 
Cities of Garland, Rowlett, and Rockwall County I 
Cities of Grand Prairie and Mansfield I 
Cities of Irving and Coppell 1 
Cities of Mesquite and Balch Springs I 
Cities of Plano, Allen. and McKinney I 
Cities of Richardson and Addison I 
Cities of Haltom City, Keller, Watauga. and North Richland Hills I 
Cities of Bedford, Euless, Hurst, Colleyville, and Grapevine I 
Cities of Lewisville, The Colony, and Flower Mound I (Urbanized area) 
Cities of Duncanville, DeSoto, Lancaster, and Cedar Hill I 
District Engineer, Dallas District TxDOT I 
District Engineer, Fort Worth DistrictTxDOT I 
Eastern Subregion Transportation Authority I 
Western Subregion Transportation Authority I 
Texas Turnpike Authority I 
TOTAL JS 

I I I I 

Air Travel Surface Transportation 

Transportation Demand Transportation Providers and 

Technical Advisory Management Technical Users Task 

Committee Committee Committee Force 
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• Congestion Pricing - Ad Hoc Subcommittee 

• I.ff. 35 Corridor Improvements - Ad Hoc Subcommittee 

• Nominating and Bylaws - Ad Hoc Subcommittee 

The Regional Transportation Council (RTC) adopted the Congestion Management System in October 
of1993 as part ofMobility 2010 Plan UJ)date: The Rejional Tr•na,nrtlltion Plan for North Central 
Ima. The CMS is a dynamic decision-making too~ integrated with the transportation planning 
process and responsive to changing traffic conditions and trends. The Consestion Management 
System adopted by the RTC makes an initial assessment of congestion. identifies consested areas and 
systems, develops regional strategies, and targets resources toward the implementation of those 
strategies. As the Congestion Management System was beins developed, the RTC met regularly to 
provide direction to the process. 

Regular meetings and workshops were conducted over a nine-month period with the RTC and its 
committees. 

TECHNICAL COMMITfEES 
The RTC is assisted by four technical committees, which provide technical advice and review for the 
ttansportation plaming process. The Surface Transportation Technical Committee (STTC) is made 
up of 54 staff" personnel nominated' by their respective governments or agencies, and include Ciiy and 
County Transportation Directors, Directors of Public Works, and Transportation Engineers and 
Planners. The Surface Transportation Technical Committee roster is included in Appendjx A The 
meamership of STTC inckldes at least one member trom each jurisdiction and agency represented on 
the RTC, which fosters communication between the policy and technical aspects of transportation 
planning and prognumning. 7 Average attendance in 1994 was 32 members, plus 25 other individuals 
attending. This committee is an integral pan of congestion management planning and programming 
in the region. and all matters regarding transportation system management come before this 
colmlittee, including the development of CMS strategies in major investment corridors. The Travel 
Demand Management Committee (TDMC) promotes travel demand management activities and 
advises the RTC in all matters involving TOM in the 16-county region. The committee, which meets 
monthly, is a public/private pannership which promotes the development of a regional, integrated, 
balanced travel demand management program which relieves traffic congestion and reduces air 
pollution. During development of the CMS, this committee met regularly with STTC to give 

'All oftbe Repoaal Transportatioo Council's committee members are appointed by the Executive Board of the Nanb 
Centnl Texas Council of Govamnmts. 
7Tbe minutes 11111 atteodmJcx, roster of all Surface Tramportalioo Tec:haical Committee meetiop are provided each 
moolb to the Regional TrmsportaUoD Council. 
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technical direction to the Plan Update and the CMS. Members of the TDMC are management-level 
professionals from local governments, agencies, and companies. The current Travel Demand 
Management Committee roster is included in Appendix A. Average attendance in 1994 was 14 
members, plus S other individuals attending. 

Two additional technical committees support the Regional Transportation Council. The Air 
Transportation Technical Advisory Committee meets as needed to provide technical expertise and 
review for the general aviation system planning process to the RTC. The general aviation system is 
the system of airports and heliports in the region which provides for general a\'.iation and air cargo 
activity. The Transportation Providers and Users Task Force is a new group currently being 
organized. Membersmp will be sought from transportation providers and other groups who are not 
traditionally a part of the region's transportation planning and programming activities. In an effort 
to respond to ISTEA's call for greater public input, this group is being fonned to provide valuable 
input from area citizens and multimodal interests. The result will be a more efficient and effective 
transportation system, and better integration of transportation modes. 

Through the Regional Transportation Council and its committees and subcommittees, the congestion 
management system is being developed to increase the efficiency of this region's transportation 
system. Extensive work has been done rec:emly by the Council and the Travel Demand Management 
Committee to develop a Regional Travel Demand Management Program for the area which combines 
public and private resources in encouraging carpooling, vanpooling, telecommuting and transit 
subsidy programs. Businesses in and around the urban area are provided with incentives to 
ridesharing, and the tools to implement programs in their organizations. The RTC and the Surface 
Transportation Technical Comnittee has produced a Regional Corridor Management Program which 
focuses on reducing traffic congestion caused by incidents and accidents. The program has 
identified critical gaps in Intelligent Transportation System infrastructure and in major and minor 
incident management programs currently being implemented. Working dosely with representatives 
from the Texas Department of Transportation and cities in the region, several immediate-action 
strategies have been identified, which will complement the long-range corridor management planning 
being done in the area. 

North Ccnlral Texas Council of Gowrmncnts 
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IV. BUILDING PARTNERSHIPS THROUGH CQMMUNICA TIQN 

The passage ofISTEA marked a significant change in the law directing metropolitan transportation 
planning. ISTEA strengthens planning requirements and gives local elected officials more control 
over the destiny of their region. With this comes a greater responsibility to foster involvement from 
all aspects of the community. To effectively plan for and implement a transportation system which 
meets the needs and desires of its users, the public must participate in every step of the process. 8 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROCEDURES 
Written notice of Regional Transportation Council (RTC) and technical committee meetings, 
accompanied by an agenda, are transmitted to mermen at least 72 hours prior to meetings. For RTC 
meetings, this information is also transmitted to major news media in the region, and council member 
attendance is confinned by telephone. The agendas for RTC and Committee meetings are amplified 
and include a summary of each specific action and information item to be covered. A sample RTC 
agenda is included as AppendixB. All meetings are "open" as defined in Article 62S2-17, Vernon's 
Annotated Civil Statutes. 

North Central Texas Council of Governments' (NCTCOG) public involvement procedures for 
regional transportation planning, approved by the RTC in 1994, outline a proactive process for 
keeping the public apprised of transportation plans and programs, and for soliciting comments and 
il'lput from all who desire to participate. In response to the requirements of ISTEA and the 
metropolitan planning rules, NCTCOG follows a public involvem~ process which includes the 
following components:11 

• Regular Public Meetings - These are held prior to RTC approval of the 

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP), the Regional Transportation 

Plan, and the Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP). 

• Supplemental Public Meetings - These are held prior to major TIP, 

UPWP, and TransPQrtation Plan amendments. 

• Open l\ftttings - Regional Transportation Council, Surface Transportation 

Technical Committee, Travel Demand Management Committee, 

Transportation Providers and Users Task Force, and Bicycle/Pedestrian 

Task Force meetings are held as open meetings as defined in Article 62S2-

'Transportation Public lnvolvemc:nt Process; North Central Texas Council of OovamneolS, June 1994. 
9Ibid 
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17, Vernon's Annotated Civil Statutes. 

• Government Applications Review Committee Meetings - These meetings 

provide a forum for the review of applications for various federal and state 

programs as part o(the Texas Review and Comment System. 

• Additional Public Information - Additional information is available on a 

day-to-day basis through NCTCOG's Transportation Department and Public 

Affairs Department 

A complete copy of the public involvement procedures developed by NCTCOG's Transporta;tion 
Department is included as Appendix C. The procedures outline the transportation planning elements 
which trigger public involvement meetings, meeting dates, and comment periods for system-level 
transportation planning and programming. As transportation planning becomes more refined in 
corridor-level major investment studies, the level of public involvement required intensifies, and 
guidelines are being drafted at this time·to ensure adequate and timely public input and review. One 
initiative currently under review is a mail-back public input survey for use in major investment. studies. 
The survey, displayed in Exhibit IV-1, can be used in public participation meetings to aid in the 
identification of corridor transportation problems. 

Public involvement is also fostered through staff presentations to local governments and to private 
sector organimions, inchlding professional associations, neighborhood groups, civic clubs, and many 
others. When possible, meetings are held in conjunction with Texas Department of Transportation 
(TxDOT) public meetings in order to offer a comprehensive presentation of transportation planning, 
programming, design, and construction activities underway in the region. Recently, the MPO staffed 
a booth at a day-long TxDOT public meeting and answered many 01Jestions regarding transportation 
initiatives in the region. 

NEWSLETl'ERS 
NCTCOG's Public Affairs department produces and distributes a newsletter, titled Your Reai<>n, 
which explains and highlights NCTCOG activities, services, training opportunities, and special 
projects, including congestion management and other transportation-related activities. A copy of a 
recent Your R,eaion, which is distributed to over S,000 agencies and individuals, is provided in 
Appendix 0. 

The Transportation Department, in addition to providing articles in Your Rqion, also publishes 
LocalMotiop, a monthly progress report provided to the Regional Transportation Council, and the 

North Central Texas Council of Governmenta 
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EXHIBIT IV-1 
TRAFFIC IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS 

SUBMII IED BY: DATE: 
ORGANIZATION: 
ADDRESS: 

DAY PHONE: FAX#: 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION: LOCATION DESCRIPTION: 

Intersection/ Address: 

Ci 
SKETCH (If applicable) 

·--------------• 

ACTION SUGGESTED 

Follow directions on other side to create envelope for mailing. 

North Central Texas Council of Governments 
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Surface Transportation Technical Committee (STTC). The newsletter features planning work 
underway, lists RTC and STTC attendance rosters, and highlights upcoming planning projects and 
events. A copy ofLocalMotion is provided in Appendix D. Both newsletters are used to report on 
progress in the development of the congestion management system, and make good tools to inform 
and educate the general.public about congestion mitigation activities underway in the region. 

NCTCOG TRAINING SEMINARS 
The North Central Texas Council of Governments regularly offers transportation training seminars 
to local governments and planning agency staff. The training seminars provide guidance and 
instruction in areas such as street and traffic signal maintenance, thoroughfare planning, geographic 
information systems, congestion management techniques, and any other transportation topics 
requested by local government staff. Emphasis is airrently being placed on the training of public and 
private sector Employee Transportation Coordinaton and Travel Demand Management training for 
local government staff in order to assist with the region's total congestion management program.10 

PUBLIC OUTREACH THROUGH VIDEO 
Two videos have been produced by NCTCOG to increase public awareness of traffic congestion and 
air quality issues in the region. The first, tided Your Future Is In The Air - A Message to Business 
Leaders in the Metroplex, is aimed at Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) in the region. In the video, 
CEO focus groups are used to explain the region's air quality nonattainment status and encourage 
other business leaden to establish Employee Trip Reduction programs, offer carpool and vanpool 
support to their employees, and subsidize transit passes for their employees, all initiatives that are 
called for in the region's Congestion Management Plan. 

The second video, Your Future Is In The Air- A Message to Residents of North Central Texas, was 
devdoped as a companion to the first and targets a wide audience, including public sectof employen, 
neighborhood groups, students, and the general public. It explains the relationship between travel 
and traffic congestion trends and air quality degradation, highlights public and private sector 
initiatives underway to mitigate traffic congestion and enhance air quality,. and suggests ways 
residents can lower emissions on high pollution days. 

The videos have been distributed widely and are being used by transportation authorities, local 
governments, businesses and schools to educate people about traffic congestion and air quality issues, 
and bow transportation initiatives underway can help alleviate problems. The public sector video has 
been reproduced on high quality 3/4" tape and is being shown on local cable channels. Each video 
is approximately 12 minutes in length and was written and produced with professional video 

"1994-95 Unified Planning WOrk Program for Regional Transpcxtation Planning; North Central Texas 
Council of Governments, October 1994. 
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production personnel and equipment. A third video is plarmed, which will be developed as part of 
a resional incident managemem program, to help mitigate traffic congestion during traffic accidents 
and incidems. Using media such as these provi~es an effective way to educate the public and private 
sectors on transportation-related issues and building consensus on transportation programs and 
projects in the region. 

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION INFORMATION SYSTEM 
The North Central Texas Council ofGovemmems is currently implementing a computer access link 
to its conunmication and information services. All NCTCOG members and associated agencies are 
allowed tree access to the system. Other users are considered on an individual basis. The initial 
system is a simple ASCII-based dial-up system which includes the following information: 

• Transportation Improvement Program project tracking information 

• Monthly calendar and progress reports 

• Bulletins/newllpublications 

• Committee mailings, rosters, minutes 

The system is being implemented as of this writing. Future capabilities of the system will include 
graphical user interface, uploading and downloading of files, and Internet access. It is viewed as 
another way to strengthen the communication necesary for effective planning. 

BUILDING PUBLIC/PRIVATE CONGESTION MANAGEMENT PARTNERSHIPS 
The Metropolitan Planning Organiz.ation provides technical information and regular updates on RTC 
activities to the Dallu Regional Mobility Coalition. The Coalition is made up of representatives of 
local governments who work to increase transportation investment in the Dallas area. The Dallas 
Regional Mobility Coalition monitors project implemeaiation in the Dallas area and legislative actions 
atfecting transportation policies, resources, and agencies. Recently, the Coalition commissioned a 
survey of public sector empio)'as to determine the e8'ectiveneu of e:iq,loyee trip reduction programs. 
In a related project, NCTCOG procbled a prototype public sector employee trip reduction program. 
The document is designed to guide public agencies in tailoring programs to meet the needs of their 
particular emity, and includes the following strategies: 11 

• carpooling/vanpooling 

• subscription transit servicelbuspooling 

11Emplayer Trip Reduction S1ratcgies for Public Sector Employers; North Ccntn1 Texas Council of Governments, 
Transportation Department; June 1994 
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• alternative work hours 

• bicycling/walking 

• parking management/preferential parking 

• public transit 

MPO staff serve as a technical liaison to the North Texas Commission, which is a publiciprivate, 
membership-supported organization which seeks to enhance the area's economy by facilitating 
regional cooperation and action. The Commission has established a North Texas Regional 
Transportation Task Force to develop business support for transportation; to inform regional 
businesses of the critical needs and importance of the Metroplex surface transportation system; and 
to provide strong, unified private sector support for the programs, projects, and funding requirements 
ofNCTCOG's Regional Transportation Plan. 12 In ad~n, a North Texas Commission RAILTRAN 
Task Force is working for the implementation of the new RAil..TRAN commuter rail line. 

In another public/private initiative, the North Texas Commission has recently teamed up with 
NCTCOG, the Fort Worth Chamber, the Greater Dallas Chamber, Dallas Area Rapid Transit and the 
Fort Worth Transportation Authority to form the North Texas Clean Air Coalition. The Coalition 
is helping to implement a series of voluntary travel demand reduction measures to help the region 
r~ its air quality goals. The Coalition is attempting to involve all elements of the community in 
deaning up the air - businesses, the news media, government, education, and the public. The North 
Central Texas Council of Governments has taken a lead role in the establishment of this partnership 
and continues to support the Coalition by providing staff and office resources. 

The Clean Air Coalition is the umbrella organiution which will oversee the implementation of the 
Regional Travel Demand Management program. StafFwiD be hired to develop public and private trip 
reduction programs, including telecolDDIJting, car and van pooling, guaranteed ride home programs, 
and transit pass subsidies. These congestion management strategies are proposed in the Congestion 
Management System, and public understanding and acceptance of them is growing. 

Recently, the Richardson Telecom Conidor Clean Air Coalition bas formed to join the regional travel 
demand management el'ort. Among its goals are to: (1) promote employee awareness of the ozone 
problem; (2) interact with local and state governments in the implementation of travel demand 
reduction programs; and 3) assist in the development of mass transit. The group, located in the 
Dallas urban area, is encouraging companies to adopt employee trip reduction programs which reduce 
home-based work trips by 25 percent. Efforts like these are critical in the implementation of the 
travel demand management aspects of congestion management, and more are being encouraged. 

'2North Texas Commission Accomplisbmc:nts, 10/93-9/94; North Texas l'nmmimoo; DFW Auport. Te,w. 
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V. EXPECTED ROLE OF THIS PROJECT 

The goal of this project is to document the cooperative efforts among local governments and between 
private agencies which are necessary for incorporating CMS into the planning and programming of 
transportation projects. In addition to focusing on participants and procedures which facilitate 
institutional cooperation between local governments and industry involved in the congestion 
management and transportation planning processes, the following initiatives are part of this project. 

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM WORKING GROUP 
A group has been fonncd which will provide guidance to staff in the developing of performance 
measures, defining of congested networks and systems, outlining data collection responsibilities. 
advancing regional- and corridor-level TSM and TOM strategies, and other CMS-related tasks. The 
group is made up of STIC and TOM members, as well as other staff-level persoMel. The working 
group meets as needed and is used to help generate ideas/solutions for CMS development. As CMS 
work plan tasks are addressed, this group has been very helpful its a "brainstorming" team to explore 
issues which can be addressed before they reach the technical and policy review bodies. A roster 
oftbe CMS Working Group is included in Appendix E. 

TRANSPORTATION PROVIDERS AND USERS TASK FORCE 
This group is being fonned to provide valuable citizen input into transportation planning and 
programming activities at NCTCOG. The membership will be made up of intermodal transportation 
providers and others not traditionally included in the regional transportation planning process. It is 
expected that this task force will be especially helpful in defining congestion in new and useful ways. 
The "State of the Region" report, which is one of the expected products of the CMS, will seek to 
describe and define traffic congestion and travel trends for the non-technical reader. The 
Transportation Providers and Users Task Force will bring a layman's perspective to reports and 
newsletters of this nature, in addition to generating multimodal solutions to unique congestion 
problems. 

MOBILITY MANAGEMENT NEWSLETTER 
This newsletter will complement NCTCOG's other publications by providing information on 
transportation issues and initiatives. traffic congestion trends, and projects underway to provide 
mobility and alleviate congestion. The newsletter will be distributed widely and be oriented to the 
general public. NCTCOG bas found that educational and informational tools of this type can go a 
long way toward building public support. 
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REGIONAL CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT VIDEO 
A third video will be produced to support regional traffic management initiatives on freeways and 
arterials. Public agencies have expressed the need for education and training co aid in mitigating 
congestion problems associated with nonrecurring incidents. This video will be part of a public 
relations effort to increase drivers' understanding of how to report and respond to traffic incidents 
and accidents. 

REGIONAL TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT FORUM 
Area traffic management teams meet monthly to identify transportation system problems and 
develop low-cost solutions. The types of problems addressed include freeway bottlenecks. 
special events planning, effects of highway construction, and safety issues. The information and 
idea exchange has proven very valuable and generate cost-effective solutions. A regional traffic 
management forum is planned which will assemble traffic engineers. transportation planners. 
emergency response personnel, law enforcement, hazardous materials handlers. and others in the 
region who deal with incidents on the transportation system. This project is in the conceptual 
stage at this writing, and further research will help to provide direction regarding the specific 
goals to be accomplished in this forum. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Through the efforts and initiatives outlined in this report, the North Central Texas Council of 
Governments is attempting to incorporate a "congestion management philosophy" into all aspects of 
planning and programming. Strong communication and information dissemination systems are in 
place, but efforts are undei'way to connect with individuals, agencies and groups which are not 
currently being reached. The Council of Governments has long bad an informed, active policy body 
in the Regional Transportation Council, and they continue to provide the leadership necessary to 
solve difficult, complex transportation problems. Through new outreach mechanisms like interagency 
coalitions, seminars and forums, and video presentations, NCTCOG hopes to enhance public 
participation in the provision of transportation systems and services in the Dallas-Fort Worth region. 
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APPENDIX A: 

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL 
AND COMMITI'EE ROSTERS 





Regional Transportation Council 

Chainnan 
Commissioner 
DaUas County 

Vice Chairman 
Councilmember 
City of Hurst 

secreta,y 
COuncilmember 
City of DallaS 

Councllmember 
City of Fort Wocth 

Mayor 
City of Fanners Branch 

Counc:ilmember 
City of Plano 

Commissioner 
EliSCOunty 

Mayor 
City of NOfth Richland Hills 

Councllmember 
City of Dallas 

Executive Director 
Texas Turnpike Aulhoftty 

Commissioner 
Tanant County 

Commissioner 
Johnson County 

Commissioner 
Collin County 

0ISlriCt ~eer 
T,cDOT, Fort Worth District 

Mayor Pro Tem 
City of Mesquite 

Representative 
Fort Worth Transpo,talion Authority 

Dlslrict Engineer 
T,cDOT, Dallas District 

COuncilmember 
City of Grand Prairie A.1 

Mayor 
Town of Flower Mound 

Mayor Pro Tern 
City of Arlington 

commissioner 
Dallas County 

Councllmernber 
Cily of Dallas 

Councilmernber 
City of Denton 

County Judge 
Denton County 

Councilmernber 
City of Rlchafdson 

Councilmember 
City of Irving 

Councllmember 
City of university Pn 
Representative 
Dallas Area Rapid Transit 

Mayor 
City of cedar HIii 

Councllmember 
City of Fort WOfth 

Councllmember 
City of Garland 

Councilmember 
City of Dalas 

Counly Judge 
Tananl County 

Mayor Pro Tern 
City of Fort Wocth 

Vac:ant 
CltieS of Dalas and University P8l1t 



SURFACE TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

RAIL TRAN Manager 
City of Fort Worth 

Traffic Engineer 
City of Farmers Branch 

DisJ,iet Traffic Engineer 
TxOOT, Fort Worth District 

Manager of Development 
Fort Worth TransportatiOn Authority 

Transportation Planner 
Fort Worth Transportation Authority 

Planner II 
TNRCC 

Director of Public Works 
Town of Addison 

Transportation Planner 
TxOOT, Austin 

Convnunity Development Manager 
City of Irving 

Traffic Engineer 
City of Mesquite 

Director of Transportation 
Plaming and Development 

TxDOT, Dallas District 

SeniOr Manager 
of Governmental Relations 

Dallas Area Rapid Transl 

Manager of lntergOvemmental 
Programs 

City of Dallas 

Assistant Director of Transportation 
City of Dallas 

Assistant Director of Transportation 
City of Garland 

City Engineer 
City of Denton 

City Traffic Engineer 
City of Fort Worth 

Sen1 ·ransportation Planner 
Dalla ;ounty 

Director of Public Works 
Collin County 

City Engineer, City of Waxahachie 
Ellis County 

Oireelor of Engineering 
City of Lewisville 

Assistant Director 
of Traffic and Transportation 

City of Irving 

Councilmember 
City of Bedford 

Director of Transportation 
Planning and Development 

TxDOT, Fort Worth District 

Town Engineer 
Town of Flower Mound 

Executive Dnctor 
Texas Tumpike Authority 

Oiraelor of Public Works 
City of Grapevine 

Diraelor of Transportation 
City of Richardson 

Director of Public Works 
Oentoneowrty 

Assistant to the City Manager 
City of Dallas 

City Engineer 
City of Euless 

Oiredor of Transportation ServicN 
City of Grand Prairie 

Diraelor of Public Works 
City of DeSoto 

Director of Transportation 
A. 2 Tarrant County 



Surface Transportation Technical CommlttH (Continued) 

Assistant Director of Capital 
Improvements 

City of Arlington 

Govemment Affairs Officer 
TarrantCounty 

Director of Planning and 
Growth Management 

City of Fort Worth 

Manager of HOV Programs 
Dallas Area Rapid Transit 

Director of Planning and Economic 
Development 

City of Haltom City 

Assistant Director of 
Transportation Planning 

oaaas County 

)nctor of Transportation 
·rxOOT, Dallas District 

Transportation Planner 
City of Garland 

Director of Public Works 
City of Duncanville 

Onctor of Public Work.I 
City of University Park 

Assistant 0irect0r of Transportation 
City of Arlington 

Technical Services Engineer 
City of Hurst 

Director of Transportation 
City of Carrollton 

Transportation Planning Division 
TxOOT, Austin 

Director of Public Works 
Johnson County 

A.3 

Transpo,tation Engineer 
City of Plano 

Director of Economic Development 
City of North Richland Hills 

Deputy Olrector of Transportation 
and Public Work.I 

City of Fort Worth 

Road Adminlltl ator 
Rockwall County 

Regional Planning Engineer 
TxDOT, Regional Planning Office 



TRAVEL DEMAND MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 

Catherine Simpson, Chairman 
Employer Service Administrator 
Fort Worth Transportation Authority, the T 

Marcos Fernandez, P.E., Vice Chairman 
Transportation Planner 
City of Plano 

Sandra Wesch-Schulze, Secretary 
Design Engineer/District Bicycle Coord. 
TxOOT, Dallas District 

Pauline Bloyd 
Public Transportation Specialist 
TxOOT, Fort Worth District 

Katherine Collins 
Program Administrator 
Mobile Source - TNRCC 

Pat Currin 
Manager of Transportation 
Texas Instruments 

Allen Curry 
Manager Governmental Relations 
Greater Dallas Chamber of Commerce 

Miguel Del Valle 
Programs Manager 
Central Dallas Association 

Teri Echols 
Senior Communications Coordinator 
North Texas Clean N.r Coalition 

Cliff Franklln 
Mobility Coordinator 
North Central Texas Mobility Task Force 

David A. Griffin 
Executive Director 
Dallas Regional Mobility Coalition 

A.II 

Linda Kenney 
Employee Transportation Coordinator 
City of Richardson 

Lisa McMillan 
Economic Development Coordinator 
Tarrant County 

Tony Mendoza 
Manager of Commuter Services 
Dallas Area Rapid Transit 

Donna Parker 
Vice President and Chief Admin. Officer 
Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce 

Richard Peterson 
Transportation Planning Director 
Dallas County 

John T. Roach 
Engineering Technician 
City of Farmers Branch 

Larry Sack 
Director Office Administration 
General Services Administration 

Sue Scanlan 
Special Transit Manager 
City of Arlington 

Scott Sopchak 
Planning Assistant 
TxOOT, Fort Worth 

Brenda Staftca 
Land Use Specialist 
TxDOT,RPO 

Joe Tague 
Building Operations Services 
JC Penney Company 



AIR TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

City Manager 
City of McKinney 

Airport Manager 
City of Arlington 

Aircraft Owners and Pilots 
AssociatiOn 

Director of Public Works 
Town of Addison 

Director of Aviation 
Love Field 

Navy-Det1 
Carswell Ail Reserve Base 

Executive Director 
OFW International Airport 

Airport Manager 
City of Mesquite 

Manager, Planning & Programming 
Texas Department of Aviation 

Citizen Representative 

Airport Plamlng Speciallat 
Federal Aviation Admlnlslration 

Citizen Repruentative 

Airport Manager 
Grand Prairie Municlpal Airport 

Metroplex Helcopter AIIOClallon 

Greenville Airport Advisory Board 

Airport Manager 
Fort WOl'th Spinka Airport 

Airport Manager 
Denton Municipal Airport 

Mayor Pro Tem 
City of Mineral Wells 

A.5 





APPENDIX 8: 

SAMPLE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL AGENDA 





AGENDA 

REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COUNCIL 
Aprll 13, 1995 

Transportation Board Room 
North Central Texas Council of Govemments 

8:15 RTC Mobility 2010 Finance Subcommittee (Morris Parrish, Dick Bode, Tommy Brown, 
to Bob Hampton, Annando Hernandez, Jack Miler, John Murphy, Phil Ritter, Chris Rose, 

9:00 Robert Stimson, Tom Vandergriff, Virginia Nel Webber) 

9:00 Full Business Agenda 

1. Minutes: The minutes of the February 9, 1995, mNtiug are included as Reference 
Item 1. Approval of 1he minutes win be requested. 

2. Polley Background and 91tntat1on to Ioflt! Aaendf fPoftlble Action) 
(15 Minutes): The RTC Mobility 2010 Finance Subcommittee is scheduled to meet at 
8:15 a.m. prior to the full meeting of 1he Regional Transpo,tation Council. The issues 
being discussed indude 1he role of the RTC with regard to advocacy, standard language 
for MPO Statements for the Texas Transportation Commission (Reference Item 5), and a 
request from the National Association of Regional Councils (NARC) for local elected 
officials to adopt resolutions in support of taking transportation trust funds off-budget 
A copy of 1he request is induded IS Reference Item 2. Subcommittee Chairman Morris 
Parrish and Michael Monts wil report on the Subcommittee's dl8CU88iona. A draft 
resolution regarding the NARC request may be pr9HfUd for RTC consideration as part 
of this item pending the Subcommittee's l'9COflVMndltlo. In addition, RTC Chainnan 
Jim Jackson and Michael will brief 1he RTC on 1he recent Legislative Dinner and meeting 
with Govemor George Bush IS wel IS the Nor1h Central Texas delegation appearance 
before the Texas Transportation Commission on Man:h 30. Michael will also summarize 
the purpose of today's meeting and provide background lnfonnation on the following 
agenda Items. 

3. Transportation lmprowment Proaqm (Action) (15 Mlnutu): ~ North Central Texas 
Council of Governments (NCTCOG) staff continues to WOfk in cooperation 'Nitti staff 
members of the Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOl}, transit authorities, local 
governments, and others to ...rine and implement 1he p,ojects in the' 1995 Transportation 
Improvement Program (TIP). Cnlical to the success of this effort are the TIP modification 
process and the monitoring of projects contained in the TIP and 1he State Implementation 
Plan (SIP). Regional Transportation Council (RTC) members are asked to encourage 
their local govemment staffs to complete the information needed for the TIP monitoring 
effort This will enable NCTCOG to monitor SIP commilments and will provide Important 
lnfonnation for the development of 1he 1998 TIP. 

Reference Item 3.1 contains four TIP modifications that require RTC action to proceed. 
Reference Item 3.2 contains several administrative amendments to the 1995 TIP, which 
are provided for infonnatlon. The last administrative amendment (Modification Number 
95-89) in Reference Item 3.2 moclfies the Eastern Subregion Transit Section 3 Program 
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to accommodate the Livable Communities Initiative. All potential Section 3 projects must 
be contained in the TIP as a prerequisite to application for those funds. NCTCOG, as the 
Metropolitan Planning Organization, has been asked to sponsor the Initiative, which 
provides connections from the DART transit system to the pedestrian network in 
downtown Dalas. A resolution authorizing the application Is contained in Reference 
Item 3.3 and will be presented for RTC consideration. 

The TIP identifies several projects as Principal Arterial S1rMt System (PASS) and Metro 
PASS. In January, the Texas Transportation Commission adopted deadlines associated 
with the development and Implementation of these projects. NCTCOG staff has 
Inventoried all of these projeds in Reference Item 3.4 and determined which are subject 
to the deadlnes and face possible cancellation. Local govenvnents may want to contact 
their TxDOT representative regarding the status of these projects. 

Updated Surface Transportation Program--Metropolltan M~ and Congestion 
Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program spl'NdshHts wil be handed out at the 
meeting. The revised conformity analysis for the I.H. 30 project In eastern Dallas County 
has been folwarded to State and federal reviewing agencies. Coples will be available at 
the meeting. Everett Bacon wil present these items, the monitoring effort for 
transportation control measures, and the 1998 TIP development schedule. 

4. Section 11 Program (Action) (19 MIQUln): As we previously stated in the· 
March 2, 1995, letter to the Regional Transpo,tation Council, two Issues have arisen in 
regard to the selection of projects for the Section 18 Program. First, the Collin County 
Committee on Aging had originally been dlsqualfied due to the aubmittal of their 
application after the January 2 deacline. NCTCOG and TxDOT staff reviewed l'9Ceipts of 
delivery and learned that Colin County did send their application to TxDOT before the 
deadline. Second, TxDOT District staff leamed that any surplus money originally 
allocated to the rural areas could be transferred to the urban program in the 
corresponding subregion. This action has allowed NCTCOG to reprogram the funds 
originally recommended to Colin County CommittH on Aging without eliminating other 
projects that received funds as a result of Collin County being clsquallfted. Additionally, 
funds released from the Rural Program In the Fort Worth District allowed one van to be 
programmed to Trinity Terrace. Reference Item 4 _contains the revised project fwtding 
summaries for the Dallas and Fort Worth Ois1ricts respectively. The Regional 
Transportation Council app,oved the pn:ljeds for Inclusion In the Transportation 
Improvement Program prior to the Infusion of surplus rural funds Into the Urban Program. 
Edward Owens will summarize this Information and request final RTC approval of these 
additional funding allocations at the meeting. 

5. MPO ---nts Cooc,mlna TraMportatlon Prolects Being Presented to the 
JxDQJ Transportation Commission (Possible Action) 110 MlnuteJl: Following 
discussion in February by the RTC ,-garding pn:ljeds from the Midlothian area to be 
presented to the Transportation Commission, Donna Halstead requested that the RTC 
address the need to develop a policy regarding the appropriate statements the RTC 
should make on transportation projects. TheN slatements are being presented to the 
Transportation Commission forfwtding by delegations from North Central Texas. In 
response to this request, the RTC Finance Subcommittee wil meet prior to the RTC 
meeting to address this issue. Attached as Reference Item 5.1 Is an MPO Statement 
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regarding I.H. 35E which staff prepared in response to the DeSoto/Lancaster 
delegation's request as part of their presentation to the Commission on March 30. 
Reference Item 5.2 is a draft MPO Statement for RTC consideration regarding U.S. 77 
which is being presented to the Commission in May by a delegation from Waxahachie. 
This statement may change pending discussion by the RTC Finance Subcommittee. Dan 
Kessler will present this item for possible action by the RTC. 

6. 1995-96 Unified Planning Work Program (Information) {S Minutes): Work has begun 
on the development of the 1995-98 Unified Planning Work Program for Regional 
Transportation Plaming. Dan Kessler will present background information and a 
schedule for development of this document at the meeting. In addition, six planning 
projects were submitted to the Texas Department of Transportation for funding as part of 
the General Transportation Planning Fund (GTPF) Program. A copy of the application 
for each of these projects is provided in Reference Item 8. 

7. Mobility 2920/QARJ Sffllct et•o QQforn,ation) 11s Minutes): The mayors of Dallas 
Area Rapid Transifs member cities have requested that NCTCOG staff review the DART 
System Plan. All components of the Plan will be reviewed for their cost effectiveness. At 
the direction of the NCTCOG Executive Board, staff is conducting this review and 
preparing for a preliminary presentation to the mayors end DART members on April 20. 
MichHI Morris will provide an oVWliew of this effort to the RTC at the mHtlng. 

e. Reqtonal Corridor Manaaement Qnformatton) 110 Mimnt): The Regional Corridor 
Management Subcommittee of the Surface Transpo,tatlon Technical Committee met on 
Tuesday, March 21, 1995, to discuss projects for inclusion in the Regional Conidor 
Management element of the Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). Staff is 
currently working with the Subcommittee and p,ojed sponsors to refine submitted 
projects. Dan Rocha wil brief the Council on the status of the Regional Corridor 
Management Program. 

9. Transportation lnfonnatlon §mm Qnformatlon) {10 MfnY!n): The Transportation 
Department is working in cooperation with the Research and Information Services 
Department to develop an on-line transpoftatlon Information syam. Our goal Is to have 
a dial-up access system In place through which member agencies and other interested 
parties can share and exchange Information eledrunically. The initial phase of this 
project, the implementation of a simple dial-up buletin board system which will include 
access to TIP files, Is nearly complete. Michael Copeland will give a status report on this 
process and provide information about using the system. Additional Information Is 
included as Reference Item 9. -

10. Proat'IH Bfporg Qnfonnatlon): PfOgl9II f9PC)l1s are provided a Reference Item 10 
on the following activities: 

• Texas Transportation Commission 
• Clean Citiea Ptogiam 
• 1994-95 Unified Plaming Work Program - Report on Project Completions and New 

Project Beginnings . 
• Congestion Management System Performance Meaans 
• Regional Travel Demand Management 
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• MPO-CEO Newsclipping 
• RTC Attendance 
• STTC Minutes and Attendance 
• NCTCOG 1994 Annual Report 
• Upcoming Events 

11. 9tbtC BUflotH (Qlcl or Nftl: This ll9m provides ., opponunity for members to bring 
Items of interest before the group. 

12. Nfxt 11,ana: The next meetiig of the Counc1 ii scheduled for May 11, 1995, at 9 a.m. 
in the NCTCOG Transportation Board Room. 
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THE NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS' 
TRANSPORTATION PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT PROCESS 

(Effective June 1, 1994) 

THE NEED FOR PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

Transportation has been one of the most _dominant influences over the development of modem 
society. It influences our lives on a daily basis. Our choices of where to live and work, and our 
rec:reational and social activities are all based to some degree on the characteristics of our 
transportation system. Over the past century, little has impacted many of the social and 
economic phenomena of our region as our transportation system has. Certainly, the decision
making process concerning this system which affects the lives of million of people on a daily 
basis, warrants the input of the audience it is designed to help-the public. To effectively plan 
for and implement transportation projects which meet the needs and desires of its users, the 
users must participate in every step of the process. 

For many years, the public has only been involved in the decision-making process for major 
transportation projects as implementation was near or when formal public hearings were held 
as a result of environmental regulations. As a result, many projects have been needlessly 
delayed or stopped altogether, due to legal action taken by citizen and business groups. 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT REQUIREMENTS 

Prior to passage of the lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act. of 1991 (ISTEA), there 
were no formal public involvement procedures for metropolitan transportation planning. 
However, al technical committee meetings and Regional Transportation Council meetings were 
open to the public, and meeting notices were mailed to several hundred interested parties. A 
concerted effort to contact private sector and government interests was achieved. In addition, 
local government hearings were held prior to the adoption of the Regional Transportation Plan 
and Transportation Involvement Program (TIP). 

With the passage of ISTEA in 1991, came requirements for public involvement as part of the 
metropolitan transportation planning process. Specifically, ISTEA requires that " ... each 
metropolitan planning organization shan provide citizens, affected public agencies, 
representatives of transportation agency employees, private providers of transportation and 
other interested parties with a reasonable opportunity to comment ... " on the transportation plan 
and TIP. VVhen the final rules for metropolitan transportation planning were issued, they 
contained additional guidelines in 23 CFR 450.316(b)(1). Eleven requirements are spea---iifi•ied""' 
and are summarized in Appendix A, along with NCTCOG's response as to how the requirement 
wilbemet. 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT COMPONENTS 

In response to the requirements of ISTEA and the final metropolitan transportation rules, 
NCTCOG has developed a public involvement process which include five components as 
described below: 

Regular public,,,_,,,,,_ which will occur prior to RTC approval of the TIP, the Regional 
Transportation Plan, and the Unified Plaming Work Program (UPWP). 

Suppl.,,,.,,,.# public mNtlngs which will occur prior to major TIP, UPWP, and 
Transportation Plan amendments. 
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Open meetings of NCTCOG's Regional Transportation Council (RTC), Surface 
Transportation Technical Committee (STTC), Travel Demand Management Committee 
(TOMC), the Transportation Providers and Users Task Force (TPUTF) and the 
Bicycle/Pedestrian Task Force. 

NCTCOG._ Government Appllcationa Review Committee Meetings (GARC) which 
provide a forum for the review of applications for various federal and State programs as part 
of the Texas Review and Comment System (TRACS). 

Addlllonal public Information is available on a day-tCHfay basis through NCTCOG's 
Transportation Department and Public Affairs Department. 

• The following table contains details concerning each component of the public involvement 
process: 

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT MEETING COMMENT ADDfflONAL COMMENTS 
COMPONENT DATE PERIOD 

Public MNtinp Al public comments received 
on the TIP and 

Transportation At least 30 10days Transportation Plan will be 
Improvement Program days prior to included in the 
(including AJr Quality RTC approval documentation of the TIP 

~--- Confon:!!!!.ll. ______ , ________ , .... _ 
········--· .. ······ ........... -....... -.... ·-·--- and Transportation Plan. 

Regional Transportation At least 90 and 10days 
VVhenever possible, all pUblic Plan (including AJr Quality 30 days prior following 

Conformity) toRTC each meetiigs will be held 

approval c:onc:urrently as separate 
agenda items in the same l.···-·-·----·-------·-.. ··--.. - ~---···-···-·--· .. ··---◄ ·---·---·----

Unified Planning Work Annually I in 10days meeting. 

Program conjunction 
with one of the Whenever possible, the 
meetings Texas Oepa,tment of 
above, at least Tr-:. "'.sportation'a public 
30 days prior m;; -;tings on the Project 
toRTC De'lelopment Plan wil be 

.,. __________ .. ·----·--·-···-·-·"·····-.. ·-·- approval ------- held in ~junction with one 

Public Involvement Annually, in 45days of these meetings, most 

Procen con;unction likely the TIP meeting. 

with one of the Each round of public 
meetillgl 

meetiliga will consilt of a 
above (If series of three meetillgS at 
changes various locations around the 
reducing public 

region. 
involvement 
.. proposed), A summary of al public 
at least 30 comments, oral and written, 
days prior to will be provided to the RTC 
RTC approval and technical committees. 
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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 
COMPONENT 

MEETING 
DATE 

COMMENT ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

Supplemental Public 
Meetings 

PERIOD 

Major TIP Amendments 15-30 days 10 days 
prior to RTC 
approval ---······························-······-···················· ·····································••·••· ·•·······•·•·······•··•··•···•········· 

Regional Transportation 15-30 days 10 days 
Plan Amendments prior to RTC 

approval 

.............................................. ·-···························· ··············-----t---···················· 
Unified Planning Work 
Program Amendments 

Open llffttngs 

15-30 days 
prior to RTC 
approval 

Regional Transportation Regular 
Council meeting on 

second 
Thursday of 
each month 

10days 

NIA 

····················---····-··················-····· ................. . ···························--
Surface Transportation 
Technical Committee 

Regular NIA 
meeting on 
fourth Friday of 
each month ·-----·-·--···----········· ·····-----1 

Travel Demand 
Management Committee 

Regular 
r,:,eetingon 
third 
Wednesday of 
each month 

NIA 

----·········-----···· -······-···-·--····-···--·-+------·-··· 
Transportation Providers 
and Users Task Foree 

Regular 
meeting 
scheduled to 
be determined 

NIA 

____ ............. ____ .... ---······---·- --.. -----·····--···--·-·--· .. 
Bicycle/Pedestrian Task Regular NIA 
Force meeting on 

last 
Wednesday of 
each month 

Government Application• 
Review CommittN 
Meetings 

Regular NIA 
meeting on 
second Friday 
of each mont. 

Supplemental public 
meetings will only be held 
when necessary. 

Major TIP amendments 
include those which are not 
covered by the RTC's 
administrative amendment 
policy (see Appendix B). 

A single, centrally located 
meeting will be held . 

Administrative amendments 
to the TIP and other items 
not specifically requiring 
public involvement will be 
presented and discussed at 
the RTC and technical 
committee meetings. 

A portion of the TPUTF will 
be dedicated to public 
involvement 

TPUTF minutes will be 
provided to RTC, STTC, and 
TDMC for review and 
consideration. 

Various federal and State 
programs are reviewed for 
regional consistency under 
the Texas Review and 
Comment System. 



PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT MEETING COMMENT ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 
COMPONENT DATE PERIOD 

Additional Public 
lnfonnatlon 

Technical Assistance Provided daily NIA All requests for technical 
assistance and presentations 
should be coordinated 

----.. - .. ·--··· .. -· .. ·------·-----·- ............. --- -·-·-··---··· .. ---......... through NCTCOG staff. 

Staff Presentations A.requested NIA ......................... ·--···---·-············· --·-·-----.......... -....... ' 
........ _______ ..... 

Publications Publications are available by 
contacting NCTCOG's Public 

Local Motion, Your Published NIA Affairs Department 
Region monthly 

Transportation Annual Published NIA 
Report periodically 

Technical and Final Published 
Reports periodically NIA 

All-Ways Update Published 
Quarterty NIA 

Inside Environmenlal Published 
Resources monthly NIA 

NOffFICATION OF PU8LIC INVOLVEMENT ACnvtnES 

Al pubic meeting noticel will be Hnt to Hlected newspapers, as necessary to ensure regional 
coverage, local public entities, chambers of commerce (including minority chambers), and the 
Texas Register. In adcition, NCTCOG wil maintain a comprehensive mailing list containing the 
names of lndMdu• and organizations who wish to be contacted prior to all public meetings. 
To be included on the mdlng lilt, pl••• submit the attached Public Notlftcatlon form. 

For additional infonnation on the North Central Tex• Council d Governments' Transportation 
Public Involvement Proceu, contact NCTCOG's Transportation Oepa,bne,d 

North Central Texas Council of GoverMl8flt8 
P. 0. Box 5888 
Arlington, Texa 7EI005-5888 

(817) 895-92~ metro 
FAX (817) 640-3028 metro 
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PUBLIC NOTIFICATION 
NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS 

TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 

Please add my name to the Publlc Notification list: 

Name: 

Title: 

Agency: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Please mail or fax to: 

Transportation Department 
North Central Texas Council of Governments 
P.O. Box 5888 
Arlington, TX 76005-5888 
Fax (817) 640-3028 

c.s 



Appendix A 
Summary of Public Involvement Requirements 

23 CFR 450.316 (b)(1) 
<.. . ii{> .. •>•••·REQUIREMENT•·. · 

•·····•. 
. :,.· .· NCTCOGRESPONSE ·. 

(i) Development of Public Involvement Three public meetings to be held January 31 
Process February 1, and February 2. 1994 with a 45-

day written comment period following the 
final public meeting. 

(ii) Provide timely information on Information will be disseminated through 
transportation issues NCTCOG's publications. reports. regular 

public meetings, supplemental public 
meetings. and open meetings. 

(iii) Provide reasonable public access to Public and open meetings are held by the 
technical and policy information Regional Transportation Council. Surface 

Transportation Technical Committee. Travel 
Demand Management Committee. 
Transportation Providers and Users Task 
Force. and the Government Applications 
Review Committee; other technical 
assistance is provided as requested. 

(iv) Facilitate public involvement in Public meetings will be held during 
development of Transportation development of the TIP and RTP as well as 
Improvement Program (TIP) and upon proposal of any major amendments to 
Reaional Transportation Plan (RTP) these documents. 

(v) Public comments to be considered as an All public comments will be reviewed and 
integral part of planning process considered by the RTC and Technical 

Committees. 
(vi) Seek out and consider needs of the· A comprehensive mailing list will be 

historicaHy underserved developed and maintained. Inclusion on 
mailing list will be by written request. A 
Transportation Providers and Users Task 
Force will be created. 

(vii)Public comments will be part of the final Public comments received on the TIP and 
RTPandTIP the RTP shall be included in documentation 

of the TIP and the RTP. 
(viii) Revisions to the TIP or RTP based on If the TIP or RTP requires revisions, an 

public comments will be made available additional public meeting will be scheduled. 
to the public 

(ix) Review of Public Involvement Process NCTCOG will review its PIP annually in 
(PIP) conjunction with RTP and TIP meetings. If 

modified in a more restrictive fashion, a 45-
day comment period will be held following 
the meeting. 

(x) Federal Highway Administration/Federal NCTCOG's PIP will be transmitted to FHWA 
Transit Administration review of Public and FTA and published as part of the RTP 
Involvement Process and the TIP. Minutes, comments. and 

responses of all public meetings will be 
transmitted to the appropriate FHWA and 
FT A officials. 

(xi) Coordination with Statewide Public Whenever possible, public meetings will be 
Involvement Process coordinated with the Texas Department of 

Transportation's Project O,velopment Plan 
process. 
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APPENDIX B 
Transportation Improvement Program 

Administrative Amendment Policy 

The 1994 Transportation Improvement Program list of projects is constrained against available 
resources for each of the nine years of the Program. Therefore, all projects in Year 1 are of 
equal high priority. Since the Program is balanced to available resources, cost overruns would 
result in the potential of high priority projects being delayed into Year 2. Several other types of 
actions result in the need to have a dynamic TIP monitoring program. Such items as cost 
underruns. local govemments unable to meet local match requirements, lawsuits, delays in 
right-of-way or utility clearances, and local govemments not endorsing either federal 
environmental or state design requirements and wishing to pursue the project with local funds 
are additional examples of potential changes that could occur as a result of TIP implementation. 

The current policy of the RTC is higher scored projects will be· implemented first only if early 
construction is feasible and funding caps are not violated. Therefore, changes listed above 
could lead to projects being expedited or delayed. Diligent monitoring with frequent regular 
briefings to the Regional Transportation Council is essential. The following RTC policy permits 
administrative amendments by the NCTCOG Director of Transportation between regularly 
scheduled RTC meetings: 

Project included in the first three years of the TIP Roadway Section and Transit 
Section may be amended by the RTC at any time. Revisions are usually first 
submitted for review by the Surface Transportation Technical Committee or the Travel 
Demand Management Committee. The Technical Committees recommended a 
position on each revision to the RTC and the Govemment Applications Review 
Committee. The RTC acts on the Committees' recommendations. GARC considers 
the Technical Committee recommendations and recommends action for the NCTCOG 
Executive Board. 

An amendment can be submitted directly to the RTC to preclude the normal review 
processing sequence if rapid tumaround is important. If the project is approved by the 
RTC, it is submitted to GARC for TRACS review and then to the Executive Board for 
final action. 

The TIP is intended to be a current and accurate listing of transportation projects 
proposed for federal funding. This document is used by federal agencies to assure 
that local govemments support projects for which federal funding has been requested. 
Timely revisions to the TIP are important to avoid funding delays. The RTC has 
endorsed the following amendment policy. 

Administrative amendments are permitted: 

• For up to 20 percent of any project up to $3,000,000 and 
• For up to 15 percent of any project over $3,000,000 
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Administrative amendments would QQ1 be permitted in the following situations: 

• Adding a previously unprogrammed project 
• Completely eliminating or deleting a project 
• Substantially changing the nature of a project 

It may be necessary to change the priority of a project under cost overrun conditions. However. 
federal law only allows priorities to change during the course of the fiscal year for projects listed 
in the first three years of the TIP. Furthermore. Tx0OT would first permit higher spending for 
the MPO from TxDOT funding caps. All efforts would be made to fund any cost overruns 
through existing TIP surplus before delaying other projects. Both STTC and the RTC would be 
notified of an administration amendment at their next meeting. 

c.a 
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Understanding Transportation Planning and 
Air Quality Conformity 

In the first part of the decade, Congress recognized and legislated a Hnkage between clean air goals and 
tr■naport■tlon projects. The first piece of legialatlon enacted was the Clean Air Act Anreno-nents of 1990 
(CAAA) and lhe second was the lntermodal Surface Ti'Bnsportation Efficfency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), the fed
eral gowrm,enrs highway and mass transit funding mechanism. When the Clean Air legislation became 
law, the Dallas-Fort Worth area was designated as a "moderate• nonattaiMl8nt area for ozone. As required 
by the Act, the State of Texas must submit. an air quality State Implementation Plan (SIP) which documents 
how emissions will be reduced and the ozone standard achieved. The Clean Air Act Amendments mandate 
that transportation planning be consistent with the SIP. This ensures that federal transportation actions are 
consistent with the State Implementation Plan for achieving good air quality. 

To-complement the requirements that transportation projects assist in Improving air quality, these pieces of 
legislation <Id two major things. First, the Clean Air Act required that federally funded transportation projects 
scheduled for Implementation through a coordinated plaming process must demonstrate that they will help 
to racluce ozone pollutant le¥el8 by being subjected to a rigorous conformity analysis. And, ISTEA creat• 
ed a MW funding catego,y called "Congestion Management/Air QuaNty" (CMAQ). In this region, CMAQ 
funds can be used only Inside the nonattainment area (Colin, Daltas, Denton, and Tarrant counties). These 
funds must be spent on projects such as intersection Improvements, traffic signal impl'Oll8ffl80t8, high occu
pancy vehicle lanes, tnMI demand management programs, and blcycle/pedestr facilitles ao that Y8hicle 
miles of travel, congestion, and motor kllng times can be reduced. 

NCTCOG, as lhe Metropolltan PlaMlng Organization (MPO) for regional transportation planning, is con
ducting an air quality conformity -■lyela of the 1995 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and 
Mobility 2010, the Regional Transportation Plan. Both must •pass• the following 11wN 1Nts: 

1. volatile o,ganic compound (VOC) emission budget test, 
2. nitrogen oxide (NOx) build vs. no build test, and 
a. timely implementation of transportation control measures. 

Regarding conformity test number one, the State Implementation Plan establishes a voe •budget" that 
sets the maximum amount allowable for the Dallas-Fort Worth nonattainment area. The voe budget test is 
performed by comparing the mobile source emiSSions that will result from implementation of the TIP and 
Regional Transportation Plan with the emlsalona budget in the State Implementation Plan. 

The NOx tNt (conlormity test number two) differs from the voe test in that NOx emissions that wil result 
from the implementation of the TIP and Metropolitan Transportation Plan must be lower than lhe NOx emis• 
sions without implementation. The transportation control measures in the State Plan target voe emlsalona 
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(CONFORMITY continued) 

which may have negative 
impacts on NOx emissions. 
NOx and V0C emissions are 
precursors to the formation of 
ozone. The T8K8S Natural 
Resource Conservation 
Commission (TNRCC), as the 
author of the State Implemen
tation Plan, has studied the 
relationship between these two 
emissions and determined that 
NOx reductions are not 
required for attainment of the 
ozone standard In this region. 
Therefore, TNRCC has filed a 
request for an NOx waiver with 
the U.S. Environmental Pro
tecliOn Agency. 

Finally, the third conformity 
"test" is assurance that the 
transportation control mea
sures specified In the State 
Implementation Plan will be 
accompllehecl on echedule 
through Implementation of this 
reglOn's Regional Transport&• 
tion Plan and the Transpor
tation lmproyement Program 
(the primary funding mecha
nism for the control measures). 

2 

It is 1/ery Important that this 
region's transportation docu• 
ments pass the air quality con
formity tests so that future fed
eral and state transportation 
improvement Protects in this 
area may proceed and mean
ingful emission reductions can 
be achlelled. 

For more information, cal Ken 
Klrlcpetrlck In NCTCOG's 
Transportation Department, 
(817) 695-9280 

NCTCOG Continues To Collect 
Travel Survey Data 

Workplace Surveys Conducted in 
September, October, November 

In conjunction with the Texas Department of 
Transportation (TxOOT), NCTCOG will be con
ducting workplace travel surveys in the 
Dallas-Fort Worth Metropolitan Area during 
September, October, and November this year. 
The surveys will provide important trawl char
acteristics of employees and visitors at 
approximately 300 randomly selected estab

lishments in a 5;000 square-mile area, consisting of all of Collin, Dallas, 
Denton, Rockwall, and Tarrant Counties, and portions of Ellis, Johnson, 
Kaufman, and Parker Counties. The information collected from these sur
veys will help NCTCOG, TxOOT, and local agencies in planning future 
transportation improvements for the area. 

The random sample of approximately 300 workplaces (stratified by busi
ness type and number of employees) was obtained from a Oun & 
Bradstreet database that lists 29,000 employers in the Metroplex that have 
ten or more employees at a specific physical location. Once a sample has 
been selected and the address information verified by telephone, a letter 
describing the survey will be mailed to the Chief Executive Officer, busi
ness owner, or other responsible person. About a week later, this individ· 
ual will be called to gain approval for NCTCOG to conduct a one-day sur• 
vey during normal weekday hours of operation. With the permission of the 
employer, survey forms will be completed by employees on the same day 
that some of the visitors entering the establishment are interviewed. 

These surveys are part of a two-year regional travel survey program 
that is paid for through state and federal transportation planning funds. 
Other surveys include roadside travel surveys, household surveys, and 
transit surveys, and are necessary for planners and engineers at the local 
and state levels to better understand traffic and transit flows, congestion 
levels, and other aspects of the trips people make every day. This infor• 
mation is a key step in planning and providing for a more efficient trans
portation system in the Metroplex. 

Although considerable information will be collected, NCTCOG will take 
extreme care to see that individual traveler data and employer data is kept 
confidential. Only aggregate summaries will be used to document 
current travel characteristics, forecast travel needs, and plan for future 
transportation improvements in theDallas-Fort Worth area. 

The last time a workplace travel survey was conducted by NCTCOG was 
in 1984. Those employers who are contacted through the random sam
pling process are encouraged to cooperate and participate in this impor
tant 1994 update. For more information about the workplace surveys, call 
Ken Cervenka, Principal Transportation Engineer, in NCTCOG's 
Transportation Department, (817) 695·9240. 
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Ron Harmon, Johnson County 
Commissioner, is serving his first 
term as a director on NCTCOG's 
1994-95 Executive Board. 

Mr. Harmon, senior commissioner 
in Johnson County, is running 
unopposed in the upcoming elec• 
tion for his third 4-year term. He is 
former vice president of the 
Burleson Area Chamber of 
Commerce and of the American 
Cutting Horse Association. He is 
coordinator of Johnson County's 
9· 1 • 1 Program, and a member of a 
steering committee working to pro
vide extended area metro tele• 
phone services across the state. 
He is a member of NCTCOG's 9· 1 • 
1 Regional Advisory Committee 
and chairs its Public Information & 
Training Subcommittee. He is 
Johnson County's representative to 
the Regional Transportation 
Council and serves on NCTCOG's 
Regional Automated Fingerprint 
Identification System Review 
Committee. 

Mr. Harmon is former city manager 
of Burleson and assistant city man
ager of Odessa, and managed 
Craftool Company, a division of 
Tandycrafts. He attended the 
University of Central Oklahoma on 
a football scholarship and is a tour• 
nament racquetball player. He and 
his wife, Paula, have five children. 

Meet Your Board 

Jack MIiier, Councilmember, 
Denton, is serving his first term as 
a director on NCTCOG's 1994-95 
Executive Board. 

Mr. Miller is a second-term at-large 
councilmember in Denton. He is 
past chairman of the Denton 
Chamber of Commerce. He has 
served as president of the Denton 
Rotary Club, Denton Personnel 
Association, Denton Community 
Theatre, and Ann's Haven Hospice. 
He is a past general campaign 
chair of the Denton County United 
Way. He chairs NCTCOG's Private 
Industry Council and is Dentol\'s 
representative on the Regional 
Transportation Council 

Mr. Miller, is president of Jack D. 
Miller & Associates, Inc. • a human 
resource oonsuHing organization. 
Active in human resource and gen
eral management for more than 30 
years, he has also taught under• 
graduate and graduate human 
resource courses as an adjunct 
professor at Texas Woman's 
University in Denton. 

Mr. Miller holds a bachelor's 
degree in psychology and a mas
ter's degree in counseling from the 
University of North Texas, as well 
as a Masters of Business Ad· 
ministration from the University 
of Chicago. 

Tom Vandergriff, County Judge, 
Tarrant County, is a director on 
NCTCOG's 1994·95 Executive 
Board. This is not Mr. Vandergriff's 
first term - he was the founding 
president of NCTCOG in 1967 
while he was Mayor of Arlington 

Arlington had less than 8,000 peo
ple when Mr. Vandergriff began his 
26 years as mayor. He was 
involved with elevation of the 
University of Texas at Arlington to 
senior college status, construction 
of DFW International Airport, and 
the rise of this region's tourism 
industry, having worked for the 
location in Arlington of Six Flags 
Over Texas, Wet 'n Wild, and major 
league baseball. • 

While serving as a U.S. 
Congressman, M~. Vandergriff 
received a National Service Award 
presented by the Texas Association 
of Home Health Agencies. He was 
also honored by the American 
College of Emergency Physicians 
as their "Legislator of the Year.• 

Mr. Vandergriff served on a White 
House Commission on Urban 
Problems, was the first chairman of 
the Texas Advisory Commission on 
Intergovernmental Relations, and 
served as the initial chairman of 
the Fort Worth and Tarrant County 
Convention Center. 
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YOUR REGION 
IN ACTION 

Repre#ntatives from the Clly of Ceaar HIii 
(upper photogtaph) and T.,,.,,, County 
{photograph, riQht) interact with SIIJdentS 
enrolled in NCTCOG's Urban Fe/towshlp 
and Trat>$p011ation Fellowship Programs 
during an August 5, 1994 •Job Fait" in 
NCTCOG's oflic#. This first .wr, one-day 
fflMt invoMng 30 local ~Is BCIOSS 
the region bttngs together .slUdirnfs and 
potential emplo)'IIIS ottenng ""8mship and 
fuH-time positions. 

During the August 17 meeling 
Rlt:hMI ·Dlt;lc• ...... (/) 
retired Building Official, Fort 
Worth, and L. A. llurr, (mid· 
dte), retired e/eclncal contrac• 
tor, receive •cettificates of 
appreciation" for their service 
on NCTCOG's Regional Code 
Coonllnatlng Committee by 
Chairmall,:,,.,,.. Clawson, 
Director of Community 
~.AttJngton. 



During Ille July 14, 1994 nwtinQ of Ille Reglonal Tra,wpo,lllffon Council 
(RTC), MVWlllguestsjoln In celebtaling 20 J1N1S of NCTCOG Ntvtng as 
the "Mefropolilan Planning Orpanizallon" for regiofllll tntnspo,tallon plannin(J 
including (back. 1-r) Ed~ RTC Chairman, 1991-92; Jim Ja:ltM#t, 
RTC Chairman, 1993-preee,,t; Tom v ..... pnr, Steering Cotntnllt#. 
Chaitman, 1914-76; and (seated, 1-r) Qin Mdtdn, Regional Tranapottallon 
Policy Acmso,y Committee Chainnan, 1976-78; Art Marfin. RTC Chaitman, 
1992-93; and Bill PltsllClt, NCTCOG Executiw, Director, 1966-92. 

North Central Texas 
Councl of Governments 

1994-95 
Executive Board 

Gary Slagel, President 
Mayor, Richardson 

Jewel Woods, Vice President 
Councilmember, Fort Worth 

Jim Jaclcaon, Secretary-Treas. 
Commissic>Mr, Dallas County 

David Doyle, Past President 
Mayor, DeSoto 

Don Hlckll, Director 
Councilmember, Dallas 

Tom Vandergriff, Director 
County Judge, Tarrant County 

Jeck MIiier, Director 
Councilmember, Denton 

Ron Hennon, Director 
CommisSiOner, Johnson County 

Elzie Odom, Director 
Councilmember, Arlington 

Anllll N. -·-Regional Clizerl Aeprasaulali,e, Olilfas Quiy 

Rey Medrtgel, Regional Citizen 
Aap,ase,1116., Palo Pint, Cclliy 

Executive Director 
A. Mlclleel Eeetland 

General Counsel 
Jerry Gllmol'e 

Attomey at Law, Dal/II$ 

Department Dnctors 
ChllrtesCeeon 

Agency Administration 

JollnPl'Omlee 
Environmental Resoun:es 

F'9d Keithley 
Human Setvices/Training 

Edwina Shi,.. 
Public Affairs 

BobO'NNI 
Research & lnfOmlatlon Services 

MlcheelMonis 
Transpo,tatlon 

Your Region Newsletter 

EdwlnaJ.Shns 
Editor 

Kflety Ubotte Keener 
Bletrtz Chapa 

Illustration 
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NCTCOG Completes Technical Anal~ ,is 
of Potential Toll Roads 

NCTCOG's Transportation Depai1ment recently completed a technical analysis of potential toll roads for the 
Dallas-Fort Worth area. This effort is in response to the financial shortfall identified in NCTCOG's Mobility 2010 
Plan Update. Both lhe Regional Transportation Council and the Texas Transportation Commission have endorsed 
policies that require all future freeways to be studied as potential toll roads. The ability to stretch federal trans• 
portalion dollars that are retumed to the states is becoming increasingly important. Many areas of the country, 
including Dallas, have already recognized the benefits of building transportation facilities with user fees. The 
Dallas North Tollway is an excellent example of the potential for toll road development in North Central Texas. 

NCTCOG's analysis, produced in cooperation with the Texas Turnpike Authority (TTA) and the Texas Department 
of Transportation (TxDOT), has identified future transportation facilities considered th, oest technical candi• 
dates for alternative financing through the use of tolls. The analysis has resulted in a sho:! list of candidate toll 
road projects which Will require additional study before any project could be carried through to construction. 

Mobility 2010 Plan Update 
Toll Road Analysis 

- ........ 

When traditional public funding may be insuffi•• 
cient, tolls are being considered as an alter• 
native financing source for new construction 
only. Toll revenue financing is ·not being con
sidered for conversion of existing free roads. 

In July, the Regional Transportation Council 
adopted a resolution with the following points: 

♦ develop a short list of potential toll roads for 
additional study; 

♦ send short list to the Texas Turnpike 
Authority for consideration; 

♦ TTA, TxDOT, and NCTCOG should priori• 
tile the list; 

·-~--....-----....--....-. 
♦ TxDOT should report on its ability to 

construct these projects as freeways; 

♦ NCTCOG will assist TTA in further study; 

♦ a toll road option will continue to be con
sidered on a project until the RTC 
removes it from the short list. 

The next step in this process is additional, 
thorough technical review of the short-listed 
projects by the Texas Turnpike Authority, as 
the implementing agency. For more informa• 
tion call Michael Copeland in NCTCOG's 
Transportation Department, (817) 695-9240. 
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Alternative Fuels Job Training 
Promotes Cleaner Air 

Reducing the impact of defense cuts, building a 
stronger economy, providing well-trained workers in 

high technology jobs, and creating cleaner air 
are all important as North Central Texas 

enters the next century. NCTCOG's 
Employment & Training Program 

and its Title Ill Service 
Providers for Distocated 
Workers are participating in a 
project that is the first of its 
kind in the natiOn. In a collab• 
orative effort with the Texas 
Railroad Commission and the 
Texas Employment 

· Commission, this innovative 
program will assist public and 
private fleets in the conver

sion from gasoline and diesel fuel to cleaner burning alternatives. 

The Railroad CommissiOn's LP Gas & Alternative Fuels Research and 
Education Division will provide training in Alternative Fuels, including how 

· to ~nvert vehicles to the cleaner burning fuels. The training will provide 
private industry. the state, cities, and other local governments with well· 
trained workers who understand the safe use of fuels such as compressed 
natural gas and liquefied propane gas. The training also will address 
engine operations, emissions, fuel systems, and a variety of safety consid
erations. Two federal grants from the Department of Labor and 
theOepartment of Energy are funding the program. 

The Railroad Commission believes that by the turn of the century, 10,000 
to 15,000 new jobs will be created to convert public and private fleet ve
hicles to alternative fuels. These jobs will be created, in part, as a result 
of Senate Bill 740which mandates fleet conversions for school districts, 
state agencies and, state transit authorities. The Bill also impacts local 
governments, by requiring the conversion of city transportation fleets and 
some private fleets in 21 counties located in areas designated as •non• 
attainment" for meeting national air quality standards. 

111e."' ii ilil 
ii Bloodborne 

Pathogens 
Course 

Bloodbome pathogens are 
pathogenic microorganisms pre
sent in human blood that can 
cause disease. These patho
gens include but are not limited 
to Hepatitis B Virus and Human 
Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV). 

Local government employees in 
animal control, health & safety 
services, emergency medical, 
law enforcement, or Solid waste 
and wastewater treatment 
potentially could be exposed. 

Several cities in the region now 
require specialized training. To 
meet this need, NCTCOG's 
Regional Training Center 
offers Bloodbome Pathogens 
Awarness & Control. The 
course, taught at local govern
ment sites at special discounted 
rates can be tailored to meet 
specific needs. 

For more information, caN Vesta 
Splttnaugle in NCTCOG's 
Regional Training Center, (817) 
640-8251. 

Over the next 1 O months, approximately 300 workers laid off by the defense industry will be trained as •experts" 
in alternative fuels technology in order to meet the demands of this emerging occupation. The program goal is to 
have enough certffled alternative fuels employees to meet any upcoming federal requirements. 

Upon completion, the trainees will be prepared to work for companies, governmental organizations, and school 
districts either in mechanical or managerial roles within fleet management. All alternative fuels courses will 
incorporate the latest technology with "hands-on• and computer-assisted training in actual conversion, drivability, 
and emissions testing. Both Dallas and Fort Worth have sites for this initial phase of training. The first 4-6 hour 
classes began August 22, and new classes start every six weeks. 

-
Each of this region's six Private Industry Councils (Collin County, Dallas County, Dallas, Tarrant County, Fort 
Worth, and NCTCOG serving the other 13 counties) has been allotted an equal number of enrollment slots. 
Approximately 20 classes will convert current fleet vehicles for alternative fuels and existing fleet owners may pro
vide vehicles to the training classes for conversion (converted vehicles are returned upon course completion).For 
more information, call Julio Torres or Lee Ann Ausec, Employment & Training Program, NCTCOG Department 
of Human Services, (817) 695-9180 (metro). o. 7 
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UlfNDAR 

NCTCOG Committes 

October 

4 JTPA Subcontractors Training, 
9:30am 

5 Storm Waw Quality SUbcoffl
mlttN, 1 :30 pm 

6 Urban ,ei1ow9111p Seminar, 
8:30am 

waa.r Rnourcea Council, 
10:00 dffl 

12 Air Ouallty Advtaory CommlttN, 
1:30pm 

13 Urban Fellowahlp Seminar, 
8:30am 

Travel Demand Mgmt. CommittH 
& SUl'face Tran-,,ortallon 
Technical CommltleM. 9:00 am 

City Manegera AclvlaOry 
CommltlN I, 9:00 am 

13 City Mlnagers AclVllory 
Commlllee I, 1 :30 pm 

ANource ConNfV8tlon Council, 
1:00pm 

14 Gowmment AppNc1dona 
R9vft ComminN, 10:00 am 

Trinity Rlvw Flood Mln■gement 
TMk Force, 1 :30 pm 

### 

CALENDAR 

Regional Training Center 

October 

3-Unll•: ~ 8:00-S:OO 
5 (first 2 days), 8:00-noon (3n:t day), 

S90/person 

5 ,,.,,.,,,,. Contllot, 8:30-12:30 
pm,$90/peraon 

I Alt#ludt ---, 8:30-4:30 pm, 
$70/person 

10-Unllll: ._ .. _,,_ JtNfn..,,, 
12 Prac .. ., 8:00-SL:OO , ' ·st 2 days), 

8:00-noon (3n:t day), . ; ,. 'person . 

12 DNllng with o,,po.i:;, ,,.,,,,_., 
9:00-4:00 pm. $90/per,·m 

13 ~ Sub11am» Allule In 
ti»_,.,_, 8:30-12:30 pm, 
$55/peflon 

F« more information, call NCTCOG's 
Regional Training Center at (817) 640-
8251 (metro). 

YOlll',,.,,..isav.tllalllf--.lnqUitifsrd"4 111'--"'0e-WldlOHCrooG~oft»Mlll.._bllow,orO,CllllfrV(alT)~. 
ln~-AO.-•nd-~-- #llsµtllc1llonC1110e-eveilllllf#l.,_,..~l,IIIOII,-,.-. 

North Central T .... Council of Gowernments 
P. 0. Boll 5111 
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LOCAL Mo Tlotl 
Regional Transportation Planning Progress Reports APRIL 1995 

TEXAS TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION 

The Texas Transportation Commission met on Thursday, March 30, 1995, in Austin. At that 
meeting, two delegations from our region appeared before the Commission. The first 
delegation was comprised of regional representatives from various cities, counties, and private 
enterprises who presented the long-range transportation needs and critical funding issues 
facing the North Central Texas region. Details regarding the presentation will be provided 
during Reference Item 2 at the meeting. The second delegation, from the Cities of DeSoto 
and Lancaster, presented information supporting the expedition of the freeway widening and 
interchange improvements scheduled for 1.H. 35E from Parkerville Road to I.H. 20 in south 
Dallas County. In other action, the Commission authorized the allocation of Federal Transit 
Administration Section 16 funds. 

CLEAN CITIES PROGRAM 

The Clean Cities Program is a partnership program between local govemments, State 
agencies, businesses, Industry, and the federal govemment that is designed to promote the 
implementation of alternative fuels and alternative fuel vehicles. This program will help 
communities comply with regulations mandated by federal legislation such as the Clean Air Act 
and Energy Policy Act, as weU as State legislation regarding alternative fuel implementation. 
The local stakeholders will be working together to tailor the Clean Cities Program's objectives, 
choices of fuels, and support systems according to this region's needs and resources. The 
Dalas-Fort Worth Regional Clean Cities Technical Coalition is being formed to p,ovic:I. 
technical review, support. and administration to pe,fonn the basic work tor the Clean Cities 
Program. A logical division of contact is specified by having the North Texas Commission 
administer to private sector contacts while NCTCOG administers to public agencies. NCTCOG 
will act as the single point of contact for the Clean Cities Program. 

The U.S. Department of Energy (USOOE) has given the Dallas-Fort Worth area the highest 
priority level tor expanding the use of altemative fuel vehicles by the federal fleets in this 
region. The designation plan prepared by NCTCOG tor the Dallas-Fort Worth Regional Clean 
Cities Program was forwarded to the USDOE on March 30, 1995, for their review. A ceremony 
for signing a memorandum of understanding is anticipated by the end of May, pending USDOE 
approval of the designation plan. A Signature Committee, composed of elected officials and 
business leaders, will demonstrate the local commitment to the Clean Cities Program through 
the signing of the memorandum of understanding. Those officials that have not already 
committed to participate in the signing ceremony are requested to contact Wesley Beckham, 
Senior Transportation Engineer, NCTCOG's Clean Cities Coordinator. 

_,.,parlllla4,Dtp1r1mMt 
NOftllc...llluaCounal 
ata.., ........ 
(117)M0-a00 

NC1CQG EJl9CUINe Bon &rface 1anlportatiall Tecblieal eo.11,litlee 
Regialllll 1anaportalion Cnt-.il.. NK 11anapor181io1, Technical /ldvltory Committee ---u.9 



1994-95 UNIFIED PLANNING WORK PROGRAM • REPORT ON PROJECT COMPLETIONS 
AND NEW PROJECT BEGINNINGS 

Each month as work is being completed on tasks of the Unified Planning Work Program 
(UPWP), staff is making available to the technical committees and the Regional Transportation 
Council copies of do.cuments which are prepared as part of each project. The following 
technical reports are now available from work completed during the first two quarters of the 
fiscal year. 

UPWP Task 3.09 FWTA Management Studies • S.ryfce Analvsls and Development Plan 

This study was conducted by LKC Consulting Services. The goal of the Service Analysis and 
Development Plan for the Fort Worth Transportation Authority (the T) was to report objectively 
on the T's CUTent productivity and to recommend methods for serving new transit markets. 
The study consisted of analyzing the performance of cunent fixed-route aervica, Identifying 
route and service design standards, developing a perfonnance monitoring system, and 
detailing enhanced service concepts to target new markets. The final report is available for 
distribution. 

UPWp Task 3.10 DART Management StudlH • DART Fixed-Route Seryipt Rtyiff 

DART has a number of major capital projects underway that wil affect the future delivery of 
fixed.route services. These facilities include the light rail transit (LRT) starter system, 
cornmutw rail system, Central Business District (CBD) transfer center, high occupancy whicle 
(HOV) lanes, and additional transit centers outside of the CBD. The firm of Booz•Allen & 
Hal'nllton Inc. was selectacl to assist DART planning efforts in assessing the overan bus system 
perfonnance; refining the bus/LRT feeder plan to develop a bus intefface; planning for a new 
commuter rail service, including estimation of cost impacts; assessing the need for additional 
crosstown service; and filing In any gaps in the existing grid network. Also Included in thll 
effort was the development of a CBD Transfw Center Plan, Including asslgrment of bus routes 
to either the East or West Transfer Centers, routing changes, and ber1hlng assignments. The 
consultant examined DART's privatization sbateg;, including evaluation of potential operating 
cost savings from a facility for contract operations and contracting additional routes. Copies of 
the final report and executive summary are available from NCTCOG. 

UpwP Talk s,01 Highway Pavement of f!dtrll Aid Highways· PaV!fflllll l•D191!Dtm 
SYf11mf 8,eo,t 

A new technical publication is available which was developed through UPWP Element 5.01, 
Highway Pavement of Federal Aid Highways. The report Is tilled payement Mloaaement 
Systems Evaluation Report: Recommended Specifications for Netwg,k-LtYtl pavement 
Management Systtms for North Central Texas. The Pavement Management Task Force, 
representing local pubic W0fks offic:iall, NCTCOG staff, TxDOT DistridS. and consultants has 
provided oversight of the pavement management project and report. This report provides 
general guidelines for cities that currently do not use a pavement management system and for 
those cities interested in improving ther own pavement management process to meet the 
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Pavement Management System requirements established by the lntermodal Surface 
Transportation Efficiency Ad of 1991 (ISTEA). The report includes a description of 
recommended network-level system components, examples of other systems in use around 
the country, and a summary of existing systems being used in the region. 

UPWP Task 5.04 Traffic Congestion • Regional Partc-and-Ride Evaluation 

This study documents various park-and-ride demand estimation techniques to determine 
ridership at potential park-and-ride facilities. Results from these techniques were compared to 
observed data cofteded at existing park-and-ride facilities. This study also presents a set of 
criteria for the selection of new park-and-ride locations. A number of potential sites were 
analyzed using benefit/cost analyses to determine their effectiveness In Improving mobiljty. 

UPWP Task 510415 lntelliptnt Transportation Systfm• Communication 0yerylew for 
Traffic Control 

This study, conduded by Carter & Burgess Inc., a local consultant, was completed in two 
stages. The first stage included the researching of diffe,ent communication technologies 
available for traffic signal COi ,tlols. The second included the study of technology alternatives 
for connecting the Legacy Park area traffic signal eot,tlol~ with the Main Control Center using 
state-of-the-art communication technologies such as fiber optics, spread spectrum radio, and 
digital video. The final report is curently available for distribution. 

The following Is a report on projects In the UPWP which are underway or have recently 
begun: 

UPWP Task 3.08 Air Quality Public lnfonnation • The North Tep• Clgn Air Coalition 
Public Awareneu CamNlaQ 

A request for proposal (RFP) for conutant assistance to develop a pubic awareness 
campaign for the North Texas Clean Air Coalition has been issued. The goal of the p,ogram is 
to educate and infonn Dallas-Fort Worth area residents of air quality Issues. The campaign 
Includes the promotion of the Ozone Alert Progiam and altemative commute options. Media 
relations, development of advertising materials, and coon:llnation of promotional events are 
several of the tasks outline In the RFP. 

UPWP Task 3.09 Fort Worth Jrao,portatlon Authority Management Studies • Boarding 
and Atfahtlna Survey 

As part of Unified Planning Work Program 3.09, -the Fort Worth Transportation Authority has 
requested assistance from NCTCOG to conduct a systemwide boarding and alighting survey 
for the T. Trip specific, stop spec:fflc, and time-point specific data wll be colleded to analyze 
existing service and establish a more effective delivery of services. On March 17, 1995, LKC 
Consulting Services was selected from five consultant proposals to condud the project. All 
data collection is scheduled to occur prior to the end of May 1995. 
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UPWP Task 3.09 E9!1 Worth Tnnsportation Authority Management Studies -
Transit Service Sch•dulf Analysis and Ptveleement study 

The North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG) and the Fort Worth 
Transportation Authority (the T) have contracted the services of LKC Consulting Sefvices to 
conduct a systernwicle schedule analysis and development study. The results of the study will 
be used to improve the Ts ability to meet the growing needs of the communities It serves. The 
study is expected to be completed in six months. 

UPWP Jt•k 3,10 DART Manaaern,nt Stuclfn - ftldtlN'I Database Update 

A Request for Proposal to conduct an assessment of DART's ride share database was mailed 
to consultants in Mardi. The purpose of the study is to provide technical assistance to update 
their current rideshare database. An ongoing process to ensure quality lnfonnation to provide 
reliable car and van pool match rtsts is required. Proposals are clue in the NCTCOG office by 
5 p.m., April 13, 1995. 

YPWP Tufc 3,11 1°bf PIY Prplect Evaluftlon, st"9Sf9o, and Prioritization Mfthodology 

Work has begun on this project The consulting finn of Klmley-Hom and Associates was 
selected to develop a methodology that can be used by local govemments and transit 
agencies to technically evaluate mobility enhancing projects. This methodology will merge the 
traditional project evaluation criteria with less traditional criteria involving social, ec:onomic, and 
environmental concems in a fonnat that can be euily used on commercially available 
soflwan. A project review commillN c:ompriMd of Surface Transportation Technical 
CommittH members is now forming to review and comment on the syswn as It is being 
developed. 

UPWP Task 3,12 ftn1pna1 Travel SuFYtY -Houffbold Survey 

Phase One of the Dalal-Fort Worth Household Travel Survey is nearing completion. As pan 
of an extensive pilot test of altemative IIIV8Y procedures, over 1.200 raAdomly selected 
households in the Melroplex have been asked to fiU out one-day or two-clay adivlty/travel 
diaries for every member of the household. Although some additional households may be 
asked to participate during the May-August period,. the main survey of several thousand 
houMholds w11 occur primarly from late August to mid-October 1995. Applied Management & 
Planning Group (AMPG), based in Los Angeles, Calfomia, is the prim& conbactor for this 
project 

uewe Task a,13 -JhomuAhfn P1ann1na and Qnlan:GufdtUon 

As part of the Regional Thoroughfare Plan completed In September 1994, NCTCOG has been 
worki'lg on the development of typical design parameters or standards. The intent of this 
effort Is to assist local engineers and planners with general design guldellnes. Kinley-Hom & 
Associates Is under e011trad to perform the work as part of our consultants on retainer 
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program. The effort is being guided by a subcommittee of the Surface Transportation 
Technical Committee. This subcommittee reviewed and commented on a draft document in 
February. Based on these comments and staff feedback, the consultant is finalizing the 
document The guidelines will be provided to STTC for comments in May. The RTC will be 
asked to take action on the guidelines in June. 

CONGESTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

The Congestion Management System (CMS) cans for the refinement of perfonnance measures 
which are used to identify and measure traffic congestion in the region. Refinement of the 
CMS perfonnance measures will facilitate the development of multimodal congestion 
management strategies which can address recurring and nonrecurring congestion and aid in 
evaluating implemented strategies. Staff is currently reviewing the goals of the CMS and 
requesting input regarding the selection of perfonnance measures to meet those goals. 

REGIONAL TRAVEL DEMAND MANAGEMENT 

Implementation of the Regional Travel Demand Management Program has begun. Tarrant 
County companies are being contacted by the Fort Worth Transportation Authority and the 
Fort Worth Chamber of Commerce. An Ozone Alert kick-off event scheduled for Tarrant 
County wiU be held on April 12, 1995, in downtown Fort Worth. 

In Dallas, Collin, and Denton Counties, Dallas Area Rapid Transit, the North Texas 
Commission, and the Greater Dallas Chamber of Commerce are contacting majOr employers 
to promote altemative commute options. A regional media event for the Ozone Alert Program 
Is scheduled for April 25, 1995. Plans for other regional events are planned in Denton. CoUin, 
and Danas Counties. 

MPO-CEONEWSCUP~NG 

The North Central Texas COl.l"lcil of Govemments, in cooperation with the Fort Worth Chamber 
of Commerce, the Greater Dallas Chamber of Commerce, and the North Texas Commission, 
has fonned a coalition of businesses and citizens to address transportation and air quality 
challenges aaoss the region. An article from the publication "Mobility Partners• Is Included as 
Attachment 10.1 and provides information on the North Texas Clean Air Coaltion. 

RTC ATTENDANCE 

As required by the Regional Transportation Council (RTC) Bylaws, the RTC attendance is 
provided as Attachment 10.2. 
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STTC MINUTES AND ATTENDANCE 

Agency attendance at the February 24, 1995, and the March 24, 1995, meetings and the 
minutes of the January 20, 1995, and the February 24, 1995, meetings are contained in 
Attachment 10.3. 

NCTCOG 1994 ANNUAL REPORT 

The North Central Texas Counal of Governments' (NCTCOG) 1994 Annual Report Is now 
available. A copy of the report is attached for RTC members. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 
-Regional Travel Demand Management 
-Alternative Fuels 
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APPENDIXE: 

Congestion Management System 
Working Group Roater 





Congestion Management System case Study Working Group 

Purpose - to assist in the development of the Dallas-Fort Worth regional CMS, as 
outlined in the CMS Work Plan. Members will be asked to provide guidance to staff in 
the development of performance measures, definition of congested networks and 
systems, outline data collection responsibilities, advance regional and corridor-level 
TSM and TOM strategies, and other CMS-related tasks. Members will monitor their 
involvement with these activities and document time spent supporting the development 
and implementation of the CMS as a fulfillment of our in-kind contribution to the FHWA 
case study project. 

Meeting• - as needed, but probably monthly, at least through September 1995. 
Meetings will usually be held on the third Friday of each month (after STTC 
meetings), at 11 am. The first meeting will be held on December 16, 1994. 

Co 

Transportation Planner Fort Worth Tranportatlon Authority 

Traffic Network Engineer TxOOT-RPO 

Transportation Planner Dallas County 

Dir of Transportation Operations TxDOT • Fort Worth District 

Mobility Coordinator North Central Mobllty Task Force 

Transportation Planner NCTCOG 

Assistant Dir of Transportation NCTCOG 

Mgr of HOV Programs Dallas Area Rapid Transit 

Transportation Planner NCTCOG 

Dir of Transportation Operations TxDOT • Dalas District 

Urban Planning Assistant TxDOT • Fort Worth District 

District Bicycle Coorclnator TxDOT • Dalal District 

Dir of Economic Development City of North Richland Hills 
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CONGESTION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
FOR THE CENTRAL PUGET SOUND REGION 

Final FBW A Gragt Mid-Term Rmort 

I. BACKGROUND 

The Puget Sound region. expected to grow from 1.4 million residents in 1990 to 2.7 million by 
2020, is one of the fastest growing regions in the U.S. While the City of Seattle is its largest city, 
recent trends and forecasts show that future population and employment growth is moving to the 
outlying areas. Urban centers, such as Tacoma, Bellewe and Everett, are expected to absorb an 
increased share of jobs and households in the coming years. And, like other urban areas across 
the country, the Puget Sound region will experience a higher growth in vehicle miles traveled 
relative to its population and .employment growth. 

During the past several years, public responses to surveys and polls identify traffic congestion as 
one of the region's top concerns. However, because of the region's natural beauty and the high 
cost of surface transportation infrastructure, the region's citizens have also expressed opinions 
that new highway construction in the future will most likely be limited. Therefore, the region will 
have to develop innovative and cost-effective ways to manage its congestion. 

The CMS is coordinated with the long-range transportation planning policies and is an element of 
the region's long range metropolitan transportation plan (MTP), which provides the framework 
for the development of a management system that proposes to use advanced technology in a cost 
effective manner to meet federal, state and regional regulations and policies. In September 1994, 
the Puget Sound Regional Council adopted a Congestion Management System (CMS) Work Plan 
which begins to address its citizens concerns about traffic congestion. 

The CMS acknowledges federal policies that include those contained within the Intermodal 
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) of 1991 which focuses on implementing 
transportation investments that encourage greater person movement over vehicle movement. The 
CMS also has strong links tQ improving air quality, as articulated in the Clean Air Act 
Amendments of 1991. Transportation Control Measures, or TCMs are acknowledged as high 
priority investments in the CMS regulations. Further, CMS strategies must meet federal air 
quality requirements in order to be implemented. While the region submitted SIPs that do not 
contain TCMs - the region has shown attainment without TCMs - these strategies could be 
important during the coming maintenance periods, once the region is redesignated as attainment 
by the EPA. 

The Central Puget Sound Region's CMS will also be guided by a planning framework that is 
consistent with state growth management legislation. The Washington State Growth 
Management Act (OMA) provides direction for the region in that the MTP must be based on city 
and county comprehensive plans and policies. These plans and policies have been based on the 
framework established in VISION 2020, the region's growth and transportation strategy. 
VISION 2020 states that growth should be targeted in urban centers and the corridors that 

Congestion Management Sysum Development Program for the Central Puget Sound Region 
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coMect them. The access to centers and the corridors coMecting them will be provided by a high 
capacity transportation system. The MTP also emphasizes investments that maximize the existing 
transportation system, manage travel demand, support transit and pedestrian-oriented land use 
patterns and provide expanded capacity that offers greater mobility options. 

The CMS is intended to be an integral part of the transportation decision making process for 
many years to come. It will provide much needed infonnation to help the region meet its growth 
needs and to limit environmental impacts caused by the regional transportation system. To ensure 
that the region has the information it needs to make informed investment decisions, the CMS wiU 
need to be developed based on measures that address regional policies and objectives. In the 
Puget Sound region, travel time performance has been selected as the fundamental measure for 
CMS monitoring purposes. Travel time was selected as the most appropriate measure to compare 
performance across modes such as transit, vanpools and carpools, freight and goods, and 
potentially nonmotorized forms of travel. 

The PSRC is investigating the use of advanced technology options to collect modal data for 
monitoring travel time. The region is currently developing projects and programs that will collect 
traffic volumes, lane occupancy rates, vehicle speed and other important measures of value to 
transportation providers. Described in the following report are potential applications for 
gathering travel time data and the methods PSRC is currently investigating to gather data for 
CMS performance monitoring purposes. The report then continues with a discussion on the 
region's progress in terms of incorporating elements of the CMS into the regional planning and 
programming processes. Finally, the report closes with a summary schedule of key CMS 
activities that will be addressed in the coming months. 
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U. CMS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM OVERSIGHT STRUCTURE 

Figure 1 provides an overview of the structure of decision-making at the Puget Sound Regional 
Council and a framework for the development and implementation of the Congestion 
Management System. Oversight of the development of the CMS, being based fundamentally on 
VISION 2020 multicounty-planning policies and the Metropolitan Transportation Plan, begins 
with the General Assembly of the Puget Sound Regional Council. Major growth and 
transportation policy amendments as well as metropolitan transportation plan amendments are 
addressed periodically by the General Assembly. The General Assembly is made up of all member 
city and county elected officials within the central Puget Sound region, commissioners from the 
three member ports (Port ofEverett, Port of Seattle, and Port of Tacoma), and representatives of 
the two state agencies that are members of the Regional Council. The Assembly elects a new 
president and vice president of the Regional Council and delegates m9nth-to-month decisions to 
the Executive Board. 

Members of the Executive Board are appointed by their General Assembly constituents to 
represent the member governments. The Board meets monthly, and carries out delegated powers 
and responsibilities between meetings of the General Assembly. 

The Transportation Policy Board (TPB), makes all major transportation recommendations to the 
Executive Board. The TPB is made up of elected officials from local cities and counties, and 
representatives of the port districts and the Washington State Department of Transportation as 
well as advisory members representing citizen groups, and environmental and business interests. 

The CMS Work Plan for the central Puget Sound region was developed primarily through the 
oversight of the CMS Subcommittee of the PSRC's Regional Project Evaluation Committee 
(RPEC). The RPEC is made up of city and county public works and planning directors, transit 
agency planners, the Ports, and representatives of the Washington State Department of 
Transportation including the Washington State Ferries. The RPEC also receives input from 
nonmotorized interests and freight and goods interests. The CMS Subcommittee representatives 
were either RPEC members or appointees of RPEC members. In the future, transportation 
recommendations on policy and projects (including CMS strategies) will be developed through 
the RPEC. These decisions will be forwarded to the TPB, and on to the Executive Board. 
Generally, decisions reached by the Executive Board are forwarded to the state for formal 
adoption (e.g., regional transportation improvement program amendments, submission of CMS 
Work Plans, etc.) 

Other committees at the Regional Council also have an indirect role in the CMS program. The 
Transportation Operators Committee (TOC), which represents the local and state transit and ferry 
interests, will receive regular updates on the development of the CMS. The TOC will be asked to 
provide guidance on transit issues as they are raised through the CMS process. The 
Transportation Enhancements Committee, a joint government staff' and citizens group committee, 
is responsible for providing the Regional Council with advice on transportation policy and 
programming decisions as they relate to transportation enhancements as defined by 
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PSRC Organization Chart - Decision Making Framework for the CMS 
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the Intennodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act. The Regional Technical Committee, which 
oversees the development of the Regional Council's socioeconomic and travel demand databases 
as well as other technical applications, will provide guidance in the development of data collection 
systems development as well as potential refinements to the CMS perfonnance monitoring 
system. Finally, because transportation infrastructure significantly affects land use development, 
regular reports coming out of the CMS will be provided to the Growth Management Policy Board 
to address potential growth management policy modifications. 
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m. POLICY FRAMEWORK 

The Congestion Management System for the Puget Sound region is based on adopted multicounty 
transportation policies that fonn the overall regional transportation strategy of VISION 2020, the 
region's long-range growth and transportation framework. These policies provide the direction 
for regional decision-makers when they must propose planning decisions (MTP) and near-tenn 
transportation investments (TIP). The following provides a description of the VISION 2020 
concept. A list of the adopted VISION 2020/MTP mulitcounty planning policies are found in 
Appendix A. 

VISION 2020, adopted in 1990, is the long-range growth management, economic and 
transportation strategy for the central Puget Sound region encompassing King, Kitsap, Pierce and 
Snohomish counties. The strategy is intended to locate growth within defined urban areas, 
creating compact communities with growth focused in centers. This strategy is designed to foster 
a greater mix of land uses, a more complete and efficient network of streets and other public 
rights-of-way, and, in general, support an urban environment which is amenable to walking, bikina 
and using transit. VISION 2020 aims to preserve rural areas through low-density residential 
living maintained by rural levels of service and location of employment, housing, and services in 
cities and towns in rural areas. It represents a major public policy commitment to managed 
growth and the efficient provision of public services and facilities, particularly transportation 
investments that emphasize transit, ridesharing, demand management and the maintenance of 
current facilities. 

The adoption of VISION 2020 in 1990 preceded the enactment of changes in federal 
transportation policy and the adoption of state growth management legislation. Adoption of the 
Growth Management Act in 1990 and its amendments in 1991 and 1994 resulted in a new round 
of local, countywide, and regional planning throughout King, Pierce, Kitsap, and Snohomish 
counties. ISTEA and the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments mandated development of the MTP 11 
a more detailed plan than the transportation component contained in the original 1990 VISION 
2020 document. For these reasons, as well as the continued challenge of handling projected 
growth, VISION 2020 has been updated and has incorporated the MTP as the transportation 
component of VISION 2020. The 1995 VISION 2020 Update now provide&a more detailed 
integrated growth, economic and transportation strategy that clarifies the regional vision and 
refines the multicounty planning policies. This strategy includes integrating recently completed 
local and countywide plans into the updated VISION 2020 to ensure that the regional vision is 
consistent with and reflects emerging growth management plans of the region's cities and 
counties. Most importantly, the VISION 2020 Update includes specific strategies and actions to 
implement the regional vision and monitor its progress. 
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III. METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN 

The 1995 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) is a detailed, long-range plan for future 
investments in the central Puget Sound region's transportation system (see Figure 2). The MTP 
responds both to legislative mandates and to regional concerns of pressing transportation 
problems. In doing so. the MTP builds on VISION 2020. as adopted in 1990 and amended in 
1993 and 1995. VISION 2020 serves as the region's integrated long-range growth management, 
economic and transportation strategy. The 1995 MTP represents the first step in an ongoing 
regional planning and implementation process. Because the MTP must be updated at least every 
three years, its implementation and further refinement will continue a collaborative partnership 
of all major transportation system users, including local jurisdictions, environmental 
organizations, freight and goods operators, citizen groups and other public and private 
organizations. 

The basic building blocks for the MTP are 
city, county and transit agency plans, 
adopted multicounty and countywide 
pltilUUng policies, and the Washington State 
Department of Transportation (WSDOT) 
Multimodal and Transportation System 
plans. The MTP includes both short-term 
and long-term activities and encourages 
partnerships among governments, as well as 
between the public and private sectors. 

The MTP responds to federal mandates 
contained in the 1991 Intermodal Surface 
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) and 
1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. As 
shown in Figure 3, the Puget Sound region 
is in nonattainment of the National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards for carbon 
monoxide, ozone and particulate matter. 
The MTP must show consistency with State 
Implementation Plans by showing that 
projects and programs contained with it do 

Fiawe2 . 
The Central Puget Sound Region 

not violate federal air quality standards. The plan also explicitly defines long-term 
transportation strategies, opportunities and proposed investments for the Metropolitan 
Transportation System of King, Kitsap, Pierce and Snohomish counties. Additionally, the MTP 
responds to the state's Growth Management Act which requires long-range development plans 
prepared by cities and counties to be balanced with the transportation infrastructure that can 
support such development and be compatible with the VISION 2020 growth and transportation 
strategies. For state planning purposes. the MTP is the region's Regional Transportation Plan 
and meets requirements governing Regional Transportation Plans in RCW 47.80. 
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Figure 3 

Designated Non-Attainment Areas For Criteria Pollutants 
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The region currently invests approximately $1.4 billion annually just to maintain the region's 
transportation network of about 16,000 miles of roads and over 2,000 public transit buses serving 
90 park-and-ride lots and 27 transit centers throughout the region, not to mention our unique 
marine transportation system with a fleet of over 15 ferry boats linking diverse parts of the region 
through 13 ferry terminals. 'While these public expenditures equate to nearly $500 per person per 
year, individuals and businesses also annually invest many times more than this amount on their 
own private transportation expenditures. 

As all levels of government search for funding for competing demands, an overall blueprint is 
needed to guide public investment of transportation dollars to ensure maximum benefit to the . '· 
region. In addition, many aspects of our lives are influenced by the type of transportation system 
available and the nature of its operation. Access and mobility are important to our personal lives, 
to the economic health of the region, and to the overall quality of life. 

With its adoption by the Puget Sound Regional Council's General Assembly in May I 995, the 
MTP becomes the central Puget Sound region's first comprehensive statement oflong-range 
transportation planning objectives and actions providing an integrated response to the mandates 
of the federal lntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), the federal 1990 Clean 
Air Act Amendments, and the State of Washington's Growth Management Act. 

As an overall blueprint to guide the region's long-term transportation investments, the MTP 
incorporates local comprehensive planning activities and, over time, will provide users of the 
region's Metropolitan Transponation System with greater transportation options and improved 
intermodal connections. 

The Metropolitan Transportation Plan incorporates the Congestion Management System as an 
integral part of the regional transportation planning process. As shown in Figure 4, the CMS is 
designed to identify the appropriate strategies that wilJ be part of the planning and programming 
updates to the MTP. The CMS will identify strategies and potential policy modifications in the 
MTP in future updates. It is anticipated that based on recommendations coming from the CMS, 
policy refinements or phasing of regionally significant transportation projects and programs in 
the MTP could take place as soon as 1998 when the MTP is scheduled to be updated. The final 
CMS report to be published later this Fall will provide more details on the metropolitan planning 
process. 

11995 Metropolitan Transportation Plan: The Transportation Element of VISION 2020, 
the Region's Adopted Growth and Transportation Strategy. 
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V. TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

The Transportation Improvement Program is the implementation action of the Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan. The following describes background on the regional project selection 
process for transportation projects seeking ISTEA funds as well as other important regionally 
significant non-federally funded projects. 

Under the federal Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA), the Puget Sound 
Regional Council is responsible for approving the programming and maintenance of the region's 
three-year Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). The Regional Council is also required to 
have a documented process approved by its policy board which provides guidelines and criteria 
for how proposed transportation projects can become eligible for inclusion in the Regional TIP. 
The Regional Council, this year, refined its project selection pr0Ce$S to now reflect stronger and 
more direct policy support for implementation of recently adopted Metropolitan Transportation 
Plan and local city and county comprehensive plans by promoting and guiding coordinated 
regional and countywide programming activities for scarce federal ISTEA funds that are 
regionally managed. 

A document was prepared that provided a policy framework to help guide the Regional Council in 
its task to manage, administer and approve projects to be programmed and selected under the 
three regionally managed federal ~8 programs referred to as the Surface Transportation 
Program (STP), the Congestion Management and Air Quality (CMAQ) Program, and the Federal 
Transit Administration (FT A) Program. 

At a minimum, a Regional TIP document must contain all federally funded transportation projects 
that are approved to be undertaken in the four-county region over the next three-year period 
(1996-98). For projects to be included for approval in the Regional Council's TIP this September 
1995 -- the scheduled date for Executive Board action - the Regional Council must find that all 
such projects are consistent with the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (scheduled for adoption in 
April '95) and that they meet regional air quality testing requirements to assure the region 
maintains clean air standards. 

The TIP must contain all projects that are approved for "state managed• and "regionally 
managed" federal funding programs. Each federal funding program typically has unique 
requirements to be met. For example, projects may fit any number of distinct program funding 
categories if they can demonstrate the ability to improve air quality, or perhaps be for specific 
improvements on an intentate or national highway, or be a bridge improvement project, or be 
demonstrating transit improvements to meet requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA). In spite ofISTEA's well advertised.flexibility, there are still a fair number of 
programmatic "strings" that go with specific funding sources. 

Priority consideration was given to any projects proposed within these four categories which most 
directly support either or both of the following emphasis areas: 

Congtstion Management Sy8tem Development Program for the Central Puget Sound Region 
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• Improved mobility wiihin the hierarchy of designated centers (including commercial & 
industrial centers) or along major corridors connecting such centers. 

• Projects that can demonstrate that they contribute to sustaining or encouraging continued 
economic vitality for the region. 

Further project selection criteria addressed the following issues: 

I . Does the project improve system performance? Performance can be measured in a variety of 
ways, such as congestion levels for highway projects, or ridership per hour for transit. Who 
benefits from the improvement should be identified. 

2. Does the project reduce reliance on single-occupant vehicles? 

3. Does the project help sustain and promote economic vitality through improved mobility for 
people or freight and goods? 

4. Does the project improve or provide multimodal or intennodal access to ports, airports, or 
centers? 

5. Does the project support air quality goals? VMT and emissions reductions are required by 
federal law for CMAQ funded projects. 

6. How does the project support GMA/VISION 2020/comprehensive plans? 

7. Does the project provide greater system efficiencies or effectiveness? This may include 
considering improved connectivity with other elements of the transportation system or within 
the same system elements for improved person throughput. Examples: completion of the state 
HOV system; identifying missing roadway links; creating improved multimodal connections 
between bus, rail, ferry and pedestrian elements. 

Additional refined criteria were developed for the second stage of the regional project review 
process which potential high priority regional projects must address. These regional project 
criteria were refined with consideration for the below list of policy emphasis areas that are 
examples taken from ISTEA and the MTP: 

I . Maintenance & Preservation: a basic ISTEA goal for investing federal funds is to preserve the 
existing system (this refers to the multimodal Metropolitan Transportation System defined in 
theMTP). 

2. Traffic Congestion: federal regulations require that priority funding be considered for projects 
or programs that address traffic congestion problems related to the region's Congestion 
Management System (CMS - another ISTEA requirement). 

3. Safety: Identify and solve safety problems on the existing transportation system. 
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4. Efficiency: Increase efficiency of the existing system. 

5. Accessibility: Provide improved access to the transportation system, such as 
intermodaVmultimodal access to ports, transit centers. 

6. CoMectivity: Provide COMectivity of the existing system and provide intermodal 
coMectivity. 

7. Reliability and Convenience: Provide competitive time advantages, improve predictability of 
service and schedules, etc. 

8. Environmental Benefits: energy conservation, air quality emissions reductions. 

9. Cost/Affordibility: Refine classic cost-benefit approaches to begin to develop required least 
cost planning methodology (applicable in July 1996). 

The Regional Council is currently developing its FY 1996-98 Transportation Improvement 
Program. The TIP is scheduled to be adopted by the region in September of this year. The final 
CMS report will have more details on the programming processes and development schedule. In 
the final report the following issues will be addressed: 

• How the short-range and long-range performance monitoring schemes support planning and 
program decision-making? 

• To what extent will the CMS affect program decisions? 

• How will programming decisions be affected by the VISION 2020/MTP performance 
monitoring system, especially a broader transportation monitoring system (beyond traffic 
congestion)? 
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VI. PERFORMANCE MONITORING ELEMENT 

Performance measures are the central element of any CMS. According to federal requirements, 
performance measures will provide the basis for identifying the extent, severity and specific 
locations of congestion on a systemwide basis. This information can be used to track changes in 
congestion over time, idenb'fy potential congestion causes and provide information to decision
makers and the public. 

Two-Phased Approach 

A short and a long-range approach to monitor congestion on the CMS network was 
recommended. The monitoring of performance is important in that it focuses on areas of high 
congestion that need mitigation strategies by any number of multimodal solutions. VISION 2020 
and the countywide planning policies emphasize strategies that favor movement of persons and 
goods over vehicles. It was recommended that the region adopt an approach to performance 
monitoring strategies that supports these policies. Travel time is a performance measure that 
supports these policies and can be applied to more reliably measure the performance of not only 
automobiles but also transit, carpools, vanpools, and trucks. By supplementing travel time data 
with vehicle counts and average vehicle occupancy information, performance of effective mobility 
for person travel can be measured. 

Travel time monitoring systems are now emerging in the region; however, they are not yet 
complete enough to meet the CMS requirements. The region is therefore recommending a two
phased approach. The initial performance monitoring system will focus on a vehicle-based 
strategy, since that data is readily available and can be used to transition to a travel time strategy. 
The volume-to-capacity ratio (v/c) approach (based on traffic counts) will be transitioned to the 
travel-time based approach as soon as feasible ( estimated date for the transition is 1996). The 
initial data collection effort for the CMS network will also include, to the extent available, other 
data related to the identified NHS network such as: 

• Transit operation and passenger volumes in the corridors 

• freight & goods movement (relative volumes and delays) 

• Average vehicle occupancy 

• Other potential data (accidents, weather conditions, etc.) 

Under Phase 2, approximately 1996 and beyond, the CMS performance monitoring system will be 
fully transitioned to a travel time framework. The measuring of travel time will be done through 
the use of Automatic Vehicle Identification (A VI) technology. The A VI systems approach is 
currently being implemented by two transit agencies (Metro and Community Transit), and there is 
interest by other transit agencies as well. The A VI technology can be applied to all forms of 
surface transportation so that multimodal travel times can be obtained for SOVs, trucks, and even 
bicycles. It is anticipated that some of this data will also be beneficial in making regional 
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recommendations to WSDOT regarding issues being addressed in the state's required safety 
management system. 

Volume-to-Capacity Ratio 

Volume-to-capacity ratios have been recommended for the initial performance measurement for 
the CMS, transitioning to the preferred travel time measurement in the future. The volume to 
capacity ratio (v/c) approach is a more conventional level of service measure which equates 
roadway demand to supply. Demand is expressed by roadway volume and supply is expressed as 
the carrying capacity of a roadway. This measurement provides a simple ratio of demand to 
supply. Information can be coUected and evaluated that alerts transportation providers when 
traffic mitigation measures should be considered. For example, when v/c is 0.5, then the roadway 
is functioning at half of its capacity and no mitigation is necessary. When v/c nears 1.0, the 
roadway is reaching capacity and mitigation measures or other management techniques may need 
to be implemented. 

In the past, exceeding a volume to capacity ratio of0.5 (level of service C) was considered a 
capacity deficiency. But today a v/c ratio of0.9 (level of service E) is considered a more 
appropriate threshold due to a greater awareness of environmental issues, limited financial 
resources and because systems operations begin to deteriorate at this level. The recommended 
approach in the near term to identify the Region's most congested areas is to use the volume to 
capacity ratio of0.9 or level of service E or greater. Approximately 25 segments of the CMS 
roadway network throughout the region were identified using this approach, and these will be 
studied throughout the year. 

Using p.m. peak hour volumes, areas where the v/c ratio exceeds 0.90 (LOS "E") are identified. 
Those areas exceeding a 0.90 v/c ratio are then categorized according to the length of time that 
the 0. 90 v/c ratio is surpassed. These time categories that the v/c ratio is greater than 0. 90 are 
greater than 5 hours, 4 to 5 hours, and 3 to 4 hour. 

These categories create a hierarchy of congestion levels that allow the most congested areas to be 
addressed first. Consequently, the CMS subcommittee determined that the congested areas of 
concern are those areas where the v/c ratio is greater than 0.90 for more than 5 hours. The areas 
where the vie ratio exceeds 0.90 for 5 or fewer hours can be addressed after mitigating strategies 
have been established for the more severely congested areas. The use of the v/c ratio will be 
applied to the proposed regional National Highway System (NHS) roadway segments. 

In Phase 1, the CMS performance measure will include all of the regional auto ferry routes. The 
auto ferry performance measure utilizes measures of capacity and delay for general purpose 
vehicles. The ferry performance measure is based on a draft level-of-service (LOS) standard for 
ferry service. The level of service standard was developed through the work of the WSF in 
cooperation with regional land use and transportation committees operating in the Puget Sound 
region and the Olympic and Kitsap Peninsulas. 
Similar to measuring roadway congestion, the ferry performance measure is based on a volume
to-capacity (vie) ratio. The v/c ratio expresses traffic volumes in terms of a faciJity's capacity to 
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handle that traffic. In the case of ferries, v/c ratios are derived by dividing general purpose vehicle 
traffic volumes on a particular route by the carrying capacity of the vessel(s) assigned to that 
route. The v/c ratio can be calculated for a single sailing, a number of sailings, for specific time 
periods or an entire ferry operating day. Likewise, feny routes can be measured singly or in 
groups. 

Two types of data are needed for the feny performance measure calculation: route capacity and 
traffic volumes. Route capacity is the vehicular capacity of vessels assigned to the route. This 
data is readily available from the Washington State Ferries (WSF). Traffic volume data can be 
collected using a method that portrays a typical vehicular travel experience, i.e. the 85th 
percentile calculation. 2 By using the 85th percentile calculation, vehicle arrival data at terminals is 
recorded at 5-minute intervals through peak periods. 

Ferry riders typically think of congestion in terms of delay, or, the extra waiting time experienced 
at the terminal when they could not board the ferry because it was at capacity. The v/c ratio is 
then expressed as the number of boat wait(s) typically experienced before one can board the boat 
on a particular route, within defined time periods. 

Ferry mobility is expressed as the number of boat waits as established from terminal to terminal. 
These recommendations are based on traffic volumes and ferry capacities typical of the inonth of 
May and measured during the evening peak period. The performance measure is targeted 
towards "non-preferential" vehicles boarding the ferries. Non-preferential vehicles are defined as 
single occupant vehicles and all other vehicles without carpool registration with WSF. 

The ferry system carries many types of travel -- foot passengers, bicycles, buses, freight and 
automobiles. Among the various modes of travel on the ferry system, the WSF has established 
loading policies for registered vanpools, carpools, or other high occupancy vehicles (HOV) 
vehicles, as well as non-motorized traffic. The WSF guarantees priority loading for HOVs, 
effectively providing them with a "0 boat wait." Bicycles, motorcycles and foot-passengers will 
also have a "boat wait of0." Loading policies for freight and goods are currently being 
considered. Weekday freight and goods movement have a recommended 0, or no boat wait, 
westbound between S AM and 2 PM and eastbound between 9 AM and 3 PM on two designated 
freight routes: Seattle/Bremerton and Edmonds/Kingston. 
Ferry Data Collection Plan and Reporting Procedure. The number of boat waits per route for 
modes of travel with established performance standards will be collected by the WSF. Currently, 
the WSF anticipates using forecasted trip data on an annual basis, and collecting data at ferry 
terminals approximately every five years. The number of boat waits per route for modes of travel 

The 85th percentile concept in lraflic engineering is a statistical procedure used to determine facility 
performance calculations at a typical • but not the full spectrum • of travel expcricocc on that facility. Tbe 
85th percentile is the 85th division amoog 100 equal divisions of a complete range of travel experiences. 
Tbe idea is ro exclude "extreme· experiences from performance measures. As applied to ferries, the V/C 
ratios experienced on a sailing or a oumber of sailings are arrayed, and die 85th division selected as die 
typical experience. 
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with established mobility standards will be reported by WSF to the Regional Council for 
congestion management system purposes. 

Second Phase Performance Measures 

Travel Time Performance Measure. Congestion to the traveler is delay caused by stopped or 
slowly moving vehicles on the highway, road and street system. While volume/capacity and level 
of service calculations are intended to quantitatively estimate the congestion perceived by the 
traveler, measuring travel time, speed, and delay more accurately represents congestion from the 
traveler's perspective. Mobility, the efficient movement of people and goods, with an emphasis on 
options and accessibility is a major policy of VISION 2020. Travel time can be used to measure 
mode options and accessibility in both absolute and relative terms. Travel time is recommended 
as the preferred congestion performance measure, however, collecting this data will take several 
years. Therefore, travel time is the long-term performance measure of choice. The following 
paragraphs describe its use and the intended data collection program. 

Travel Time Usage. Congestion is experienced by, and should be measured for, all modes, 
including single occupant passenger vehicles (SOV's), high occupancy vehicles (HOV's), transit, 
ferries, bicycles, pedestrians, and various classifications of freight modes. 

Travel time will be used as a unit of measure to compare the eft'ect of congestion between modes. 
There are a number of advantages to choosing travel time as a measure of eft'ectiveness. Travel 
time allows for consistent measurements. These measures are relatively reliable in that a 
measurement can be taken for the same route oi: within the same geographic area over time. 
Comparisons will indicate the eft'ectiveness of congestion strategies over time. Travel time is also 
a measurement which is applicable to all modes of trave~ including autos, trucks, transit, 
carpools, vanpools, and bicycles. Consequently, travel time comparisons can be made across 
various modes of travel as well as within modes. Finally, since travel time is aft'ei:ted by land use 
and transportation decision, it can be used to determine if the region is achieving its growth 
management and transportation goals. 

Figure S identifies potential travel time measures that could be used in the Puget Sound region's 
congestion management system. It is important to note the various geographical areas of 
measurement. Because both the Washington State Growth Management Act and VISION 2020 
call for new growth in households and employment to be directed inside urban growth areas 
(UGAs) and centers of concentrated development, these specific geographic areas are 
emphasized. Efficient and eft'ective transportation is important in centers and the UGA, where it 
can be most dif&cult to achieve. If travel delay is minimized in these areas, increased development 
will be supported there. The Congestion Management Work Plan would be 
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Figure 5 

Potential Travel Time Performance Measures 
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supportive of the regional and state growth management goals through this application of travel 
time. 

Data Collection Technique. In the short term, only a limited number of methodologies are 
available for coUecting travel time and delay information. In the Puget Sound region, the 
WSDOT may be able to use its existing Surveillance, Contro~ and Driver Infonnation System 
(SC&DI) to gather travel time and delay information on portions of the freeway system, but for 
most other roadways, manual data coUection or model generated estimates wiU be needed. 3 For 
this reason, travel time is proposed as a long-term strategy. 

4· Mark Halleabeck, "Recommended Congestion Monitoring Options for WSDOT". Wasbiagrao Slate Tompoaatioo 
Cealer, Sepcember 1993, p. 8 
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The proposed long-tenn congestion monitoring system would obtain access to a variety of data 
that are currently, or will be, collected by freeway, arterial, and transit operational control 
systems. The recommended long-tenn program would incorporate data from th~ existing SC&DI 
systems, as well as data that will become available when the North Seattle Advanced Traffic 
Management System (NSATMS) and automatic vehicle identification- (A VI) based bus signal 
priority projects become operational. Travel time performance information would come from the 
transit signal priority equipment. This system will use A VI readen and vehicles tags to identify 
buses as they approach signalized intersections. By measuring the distance between specific A VI 
readers (intersections) and comparing the time each bus ( or other tagged vehicle) passes each 
reader, it will be possible to determine the travel time between readers. By monitoring these 
travel times over the course of the day and the course of the year, the CMS would identify 
absolute and relative travel times.' 

The overall intent is to link the transit priority hardware with the NSATMS and to use that data in 
the CMS program. Both the NSA TMS and the CMS program wiU benefit from this arrangement. 
The CMS program will have current information on travel time, and the NSATMS would obtain 
data necessary for analyzing the effectiveness of the integrated control hardware's signal 
coordination capabilities. 5 

In order to make the NSATM system compatible with the CMS program some adjustments to 
NSATM would be necessary. The necessary revisions are listed below. 

• Provide communications capabilities to signals with signal prioritization hardware in the 
NSATMS geographic areas (this includes both communications devices such as modems and 
facilities such as telephone lines or cellular telephone access). 

• Purchase extra A VI tags for non-transit vehicles. 

• Build data storage, retrieval, and access capabilities into the NSATMS database. 

• Write software to compute travel times from the collected data6
• 

Ad4itional equipment that complements these systems wiU need to be purchased and installed to 
expand the geographic coverage of the systems. The portion of the A VI system currently funded 
is designed to validate the equipment and methodology. It provides limited coverage in two 
corridors. Expansion of the CMS data collection effort is anticipated to come primarily from the 
individual operating agencies' efforts to improve and expand their operational control systems. 

Ibid., p. 34. 

Ibid. page 41 

Ibid. page 39 
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The recommended data collecting technique is as follows: 

(1995 - 1996) 

• Use existing freeway SC&DI systems to provide freeway perfonnance information in the form 
of travel time and delay to supplement and validate Regional Council model estimates. 

• Use data available through the NSATMS project (as well as similar projects if this concept is 
expanded) to provide urban arterial travel time and delay to supplement and validate Regional 
Council model estimates. 

ITS Backbone 

One of the unique features of the Puget Sound region's CMS is the application of Intelligent 
Transportation Systems technology in data collection. especially for monitoring multimodal travel 
time performance. It is no secret that data coUection can be time consuming and expensive. 
Traditional data collection techniques such as vehicle occupancy studies, origin-destination 
surveys and transit on-board surveys can be cost prohibitive to many areas. Unless the CMS data 
coUection is included as part of an existing data coUection effort, it will be difficult for states and 
r:egion's to justify the expense for a such a system. The CMS for the Puget Sound region is 
designed to "piggy back" on other data collection efforts currently underway. Since data 
collected for other applications is now becoming available, with a little bit of effort, it can be 
relatively inexpensive to capture data for CMS purposes. 

One key effort, known as the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) Backbone Project, is to link 
the data coUection systems through one communication pipeline. This project will provide data 
collection linkages with local and regional agencies and the state WSDOT. The project, 
developed in cooperation with the University of Washington. the City of Seattle, and the 
Washington State Department ofTransportation. will provide connections among jurisdictions 
and agencies through the Internet. 

As shown in Figure 6, data produced by an agency can be accessed by any or all members that 
have access to the Internet. For travel times, automobile, and potentially truck traffic, could be 
obtained from the WSDOT through its traffic loop detector system. Transit vehicle travel time 
could be obtained through a transit agency automatic vehicle identification system. Most data for 
travel modes could theoretically be collected and distributed through the ITS Backbone. The 
project wiU provide an opportunity to provide data collection linkages to the regional CMS. 

As shown in the Figure, by attaching to the Internet, the Regional Council will have immediate 
access to the various data collection activities mentioned above. Once the data is coUected from 
the various sources, the server at the Regional Council that is attached to the Internet would 
house specific information that could be manipulated through various computer program 
algorithms to produce final CMS travel time reports for CMS reporting purposes. Another 
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benefit of the system would be that other local, state and federal agencies would have access to 
the PSRC CMS data simply by having access to the Internet or through the PSRC's Bulletin 
Board System (BBS). 

This Fall, the Regional Council, (pending receipt ofa Federal Highway Administration grant), will 
undertake a project to develop the first linkages to collecting real-time data from an off-site 
source. The project would provide the computer hardware and software required to the ITS 
Backbone, described above. The project would link to one data site such as the North Seattle 
Advanced Traffic Management System, develop a CMS "home page" for access by internal and 
external planners and provide the necessary procedures to implement communication links into 
the future. 

Data such as vehicle counts and speeds could be gathered from a source (e.g., WSDOT loop 
detectors) and "pulled" into the CMS server located at the PSRC through the ITS Backbone 
system. The data could then be manipulated through a series of algorithms to develop CMS 
output needed for CMS reports. In addition, this summarized information could be used by 
others for non-CMS applications such as transit route planning, freight and goods scheduling or 
long range land use and transportation planning purposes. 

If alt goes well during the above demonstration project, the PSRC will seek linkages to other data 
collection sites. To develop the additional CMS linkages to the ITS Backbone, the PSRC is 
seeking FY 1997-98 federal ISTEA funds. The project, known as the Multimodat Data 
Integration Project for the Regional Congestion Management System, would extend the initial 
data collection systems concept developed through the ITS Backbone demonstration project to 
other data sources. The project would also support staff in providing enhancements to the overall 
CMS program, especially the performance monitoring element. Some of the specific activities 
would include the development of: 

• Communication protocols to access data, 

• Interlocal agreements to access and use data, and 

• System support and training for staff and other activities. 

Freight Travel 

Freight travel differs significantly from general purpose, person oriented travel. Rather than 
focusing on trip generation, distribution, and assignment, freight travel is focused on economic 
changes and the impact of economic changes on goods production and delivery. 

As part of the metropolitan transportation planning process, the Regional Council has developed a 
strong working relationship with the freight community through its Roundtable, a working 
coalition of private sector freight representatives and public sector transportation providers. The 
Regional Council is working in conjunction with the Roundtable to develop performance criteria 
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for the region's freight activity. Developing these measures is a long-term goal, but the Regional 
Council expects this process and its products to be applicable to the CMS. 

Four criteria are currently under consideration; safety, cycle time, cost and reliability. At this 
time, however, the recommendation for the preferred measure focuses on percent delay in freight 
travel. A report discussing these potential measures is expected to be available in the fall. 

Criteria and Application. The process of working with the freight community is considered to be 
the first step in developing freight related congestion measures. Because of the necessary 
discussion and research, developing the performance criteria and the congestion measures is a 
long term process. 

While the details of measuring reliability are still being developed, the current definition of the 
concept focuses on reducing the percent of delays experienced by major truck and rail movement 
between selected regional origins and destinations. Some additional issues raised include 
identifying critical freight movement for study and measurement; establishing a consistent 
methodology and/or survey process for determining if freight is arriving within schedule; and 
determining key origin and destination points and routes for freight travel. For this CMS, percent 
of delays is the recommended measurement. This measurement would be applied initially to 
segments on the CMS network, although the measure may be extended to areas or corridors, as 
identified by the freight community. 

Other Applicable CMS Data Sources 

The CMS Subcommittee recognized that additional data is available in the region and ideally 
should be considered as part of the CMS. These data can provide assistance to decision makers in 
the selection and evaluation of CMS strategies. While the focus of CMS performance and 
congestion relief strategies will initially be based on the measures previously discussed, the region 
may decide to formally adopt some of the performance measures described in the following 
paragraphs at a future date. 

Nonrecurring Congestion . 

Nonrecurring congestion refers to congestion that occurs on an irregular basis often arising from 
events which occur separately from the daily commute-related congestion. The causes of 
nonrecurring congestion can be divided into two categories: incidents and special events. 
Incidents includes accidents, distractions, and vehicle breakdowns which reduce traffic flow. 
Special events are activities such as sports events, musical concerts, and community fairs. These 
events generate large volumes of travel with a single destination. While occurring at irregular 
intervals, special events are often well planned events, and the traffic impacts often can be 
anticipated. 

Including nonrecurring congestion in the CMS was initially considered in the Proposed Rule for 
CMS but was not directly mentioned in the Interim Final Rule. Nonetheless, the Federal Highway 
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Administration expects incident related congestion to be addressed in the CMS because incidents 
often cause a large portion of congestion. 

The development of a special events congestion measurement may be considered even though 
special event related congestion is not required to be in the CMS. The measurement of 
congestion caused by special events is expected to be a travel time or delay measurement which 
will be coordinated with the travel time or delay measurement for the overall transportation 
system. 

Incident Management'. Incidents are defined as any event that impedes traffic flow. Examples of 
incidents includes accidents, vehicle breakdowns and spills. Incidents, in contrast to daily 
commute congestion, are random and unpredictable: neither their timing or their location can be 
anticipated. One research group estimates that in 1984 58 percent of the total hours of delay was 
caused by freeway incidents. The percentage of delay caused by freeway incidents is expected to 
increase to as much as 70 percent by the year 2000. Incident related congestion can also be 
measured by travel time. In fact, WSOOT has already begun collecting data on traffic delays 
caused by incidents through its Incident Management Program. The goal of the program is to 
"facilitate the efficient clearance of incident sites" .1 

WSDOT personnel, trained and equipped for resolving traffic incidents, are on call 24 hours a day 
to respond to incidents that typically close one or more lanes of traffic for one or more hours on 
any state route in their region. The Incident Response Team (IRT) are notified by the 
Washington State Patrol (WSP) who determine if the IRT is needed. For those incidents 
addressed by the IRT, the IRT maintains data on the incident, including information on the date 
and time of the incident, how long the road was closed, and the time that all lanes were reopened. 
This program can be used as a source for measuring congestion caused by incidents. 

The data on the length of time of road closure being collected by the IR T program provides a 
direct measure of congestion caused by incidents. Working with WSDOT and the IRT program, 
the Regional Council can monitor changes in the congestion due to incidents. Vehicle hours of 
delay and an estimated cost of delay can be calculated because data on the duration of the 
incident, the number of lanes blocked, and the traffic volume at the time of tho incident is already 
being gathered. 

However, the IRT program has several issues that must be addressed in order to be fully 
applicable to the CMS data needs. First, the WSOOT regions do not correspond with the 
Regional Council's jurisdictional boundaries. The Puget Sound Regional Council consists of 
King, Kitsap, Pierce and Snohomish counties. King and Snohomish counties are in the WSDOT 

7 This section is derived directly l'rom die draft repon, Incident Management Background, produced by 
University of Washington, TRAC. 

8 ibid 
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Nonhwestem Region, while Kitsap and Pierce counties are in the Olympic Region. To develop 
an incident based CMS program, data would have to be collected from both the Northwestern and 
the Olympic Peninsulas. Tl:e data specific to the region would then have to be culled from the 
data of the two larger regions. 

Secondly, the IRT efforts ire focused on the urban areas because the majority of accidents occur 
in urban areas. While this may be the most efficient use of resources, this focus on urban areas 
does mean that incident data is more sketchy in rural areas. The Northwestern and Olympic 
Regions are divided into subareas that are contingent with the WSDOT maintenance areas. At 
least one IR.Tis available for each maintenance area in the urban regions. Lastly, the IR.Tis also 
limited to state routes, while the current Regional Council CMS program considers the entire 
NHS system. 

Over time, however, these issues will be resolved and the IR.T may be able to identify a full range 
of incidents throughout the NHS system. In the meantime, the data and information provided by 
the IR T program can provide the Regional Council with useful supplemental information for 
managing congestion. 

Special Events. Since travel time is the preferred measure of congestion in the long term, 
congestion arising from special events can also be measured in terms of travel time. The precise 
measurement of the time or delay based measure related to special events will be developed in 
conjunction with the measure of travel time for the overall system. 

In the short term, the Regional Council can carry out background research and begin to develop 
a database that can focus on several issues, as outlined below. 

• the definition of special events 

• which special events warrant congestion management 

• the location of the relevant special events 

• the transportation system serving the special event locations 

• existing special event mitigation efforts 

• current criteria for establishing special event mitigation 

By identifying and understanding these definitions and components of congestion related to 
special events, the travel time analysis can be more effectively applied. 

Other measures, as appropriate, can also be considered for the Phase Il program as follows: 
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Non-Motorized Facilities Coverage 

This measure wiU attempt to gauge the availability of non-motorized facilities. The primary focus 
is on bicycle facilities although it is recognized that measures of pedestrian facilities are also 
desirable. Three bicycle.oriented data elements are defined; miles of bike paths. transit coaches 
accessible to bicycles, and the number of available bicycle storage lockers or racks. This measure 
would be used during the second phase. The following supplemental infonnation can be collected 
during Phase I . 

HOV/Transit Service Coverage. This measure is simply an inventory ofHOV lanes available to 
support transit, vanpools and carpools. Three data elements are identified to measure 
HOV/fransit Service Coverage. They include: total HOV miles on the CMS network, number of 
transit routes utilizing these HOV lanes, and total vehicles traveling in HOV lanes. 

Transit Frequencies in Major Co"idors on CMS Network. This measure is designed to estimate 
the frequency of transit service through designated major corridors. This measure will be limited 
to transit coach service. 

Park & Ride Lot Inventory. This is an inventory of the total number of parking spaces in park and 
ride lots related to the CMS network. 

Park & Ride Usage 
This indicator measures the use of park & ride facilities by periodically counting the number of 
cars parked in each facility. This measure should also be expressed as a ratio of total parking 
spaces. 

TDM Program Coverage. This measure is designed to gauge the availability of employer 
programs to promote reductions in commute trip travel. The measure is expressed in two ratios: 
employees covered by the Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) program to total employees and CTR 
participating employees to total employees. These two ratios will gauge program penetration in 
both the region and within employers. 

In-Vehicle Travel Time. This indicator gauges the relative on board travel times of various 
transportation choices such as transit, and other forms ofHOV or non motorized travel. A ratio 
is proposed using SOV travel time as the denominator to each of the non SOV modes. Data 
currently available from the Regional Council's travel panel may allow calculation of these ratios. 
The data may require supplementation with transit on board travel surveys. Further investigation 
is necessary. 

Total Travel Time. This indicator forecasts the total travel time from origin to destination for 
each non SOV travel mode. It is recognized that multiple travel modes may be utilized in a trip 
and that wait and transfer time will be measured. The measure is expressed as a ratio to SOV trip 
time for the same segment. Ratio calculations should be feasible with data from the Regional 
Council travel panel but further investigation is necessary. 
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Transit Schedule Adherence 
This indicator attempts to gauge the effectiveness of transit in providing a reliable service. 
Although it is widely agreed that reliability of scheduled service is a key factor to transit usage, it 
is also agreed that a common measure of reliability has not been identified. Future work should 
address this measure. 

Person Throughput. This indicator measures effectiveness of a transportation facility or service 
and can be particularly effective in measuring congestion. This indicator could also be useful in 
assessing the adequacy of system capacity and could be a valuable guide to investment decisions. 
Measurement of this indicator must occur with models as it cannot be easily accomplished with 
manual methods and field data. 

CMS Performance Monitoring Network 

The focus of the CMS performance monitoring system will ultimately be on the proposed 
Metropolitan Transportation System (MTS). The MTS includes both transportation facilities 
and services which provide regionally significant travel oppornmities to facilitate access to 
locations and activities crucial to the social or economic health of the central Puget Sound 
region. The MTS can be viewed as a planning tool used to identify regional transportation 
problems, develop regional solutions, define the transportation network required for regional 
air quality analyses and serve as a focus for required state, regional and local transportation 
system performance monitoring, particularly congestion monitoring for the CMS. The MTS is 
intended to be an evolving regional system that will periodically be updated as projects and 
programs are advanced for the purposes of improving its performance or adding capacity. 
Figure 7 describes the existing highway element of the MTS, which will ultimately be primary 
network for performance monitoring of the CMS. 

In the interim (the next two to three years), the CMS performance monitoring network will be the 
proposed National Highway System facilities and that state ferry routes. Figure 8 shows the 
initial CMS network for performance monitoring purposes. Of the NHS and ferry routes, the 
initial monitoring efforts will be focused on the approximately 2S most congested segments. A 
description of these segments can be found in the CMS Work Pian, Metropolitan Transportation 
Plan Background Report #13. 

The focus of CMS strategies may or may not apply directly to the CMS network. The focus of 
the strategies are to improve person mobility in a subarea or along a transportation corridor. The 
CMS network will be used to inform the region is transportation strategies implemented 
regionwide, in a subarea, or in a transportation corridor are effective. More work is to be done 
later this Fall to better understand how performance measures will be applied to planning subareas 
or in corridors. The performance measures described above will be refined to ensure that planners 
will be able to credibly assess the performance of potential CMS strategies. Also to be developed 
later this year will be a process to add facilities to the initial CMS network for monitoring 
purposes. 
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Figure 7 

Metropolitan Transportation System 
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fi2ure 8 
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VII. fflE NEXT STEPS 

To provide more detail to the CMS Work Plan and to develop a better CMS implementation 
scheme, the Regional Council has solicited the services of the Seattle office of IlfK and 
Associates. The consultant is assisting staff in refining the CMS Work Plan by focusing on two 
primary areas: ( 1) to further-develop its performance monitoring system framework, including, 
but not limited to how the region will transition from a volume/capacity ratio system to one based 
fundamentally on travel time through the use of Intelligent Transportation Systems technology; 
and (2) to develop a congestion management strategy evaluation process. including, but not 
limited to, the evaluation ofsingle occupant vehicle (SOV) expansion projects. The consultant 
will be on board through the rest of the year and into 1996. 

Staff has prepared a refined implementation schedule that leads to 1'111 CMS implementation by 
October 1, 1995. This schedule has been submitted to the state Department of Transportation as 
well as the regional FHW A office. A schedule for addressing the following CMS elements is 
attached. 

• CMS Data Collection 

• SOY Expansion Projects 

• CMS Network Evaluation/Strategy Evaluation 

• TIP Priority Funding Process 

• Metropolitan Transportation Plan 

The following describes the key milestones that will be addressed u part of the CMS 
Development Program for the Puget Sound region. Highest priority will be given to the 
development of procedures for meeting single-occupant vehicle expansion requirements of the 
CMS in Transportation Management Areas that are in nonattainment of federal air quality 
standards. 

CMS IMPLEMENTATION SCHEDULE 

CMS Data CoHpop 

• 1990 and most recent (1994,95) daily and peak hour vehicle counts for CMS network 
deficient segments: Sprina-F• 1995 

• 1990 and most recent (1994,95) daily and peak hour vehicle counts for remaining CMS 
network segments: Spring-Fal 199S 

• Auto/Passenger and Passenger Only Vehicle and passenger volumes: Spring 1995 
• Transit route coverage in CMS Network corridor: 
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- Type of service (local, express) 
-Frequency 
- Ridership 

DATE: Summer/Fall 1995 

• Initial CMS System Perfonnance Report: Spring 1996 

soy Expansion Projects 

• Identification of candidate projects: Winter 1995 

• Data Collection 

o 1990 and most recent (1994,95) daily and peak hour vehicle counts for SOV Expansion 
projects not on CMS network: Fall 1995 

o Transit route coverage in CMS Network corridor: 
- Type of service (local, express) 
- Frequency 
- Ridership 

DATE: Fall/Winter 1995 

CMS Network Evaluation/Strategy F.yllluation 

• Identification of potential strategies for implementation: Beginninc Early 1996 

• Phasing of project/program implementation 
Some project and program improvements have been identified in draft Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan and Transportation Improvement Program. Full CMS strategy 
implementation will occur during the next phase of the MTP and TIP refinements (see 
below). 

• Strategy effectiveness evaluation: Frequency of CMS strategy effectiveness evaluations will 
be determined in the Fall of 1995. 

TIP Priority Fundin& Process 

• Policy Framework Refinements based on CMS: Fall 1996 

• Project Selection Criteria refinements based on CMS: Winter 1997 

• FY 1998-2000 TIP Project Selection (TIP Adoption): Fall 1997 
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MetrQpolitan Transportation Plan 

• Policy Modifications based on CMS: Spring 1998 

• MTP Project Identification and Phasing based on CMS Begins: Summer 1998 
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APPENDIX A 

VISION 2020 Multioounty Framework Policies 

Urban Growth Areas: 
RG-J Locate development in urban growth areas to conserve natural resources and 

enable efficient provision of services and facilities. Within urban growth areas, 
focus growth in compact communities and centers in a manner that uses land 
efficiently, provides parks and recreation areas, is pedestrian-oriented, and helps 
strengthen communities. Connect and serve urban communities with an efficient, 
transit-oriented, multi-modal transportation system. 

Contiguous and Order(\· Development: 
RC-2 Coordinate provision of necessary public facilities and services to support 

development and to implement local and regional growth planning objectives. 
Provide public facilities and services in a manner that is efficient, cost-effective, 
and conserves resources. Emphasize interjurisdictional planning to coordinate 
plans and impJementation activities and to achieve consistency. 

Regional Capital Facilities: 
RF-3 StrategicalJy locate public facilities and amenities in a manner that adequately 

considers alternatives to new facilities (including demand management), 
implements regional growth planning objectives, maximizes public benefit, and 
minimizes and mitigates adverse impacts. 

Housing: 
RH-4 Provide a variety of choices in housing types to meet the needs of all segments of 

the population. Achieve and sustain an adequate supply of low-income, 
moderate-income and special needs housing located throughout the region. 

Rural Areas: 
RR-5 Preserve the character of identified rural areas by protecting and enhancing the 

natural environment. open space and recreational opportunities, and scenic and 
historic areas; support small-scale farming and forestry uses; permitting low
density residential living and cluster development maintained by rural levels of 
service. Promote cities and towns in rural areas as locations for employment, mix 
of housing types, urban services and cultural activities. 

Open Space, Resource Protection and Critical Areas: 
RO-6 Use rural and urban open space to separate and delineate urban areas and to create 

a permanent regional greenspace network. Protect critical areas, conserve natural 
resources, and preserve lands and resources of regional significance. 
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Economics: 
RE-7 Foster economic opportunity and stability. promote economic well-being, and 

encourage economic vitality and family wage jobs while managing growth. 
Support effective and erticient mobility for people, freight, and goods that is 
consistent.with the region's growth and transportation strategy. Maintain region
wide information about past and present economic performance. Assess future 
economic conditions that could affect the central Puget Sound region. 

Transportation: 
RT-8 Develop a transportation system that emphasizes accessibility, includes a variety 

of mobility options, and enables the efficient movement of people, goods and 
freight, and information. 

Multicounty Transportation Policies 

Optlmlu and Manage the Use of Tra11sportation Facilities and Services 

RT-8.1 

RT-8.2 

RT-8.3 

RT-8.4 

RT-8.S 

Develop and maintain efficient, balanced, multi-modal transportation sy~ms 
which provide coMections between urban centers and link centers with 
surrounding communities by: 

a. Offering a variety of options to single-occupant vehicle travel; 
b. Facilitating convenient coMections and transfers between travel 

modes; 
c. Promoting transportation and land use improvements that support 

localized trip-making between and within communities; 
d. Supporting the efficient movement of freight and goods. 

Promote convenient interrnodal connections between all elements of the regional 
transit system (bus, rail. ferry, air) to achieve a seamless travel network which 
incorporates easy bike and pedestrian access. 

Maintain and preserve the existing urban and rural transportation systems in a safe 
and usable state. Give high priority to preservation and rehabilitation projects 
which increase effective multimodal and intermodal accessibility, and serve to 
enhance historic, scenic. recreational and/or cultural resources. 

Maximi7.e multimodal access to marine ferry routes through: 
a. Coordinated connections to land-based transit service; 
b. Safe and convenient bicycle and pedestrian linkages; 
c. Preferential access for high-occupancy vehicles, and freight and 

goods movement on designated routes. 

Encourage public and private sector partnerships to identify freight mobility 
improvements which provide access to centers and regional fac,ilities, and 
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RT-8.6 

RT-8.7 

RT-8.8 

RT-8.9 

RT-8.10 

facilitate convenient inh:rmodal transfers between marine. rail, highway and air 
freight activities, to and through the region. 

Promote efficient mullimodal access to interregional transportation facilities such 
as airpons, seaports. and inter-city rail stations. 

Where increased roadway capacity is warranted to support safe and efficient travel 
through rural areas. appropriate rural zoning and strong commitments to access 
management should be in place prior to authorizing such capacity expansion in 
order to prevent unplanned growth in rural areas. 

Support transportation system management activities. such as ramp metering, 
signalization improvements. and transit priority treatments, to achieve maximum 
efficiency of the current system without adding major new infrastructure. 

Develop and periodically update regional transportation system perfonnance 
standards to assist in the development of level-of-service standards for state 
owned and/or operated· transportation facilities which seek to assure effective 
coordination and mutual benefit between local and state transportation systems. 

Support the retrofit of existing roadways and other transportation facilities to 
control and reduce noise. polluting runoff and barriers to fish passage. 

Manage Travel Demand Addressing Traffic Ct>ngestion and Environmental Objectives 

.RT-8.ll 

RT-8.12 

RT-8.13 

RT-8.14 

RT-8.15 

Promote demand management and education programs that shift travel demand to 
non-single occupant vehicle travel modes and to off-peak travel periods, and 
reduce the need for new capital investments in surface, marine and air 
transportation. 

Support transportation system management programs, services, and facility 
enhancements which improve transit's ability to compete with single-occupant 
vehicle travel times. 

Regional, major corridor. and urban center goals should be established reflecting 
regional policy intent to achieve increased proportional travel by transit, high
occupancy vehicle, and nonmotorized travel modes to achieve reduced 
dependence on single-occupant vehicle travel, with the greatest proportional 
increases in urban centers. Such goals should be set for 5- to 10-year periods and 
periodically updated in consultation with local jurisdictions, transit agencies and 
WSDOT. 

Emphasize transportation investments that provide alternatives to single-occupant 
vehicle travel to and within urban centers and along corridors connecting centers. 

Develop a public dialogue and seek broad public support for i~plementation of 
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RT-8.16 

transportation pricing strategies which can reduce subsidies for less efficient 
travel and manage mm:1 demand. Pricing strategies are intended to assist in 
achieving growth managt:ment and economic development goals and policies, and 
should also support ohj~·ctives for energy conservation, air quality improvement 
and congestion managcmt:nt. 

Support oppot1unities 10 use advanced transportation and information 
technologies which dcnllmstrate support for regional growth and transportation 
strategies. 

Focus Transportatio11 Investments S1111porting Transit and Pedestrian-Oriented Land Use 
Patterns 

RT-8.17 

RT-8.18 

RT-8.19 

RT-8.20 

RT-8.21 

RT-8.22 

RT-8.23 

Integrate land use and transportation solutions that offer the best opportunity to 
reduce air pollution, conserve energy, and protect the natural environment. 

Investments in transportation facilities and services should support compact. 
pedestrian-oriented land use development throughout urban communities, and 
encourage growth in urban areas, especially in centers. 

Promote transportation improvements that support the redevelopment oflower
density, auto-dominated arterials to become more pedestrian and transit 
compatible urban transportation corridors. 

Encourage a mix of land uses and densities at major transit access points to meet 
passenger needs and off'-·r an opportunity to reduce vehicle trips. 

Promote the development of local street patterns and pedestrian routes that 
provide access to transit services within convenient walking distance of homes. 
jobs, schools, stores, and other activity areas. 

Support the establishment of high capacity transit stations that advance regional 
growth objectives by: 

a. Maximizing opportunities to walk, bike or take short transit trips to 
access regional transit stations; 

b. Locating stations within urban centers and at sites supporting 
development of concentrated urban corridors; 

c. Providing direct. frequent and convenient regional transit service 
between urban centers; and 

d. Providing system access to urban areas in a manner that does not 
induce development in rural areas. 

Regional high capacity transit station area guidelines should be developed by the 
Puget Sound Regional Council in cooperation with the Regional Transit 
Authority. WSDOT, 101.:al transit agencies, and local jurisdictions to establish 
regionally consistent expectations of appropriate development in the vicinity of 
high capacity transit stations (including rail, major bus, and ferrv) that best 
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RT-8.24 

RT-8.25 

support and assure efli:i:1ive utilization of the regional transit system. 

The regional high cap.li:ity transit station area guidelines should be addressed by 
the Regional Transit .-\uthority. transit agencies and WSDOT in conducting 
plaMing activity through interlocal agreements to be developed with local 
jurisdictions.for station area plaMing. Such planning shall set forth conditions for 
development and access around high capacity transit stations. Consistency with 
transit station area guidelines. in conjunction with other regional policies, should 
be addressed in developing the regional transit system within corridors. 

Local jurisdictions that .ire or will be directly served by the high capacity transit 
system identified in the Metropolitan Transportation Plan should develop specific 
station area plans as pa11 of their comprehensive planning efforts that provide for 
development, services and facilities sufficient to support efficient transit service 
commensurate with the regional investment in transit. Local station area plans 
should be consistent \Vith regional high capacity transit station area guidelines, 
and at a minimum address land use and density, transit-supportive development 
regulations. urban design, parking. and nonmotorized and motorized access. 

Expand Transportation Capacity Offering Greater Mobility Options 

RT-8.26 

RT-8.27 

RT-8.28 

RT-8.29 

RT-8.30 

RT-8.31 

Upon potential achievement of broad public support, regional transportation 
pricing strategies should be considered as a method to assist in financing the costs 
for development. maintenance and operation of the regional multimodal 
transportation system in order to reflect a more direct relationship between 
transportation system c~ists and benefits. 

Promote an intercoMected system of high-occupancy vehicle lanes on limited 
access freeways that provides options for ridesharing and facilitates local and 
express transit services connecting centers and communities. Assure safe and 
effective operation of thl! HOV system at intended design speed for transit 
vehicles while also enabling the region to assure attainment and maintenance of 
federal and state air quality standards. 

Support the design and development of components of the regional high
occupancy vehicle (HOV) system which improve transit access and travel time 
relative to single-occupant vehicle travel. 

Promote and support the development of arterial HOV lanes and other transit 
priority treatments in urban areas to facilitate reliable transit and HOV operations. 

Promote and assist in coordinated development and operation of higher speed 
intercity rail corridor services and facilities connecting the Puget Sound region 
with effective interregional and interstate transportation mobility which may 
reduce highway and air travel demands in such corridors. 

Support effective management and preservation of existing regional air 
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RT-8.32 

RT-8.33 

RT-8.34 

RT-8.35 

RT-8.36 

RT-8.37 

RT-8.38 

RT-8.39 

RT-8.40 

transportation capacit~ ,111d ensure that fi.uure air transportation capacity and 
phasing of existing airport facilities needs are addressed in cooperation with 
responsible agencies. C,1ordinate this effort with long-range comprehensive 
planning of land use. surface transportation facilities for effective access, and 
development offina111:ing strategics. 

Ensure adequate capa1.:i1y to serve cross-sound travel demands that focuses on 
foot-passenger travel and freight and goods movement. Promote convenient 
connections for foot-passengers to the regional transit network. 

Develop a regionally coordinated network of facilities for pedestrians and bicycles 
which provides effective local mobility, accessibility to transit and ferry services 
and connections to and between centers. 

Support the development of roadways when they are needed to provide more 
efficient connections for a comprehensive road network to move people and 
goods when such roads will not cause the region to exceed air quality standards. 

Support appropriate de, clopment of freight access improvements for greater 
reliability and efficiency in the movement of freight and goods. Such 
improvements may include but are not limited to consideration of exclusive 
freight access facilities_ :md/or preferential freight access where appropriate. 

Transportation investm.:nts in major facilities and services should maximi7.e 
transportation system continuity and be phased to support regional economic 
development and gro"'1h management objectives. 

Improve intermodal connections between high capacity transit stations, (including 
ferry terminals, rail stations, and bus centers), major transfer points, and the 
communities they serve. primarily through more frequent and convenient transit 
service. 

Support opportunities to redevelop the road system as multi-modal public 
facilities which accommodate the needs of pedestrians, cyclists, transit, high
occupancy vehicles, automobiles, and trucks. 

Develop a high-capacity transit system along congested corridors that connects 
urban centers with frequent service sufficient to serve both community and 
regional needs. 

Encourage, when possible, the use of local labor when building regional 
transportation systems and components which could generate new economic and 
employment opportunities. 
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APPENDIX B 

ISTEA 's 15 Planning Factors 
Federal Metropolitan Planning and Program Development Requirements 

ISTEA was passed by Congress and sign1:d into law "ith the intent to broaden and strengthen the ability 
of urbanized areas to link their compreh~nsive planning programs to funding decisions on transportation 
projects. The law states: 

It is in the national interest to encourag.e and promote the development of transportation systems 
embracing various modes of transportation in a manner which will efficiently maximize mobility 
of people and goods within and through urbanized areas and minimize transportation-related fuel 
consumption and air pollution. To ac.omplish this objective, metropolitan planning 
organizations. in cooperation with 1hc State. shall develop transportation plans and programs for 
urbanized areas of the State. Such plans and programs shall provide for the development of 
transportation facilities (including pt:d.:strian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities) 
which will function as an intermodal 1ransportation system for the State. the metropolitan areas, 
and the Nation. The process for devdoping such plans and programs shall provide for 
consideration of all modes of transportation and shall be continuing, cooperative. and 
comprehensive to the degree appropriate, based on the complexity of the transportation problems. 

lo developing regional transportation plans and improvement programs to carry out this mandate, 
ISTEA requires that each regional/metropolitan planning organization consider at least the 
following J 5 factors: 

J. Presen•ation of existing tramp11rtationfadlilies and, where practical, ways to meet 
transportation needs by using existing transportationj,,cilities more efficiently. 

2. The consistency of transporwtion planning with applicable Federal, State, and local 
energy conservation program.s. ~oafs, and objectives. 

3. The need to relieve congestion und prevent congestion from occurring where it does not 
yet occur. 

4. The likely effect of transportc,t ion policy decisions on land use and development and the 
consistency of transportation plans and programs with the provisions of all applicable 
short- and long-term land use and development plans. 

5. The programming of expenditures on transportation enhancement activities. 

6. The effects ofc,/1 tramportation projects to be undertaken within the metropolitan area, 
without regard to whether s1IL'h projects are publicly funded. 

7. International border crossinKs and access to ports, airports, intermodal transportation 
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facilitie.,·. mC1i11rfreig/11 distri/•111ion route,. 1wtimwl parks. r<.'1.n:ation areas, monuments 
and historic sites, "11<1 militarr il1stallatio11., 

8. The 111:edfor 1.·1mne,·tivity ofr11a,I.~ within th<! metropo/i1,111 urea with roads outside the 
11ll!tro110/itan area. 

9. The trunsporwtion needs idemi/ied through use of the manctgement systems required to 
be developed under /STEA (six management systems must be developed and in place by 
the Swte. in cooperation with r,•giona/ plctnning agencies. not later than December 31, 
1994) 

JO. Preservation 11/'rights-of-wc,yfor constru,·tion of future transportation projects, including 
identification ol unused rights-11/:way which may be needed for future transportation 
corridors and identification of ,hose corridors for which action is most needed to prevent 
destruction or loss. 

I l. Methods to enhance the effide111 movement of freight. 

12. The use of life-cycle costs in the design and engineering of bridges, tunnels, or pavement. 

13. The overall social, economi,·. ,•11ergy. cmd environmentul ejfects of transportation 
decisions. 

14. Methods to expand and enh,mn· transit services and to increctse the use of such services. 

15. Capiwl investments that would result in increased security in transit systems. 

### 
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